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REPORT
OF THE

FORTY-NINTH ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE

State Horticultural Association
OF

PENNSYLVANIA

Held at Lancaster, Pa., January 14-15, 1908

The Forty-ninth Annual Meeting: of the State Horticultural A«nmt.on convene.1 in Court Room No. 2. at Lancaster a noyock

THE PRESIDENT.-I am glad to see so many fruit growers

lamiliar to me. I hope those who come from a distance will make ita ,>o,nt to come up between sessions and shake hand with me and in

o^eve'rv^dTh ;?• -1,^^'! H"^'
'° "^^ "^ Personal acqtta^^anceot everybody here. The first tlimg on the program is the readino- ofthe mn,utes of the last meeting. Will the SecreUry please read h^'The Secretary thereupon read the minutes of the last meetrewhich were approved as read.

meeting,

lec™n^rdue'J''r^^
"^^^ ^" '""^ ^'^^'^^ - -" -» -^^ col-lect on of dues. It has been customary at this time to take a recessto allow members to do this, and in accordance with this cust^^e ^^^^^now take a recess of a few minutes. Our Treasurer is absent beTn^detanied by the nurserymen's meeting, now in session irthis citvbut our Secretary, Mr. Engle, will take his place.

^'

t.k'^tr^^^^^V^^'-
^^^'*^"^^"' will you please announce before wetake this recess that any good man who has a dollar is eligible to mem-

W7d^ "' """^' ^""^ """ '^^^^ '" Uncaster^tnty who

THE PRESIDENT.-I will repeat that announcement- any ^oodman who has a dollar is welcome lo become a memberand any ^oodman who ,s „.terested in fruit, whether in the raising ^Hngo/eftingof It. IS welcome to come up and pay his dollar.
"^
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A recess of ten minutes was then taken, during which time the mem-
bers present paid their dues and were enrolled. The following were
added to the list of members for the year

:

Bergey, James, Mifflintown.
Berkey, Edwin A., R. D. No. 3, Easton.
Boltz, Peter R., R. D. No. 10, Lebanon.
Brinton, Samuel L., West Chester.
Brinton, W. H., Parkesburg.
Carter, John I., Chatham.
Cooper, Madison, Watertown. N. Y.
Cumbler, H. B., Logania.
Day is. Dr. S. T., Lancaster.
Durell, Charles A., Reading.
Fulton, Hugh R., Lancaster.
Haines, A. S., West Chester.
Heine, J. E., Orwigsburg.
Hertzog, P. H., Box 756, Harrisburg.
Hibshman, George, Ephrata.
Hostetler, Abram, R. D. No. 3, Johnstown.
Hunt, Dr. Thomas P., State College.
Ide, Silas C, R. D. No. i, Alderson.
KaufTan, E. F.. R. D. No. 3, York.
Knuppenberg, D. A., Lake Carey.
MacNeil, W. H., Parkesburg.
Musser, E., Lincoln.
Nissley, S. K., 14 E. Chestnut St., Lancaster.
Reel, Geo. L., Columbia.
Rick, John, Reading.
Roberts, Horace, Moorestown. N. J.
Stewart, William, Landisburg.
Strode, A. Darlington, West Chester.
Walton, Robert J., Hummelstown.
Wheaton, E. H., Knoxyille.
Wilder, Henry J., Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C
Winner, W. G., Calyert.
Yentzer, J. R., Conestoga.
Zercher, Andrew, Conestoga.
Zerr, E. M., Geirger's Mills.
Zinn, W. H., Dauphin.

DR. MAYER.—We have with us, with credentials from the Farm-
ers' League of Lancaster County, A. J. Stively and Charles Coates

;

from the Fulton Grange we haye Walter Earnhart and Mrs. Lizzie
Earnhart. I moye that we receive these people and grant them the
privilege of the floor.

THE PRESIDENT.—We have also with us Mr. Horace Roberts,
of the New Jersey State Horticural Association. Suppose we amend
that motion so as to include him, and then act on it.

t

DR. MAYER.—I am pleased to accept the amendment, and move
that vye give these people the privilege of the floor.

This motion was adopted.
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THE PRESIDENT.-We are pleased to welcome these friend,

cussions. the same as if you were regular members of the Society

be^on luctecP It'Ls'^l'''''T
°^ °*^^''^- "°" ^'^^" 'his eelciionuc conducted It has always been custoniarv to elect throimh » nr.,^;nafng committee. This n,atter has been di^.issed a several ofol"nieetmgs, and it was decided that the best way to get at it was for ?Z

de";e'of'Sr'r
"".%--'-"?- I object to t'hit ,fe hod ifit i tt

Mr AfcSparranDr Mayer, Mr. J. D. Ilerr. Mr. J W Prickett -in.l

ilJ:t&^in^;[:j.rzfe.^^T;;g:;;;c!n^
the nominating committee.

^^"tlemtn named therefore constitute

we wil proceed with the rei.ort nf tl,„ r i r^ ^'^<V=>"y- " "ot,

the chairman. Mr Che.Iter J 't^Iou
'"' '^™" ^"".mittee, by

Mr. Tyson then read the following:

REPORT OF GENERAL FRUIT COMMITTEE.

..ej?; cJ:?rior^:::rar^;is^-^^^ ^y -'- -<-

of the Oe'io'rarFrn'ilT
°'

"l?"-' ^''i"
'"''^ ""' f'-""''''-- ^^i"' "'e work

rvennso^r^ircX^et^fof T;1;"""'^
'" /"^ ^tate." Wi^l? eWt

velonc Out of tf/ ,^ explanation and a stanifx^d return en-

No^;rh;rrHoTrso::^e:^.rL;!^::'lj!;;;i:r i£^^^^^^

='i t-r;:;;.srci:':,/s.^^'"^
''""- ^-::^^ '"ndL::-.:

APPLES.

her^th,"r<['in^"tntif °T °^
i'''„^r^' ^''P'*^ States

;
the last census placedner third in total value of all fruits and second onlv to New York in

In every county where soil conditions are at all suitable nnnlp«

fach yelir
'°'"'' °' "'^"'^ conditions are improving

The season of 1907 has been a great one for apple growers (M allreports only nineteen tell of a poor crop. Twei ty-th?^ reSrt a faircrop, thirty a large crop, while seven' report for hdr d stricts^

Wtrr; c'em"Ttirr'" "'T^^^*
'" y^'^^" -"• ''-trlordin ^v

-
Ainety per cent, of the causes for poor yield or only fair crous werelate killing rosts an<l unfavorable weather at blooming timj Thiscon,lition ex,.ste< pretty generally in the Western Sectio and t.some extent in the western end of the Northern Section and in afew of the central counties. With but few exceptio^TZ'ba ance ofthe State, embracing the princi,K,l apple counties. ha<l a fi e cro^ Thefigures for .Adams county alone for K107 ire W tii 1

'

,

to 3.9.0.7 bushels of ap,L and reTuri^f'to the "row rfot^Ti?'

^Ap fr^^an&a:-hteler ^^I^Jh^:
The vote on five most profitable winter apples seems to show asfollows: Northern Section, in the order named : IJahlwr S»v Cr^on

wLtT'-ri"^HS'""se '" !'" -ports ar'e'smokehouse, StaymaTs"

SI. aying tl e l!al win f 1

''•""''' '"<l'^--"''i''at with the increasedprayiiif, the l.aldwm is becoming more profitable in the southerncounties, an<l recent investigations of conditions in the PbillTi ?
a,.pe market show Pennsylvania I'.aldwins sel i g a a ^^^

llta=-l--^{-^^big.yasa.,.—^^^^^

of^^u!Lrr^i-=''x.r:^:r-a-^^
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planting would be profitable and the Chairman recommends that
growers give more attention to this field of apple culture

In answer to the question: ''Do growers pack their own apples and
does It work satisfactorily?" only about one-third of the answers
were affirmative, but in nearly every case the report showed satis-
tactory results where this plan had been tried and there is little doubt
that growers can sell to better advantage when equipped for doinff
their own packing.

-^ ir- &

"Would you favor a law to enforce uniform grading and pack-mg? brought out forty-nine affirmative and eighteen negative an-
swers, many being strongly in favor of such legislation and a few
expressing doubt as to the possibility of successful regulation.

PKARS.

The pear crop the past season has been a light one in nearly all parts
of the State. In most cases the quality was good, a very few reports
showing poor quality.

*

The outlook for future pear crops in Pennsylvania, however, does
not seem very bright. Only eight counties report any commercial
planting of pears and many of the old trees are going out rapidly.

Blight is by far the most serious enemy to successful pear ^rowine
and IS reported to be doing much damage. San Jose Scale, when not
controlled, is causing much loss to pear growers.

Favorite varieties are Rartlett, Keiflfer and Seckel, in the order
named, with Clapp s Favorite, Sheldon and Lawrence mentioned
three or more times.

PEACHES.

The peach crop in Pennsylvania was almost a failure, only four
reported a good crop, nine fair and fifty-four reported very poor
With a very few exceptions, correspondents reported conditions ex-
ceedingly unfavorable for this fruit. Late spring frosts and' rain
at time of blooming were reported for nearly all sections. The vote
is almost evenly divided between yellows, borers, and scale as the
most destructive enemies of the peach grower. Regarding Brown
Rot, eight report that it is being controlled, thirty report fhat it is
not contro led. while seven say they have no trouble with Brown Rot
There is decided lack of unity in answering the question ''Is peach
culture profitable in your county?" thirty-six answering "Yes'' and
thirty giving a negative answer. It is hard to divide the State with
reference to these two conditions, but in general the southern countiessome of the central ones, and a few of the eastern ones report fair
profits while north and west, with the possible exception of Erie and
i^rawtord counties, [)eaches do not seem to do well.

PI.UMS.

The crop was light, only nine persons giving a favorable reply and
in most cases frost and rainy weather were the causes assigned for
this failure. **

Curculio, Black Knot, Scale and Brown Rot are the most serious
enemies to plum culture in the State. A few reports show loss from
yellows.

German Prune is given first place as a profitable variety, followed

II

w-'l^'^^'' ^^ ,^"^bank, Damson, Abundance, Lombard Green Ga^e

Eight persons recommend the one-half bushel basket for nTarketinP-plums, five prefer quart boxes and four use a five-pound basket
^

CHERRIES.

Most correspondents report the; successful growing of cherriesand thirty out of forty-five answers indicate that fhe crol is nrSle
reported. Sour chernes are most favored as desirable «liin™.rcMontmorency an.l Early Richmond receiving nearly ail the voteT."^'

GRAPES.
,

Gi-apes grow .successfully in most sections of the State and are soeasily grown and with a little care, are so generalfy satisfactory tha^no country home should be without several vines. Rot and rose

ported r'""'^ 'T'™"^''
''y ^"^^y'"^' ^'^ th<= ^'"ef dif^cXes re!

i? i S.?""""""' 8^'"^P« growing has been very profitable in someof the northern counties, particuarly Erie and in a fevv Xr sec fo^^favorably .,,tuate<l as to soil and market. It is by no means eeneraThowever Conconl takes the lead as a variety recLiueS fo^home

Moor:' Fa ir°"n ^/f'
'°""^^" "''"'''' ''' Niagara Worden andMoore s Early. Brighton, another excellent variety, is named eig-htm,es. De aware and Salem five times, and CampbeiVs Farlv Somtimes, with fifteen varieties mentioned once or twice

^

S.MALI, FRUITS.

rnft^Z-'"'"'''^'^.-'"''
correspondents ha.l experience sufficient to war-rant their reporting on most profitable varieties of strawberries A

Irn^vn'^^'T?'
'"'. '^'''"' ""''."^ =""<' '"'''• ^<^P°^'^ "No Strawberriesgrown The vote on varieties follows: Bubach. 12; Haverirnd iT-(den Mary 10: Sharpless. Senator Dunlap, and Sample 7 Brand'

'

wine and Wm. Belt, 5; Gandy an<l Cumberland, 4 each
^

land" InT KaTn's t"'""'
'"'''' "'^'^"''• '°"°^^^<' ''^ ^regg. Cumber-

raspberry ve^'ighir"
'°""'~"'''-'"'^ reco,.n.e,ui Black Diamon.l

"Name some of the har.liest and best blackberries." The answers

the Star wild bS.'"
""' "" '"''''''"^^ ''''' »'-' '" more tha"T:

onesl'?e%.mlvated """' ^'""" '" '""""""> "^=" ^"' '^^ '=""«^

andSiiiU'Ttime'f
"'""• '"""''"'°

" ''""''' """' ^ '--• Baylor

VECETABLES.

Sixty per cent, of the reports show that the past season has been

Regarding the most destructive enemies, correspondents are nrartically united on Blight of potatoes, tomatoes, etc., L the mosr^erious'Other troubles mentione.l several times are Cabbage WontT Cabbage

and A?ildfr'
"""' '''°'"'"- ''''" '''"'"• '^°'="° Beetle. AmhraciTc!:
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Cabbage and potatoes are given equal credit as being the best
paying crops. Tomatoes, sweet corn and beets are reported frequently
and celery, onions, peace and asparagus are mentioned three or more
times.

Only six correspondents report market gardening unprofitable in
their counties.

SPRAYING.

Taking the State as a whole, the reports show that spraying for
insects and fungi is increasing, although many correspondents report
no increase for their sections. Compared with past years we feel
that conditions in this respect are gratifying. Not so, the answers
to the question, "Isc spraying thoroughly done?" forty-eight say *'No"
and only thirteen "Yes." This seems to us a most unfortunate con-
dition. Nearly every report, referring to one crop or another ex-
presses a need for more thorough spraying and the answers to the
question "What are the results of spraying?" are almost with one
voice, "Good when thoroughly done." We feel that this point cannot
be too strongly impressed on the minds of all persons who attempt to
spray at all. Jt seems very clear to us that it matters much less which
of the many excellent formulae and preparations recommended to-day
you decide to use, than that you practice the greatest care and thor-
oughness in the application of your choice.

SAN JOSK SCALK.

This insect is now found in nearly every fruit-growin section of
the State. Abnormal weather conditions during the principal breed-
ing season of the past year have tended to check its spread to some
extent. 1 his fact must not, however, be taken as an excuse for fail-
ing to spray during the present winter or coming spring, for plenty of
live scales are present to guarantee a very healthy increase if un-
molested.

Twenty-seven correspondents report that San Jose Scale is beinjr
held in check. 1 wenty-three say it is not, in most cases, because of
neglect and failure to spray and where sprayed, but ])oorly dcjue
The question "What is the most effective spraying material you

have used? brought many interesting answers, some of them of
considerable length. The space of this paper will not allow us to
give more than a synopsis of the results, as follows: Lime and sulphur
wash (sometimes with salt), 31 reports; soluble oils (two commercial
preparations being mentioned), 2^ reports; kerosene emulsion ^•
crude ]K>troleum, 2; whale oil soap and Tak-a-nap Soap, i Nearlv
all correspondents who have had experience with commercial sprav
preparations report success and satisfaction with their use.

FERTILIZERS.

''Are commercial fertilizers used larged by your fruit growers?"
Yes, ^from twenty-six correspondents, and "No" from forty-three.
Ihe affirmative answers coming mostly from the fruit-growing coun-
ties and the negative answers, with a few exceptions, from sections
where fruit growing is incidental.
Nearly all correspondents agree that stable manure can be used

profitably on orchard soil. A considerable number, however, qualify
this statement by saying "but not for peaches," which we believe is a
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pretty general experience. A few object to stable manure as not
being sufficiently uniform or properly balanced.

Twenty-three reports favor the use of lime in the orchard, while
seven discourage its use. It is favored because it sweetens the soil
(renders it alkaline), loosens the soil when "tight" or heavy and
serves as a solvent for fertilizer elements already present in the soil.

TILLAGE.

The queries on this subject brought so many and such widely
varying answers that the chairman of this committee finds it almost
impossible to fix on one or even on two or three methods that are at
all generally practiced.

Most persons agree that peaches should have clean culture. Aside
from this, the practice of orchard cultivation seems to be limited
almost entirely to commercial plantations, except such cultivation as
trees may receive from the working of hoed crops planted in the
orchard. Regular crop rotation with two or three successive years
of grain and sod seems to be a common practice in most sections.
"Hog culture—no rings" is recommended and for a bearing orchard

of limited area, doubtless works very well. The Chairman finds that
his own experience follows closely that of several correspondents and
takes the liberty of making the following recommendations for till-
age of apple orchards

: From time of planting up to time when trees
occupy most of the ground, cultivate thoroughly each season, inter-
cropping if desired with some cultivated crop or if a grain or grass
crop is used, leaving a generous strip on each side of tree to be culti-
vated. When potatoes can be grown, they afford an excellent crop
for orchard planting. When trees have come to bearing age so that
summer spraying is needed, it will probably seem best to discontinue
the inter-cropping. liegin cultivation early in the spring, plowing
shallow or cutting up with disc and following with spring-tooth
harrow. Continue until mid-summer, then sow a cover crop or allow
a volunteer growth of grass and weeds to grow, mowing once or twice
during summer. When nitrogen seems to be needed, common red
or crimson clover are excellent cover crops. When wood growth
seems to indicate sufficient nitrogen, rye answers the purpose and is
easily grown.
Twelve correspondents report good results from mulching apple

trees, especially on hillsides and recommend using grass, weeds or
any other material available for the mulch.

ORCHARD ENEMIES.

As means for destroying the English Sparrow, shooting and feed-
ing with poisoned grain are suggested. One correspondent recom-
mends offering a price for them.
A good deal of damage by mice and rabbits is reported. This

can be avoided to a considerable extent by keeping grass and rubbish
away from trees and hilling up the ground slightly before winter sets
fin. Several correspondents recommend protecting with coverings
of veneer, wire netting or building paper. Twigs or clippings left on
the ground under trees will often divert mice from attacking the tree.
Most persons advise the use of knife and wire for extracting borers.A few suggest as partial preventives lime around tree, whale-oil soap
and carbolic acid, boiling water, and wood ashes.
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The Chairman has had very good results by painting the trunks

borde?^
""" *'"' "'^""'^"^ ^"'' """^«='' °" ^g-'"^' both mice and

disIu™on™w!'''Mr-T"" "-"?""'' --^P"" '' "^f"- "^^ '--e for

PROF. SURFACE.-I woul.l Hke to have the opportunity to addmy hearty en<lorsement to that part of the report which touches u^n
Je'ciar:t.r< v"'^T

"°''''.'

r' ""?" ""= ^"'^i'^^'' -I'-h I haTe niraspecial study. I wish to emphasize the fact that thoroughness inspraying is even more important than what is used. Mo^ of thefailures to overcome the pests in our orchards are due to h s lack ofthoroughness in spraying, but I have in my office a pile o communU
t' "Tn Z\tn'v' "'^'^'="^ "'""^'' «° '" »ho^ that frZ u-ti re in the State of Pennsylvania is gra<lually getting on its feetand getting do,yn to the kind of work that .4ould be done ii, anorchard. I think we all feel that there is a great deal in tWs re ,or^

tl'fiLrrrVbHcror^^^'"^"'- -' ' --'^' -e i "b^^^Pd'
The motion was adopted.

MR. CARTER.—
I would like to .say, Mr. Chairman that T ,,„

St'atrt.rr^lf?
«""

'T\ "'i'""^
f'°'" .lifferentZnt^ef in t e

In otir sec on o r'hif''''
'"''^'" ^""^'''^--^rf worthy of .selection,in our section of Chester county, as most of us peonle know itIS too early for -a winter, apple. Another thing that sfuck n e' asrather singular is, that many of the sorts recominended here were oldfriends, very few new names standing at the head in this reporT

besT^lfarfo^r'^o'JT-'""
"^'."'^

Ti"'''
'"^^'^' ""' "-"^ of o-

frie K s sed to atten . 'T-
^'"' :™"''' '"^^''' ^'^o 'hat when ouririencis used to attend these meetings some twenty or thirtv vearsago, they thought Chester county wa.s the State of Pennsvlvania Weare now growing apples all over the State, and we have rewrts comein from counties that you did not hear of thirtyTears ago

MR. FENSTERMAKER.-I differ with the gemleman in regard

ILTT^ ri
"'^"^^ ^'"' w'"'<^ lea<l to keep away the „rer7rm

a terwar Is"^' ,e Zlf"% l'""''
""" ^7' ^^"' ''^^ « s^orry lookTi g tree

:xSe hrrbe'^il'lha'lttjt.r^esX^';.^^^^^
^""-'^"«' ="^ "'^

iNortnern bpy. Then, there are other and newer varietiV^ huV fhl.r
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thaY a' ve^f?n^^Zf
^" TP'^"^''"" °f f^at point, I should like to saythat a very interesting feature came out in a good many of the re-ports, especially the reports from the southealtern portions of theState to the effect ttet the Baldwin is more profitable than it used tobe. We are better able to hold them on the trees by spraying

.r' o'nT"''' ^?'' "'^^^^ "' ''"^ °' ^'ght of the reports! aTdTt "fdme to make special mention of it in the report.
. " " n lea

th.T'^n-
PJ^ESIDENT.-I am very glad that Mr. Tyson brought outhat point. I have grown Baldwins for thirty-five years, and before

I began spraying, more than three-fourths of my Baldwins droppedto the ground and rotted before picking time, but I have found thatby spraying and keeping the leaves on the trees, we can keep the fruUthere also. Where the altitude is low it cannot be done so webut even half a degree higher up, where we keep the leaves on the •

hb'trne '?b"''
'"•" ./•""\^^'' "•^' ^'- Tyson emphaTzed this ^this time. This IS somethmg I have been preaching to a large extent.

MR. J.^MISON.—In Juniata county the York Imperial is themoney-maker, and many of our people say that they prefer to raise

Men n"
""" 1° "'t ^f^'^'T-

'^''^y g^t ^« '""^h money for tl eBen Davis as they <lo for the BaUlwin, and it is not so hard togrow. I have seen a thousand bushels of apples go to market asBaldwins, three-fourths of which were Ben Davis. They claim thebuyer ,s not able to tell the difference. Thirty-five or fort, W
rn'"Z"v.'n.

"' '"^'^^ "'" "?' "^^ ^^'<'^^'" ^PP'^ does not do\o welin the valley as it does in the mountains. There is one point that Iwish to make that I <li,l not notice in the re,»rt (and I watSed it veryelosely) and that is this: my experience has been that yoi, should

does^heVoT
'°°^ "°' °"'^ "'' '''"' '^"' "'^ f^"'' ^^ wen. That

THE PRESIDENT.-What <lo you spray them with?

MR JAMISON.-Lime and sulphur; 1 .sprayed the tree first butdel not see any sign of .scale, so I thought I would try spraying ihe

the f'ru'it
'

"'^"' ""'' '^"' ^""' ="' ^ have since I fpray

MR. SCHOLL.—In regard to spraying on the fruit, you know Ihve up m Schuylkill county, an.l one .lay up in the Analomink Moun-
tam.s I met a man, a huckster, whose wagon was standing in them.dde of the street: he showed me an apple that was as ifrge and

anXis?-' T
'P.P'?.,"'?'-^-. =","' ''^ ^^''^d "^- "'lo y"" ^now what thaapple IS? I said "I don t know unless it is a Northern Spy but Inever saw one so large and smooth as that one is. He said it' was aMorthern Spy, and he showed me the tree, standing right inside hisgate. It was a fine tree, an<l he told me that he spfayed it with

r^"!^!"^!"
'° ""^^P "'^ "'o™^^ °f^- "<: said that that particular treehad had five applicat ons of Paris green in two years, one pound toa barrel of water. "This year I done it again." he said, and theseare the apples that grow on it." I have his word for it. and hisneighbors tell me that it is the truth. Those apples are lust assmooth as though they were polished, and from a tree not a hundred
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yards from this one which he had not sprayed, every apple dropped
,off. He said tliese had done the same before he spraye<l with Paris
green. I will repeat the proijortion : one pound of Paris green toa barrel of water, five applications to a tree in two years.

MR HARTMAN.—The report recommended rye as a cover cropNow, I u.sed It with bad results. It may be that it is all right for
fruit-grower.hut I have found it vcry<letrin,ental in the market garden
I cannot explain why that should he the case, but I have found that

foflowTng
'^"' "' " ''°'""' "°^' ''"' ''^'' '"i""""--^ <^ff<^<^t-^ °" tlie crops

n„?'^ • ^'^,P^T'^^".'' ' ""^ P"'"' "'<'" I '"ay liave missed, or it may
the or',

brought out in the report, and that is in reganl tothe worst enemies of the grape, the rot and the rose bug. both ofwhich can be fortunately overcome by spraying. I suppose*- he sprayfor the lug shoul.l be some poison, like arsenic. My' experience hasbeen that bagging the grape is not enough ; hand bagging does notalways <lo the work
; it is necessary to spray them beside!

not VnA
R^""'^™" O" "Vf HKht Said Something about the buyer

r,^nlo T*-' .
'''ff^'-^"^e between the lien Davis an<l the lialdwin

apples. A great many times the consumer does not know the dif-ference. Now, I notice that the lien Davis is crawling up. There

first with me It will last longer than any other apple: it is a beau-

wlnr"'''."^ ''f^'
'"•" ^"'y ''•" lian.lsomer ones, am although oi Xwhole, he taste is not so good as that of some other apples youwill find a great many of them that have a good taste.

MR BRINTO.V-I have been listening to the remarks on the sub-ect of spraying, but there is one point in regard to the ani,le t athas not been brought out, aiul which is in n.y opinion o? almos

.sorting the apples. In my ex|x;riencc of growing an<l selling ai>nlesin three .lifferent States, I have fonn.l a great many c«i7 a esbrown on the market through neglect to sortlhem pro,^rly and Mslowers both the standar.l and the price. I think this is a poin thashould not be overlooked. '

PROF. SURFACE.—I do not feel like passing by that remarkon painting that was raised by our frien<l, Mr. Fenstm. aker In ameeting o this kind there is always a difference in po n ^f view andU ,s well to bring out these differences of opinion, an.l disc, s theWe have re,x,rts fron, some orchanlists that their rees have beenT
J,,red by the use of white lea.l against borers and worms, whereas 11^Chairman has reported successful results. Now, there is a lifTerencem results. I believe that one of the purpo.ses of a convei ion ^e
t:^^:ji^TZ''' ''°"™" °' ''-'' "^^ '^^- -"• -"-
use^dTn a tree''T?n,";'"K''"

""'"'"v. commercial white lead when

IhLtJ nrh L t ^-
'"•'• '">""?"' '° "^^ tree. Commercialwhitekad, .such as is used in painting houses is apt to contain tur-pentine or dryer, which is likely to injure the tree but I I ave seen

lnv"?n?ui;t\''hr,ir"'"'. "^ "^ ^''^"'^ ^'"^ ^-^ whitelea<l ;;i :any injury to the trees. I have seen it in Mr. Tyson's orchard, and

»7
I have tried it in my own orchard, without any bad results hnt T

Mr. Hartman brought out a point that is of interest to me T Hn

Su?face"reL^rTl~i IjfPP^"^'' ^ "verhear the chance remarks of Prof,

whv Mr '^f'''"^ ''^ [y^ '^o^^'' "^t-oP- I think I can hazard a guess

^mfI.J^ '"''" ''?' ^'" S*^"'"^ bad results fron, his rye crop bv

ace field XTf f k"^
°^"- ^'^"^^ ^^^rs ago I took^a twemy^

h^rve Th
'^"^ ^^^" '." '"''" a"J P"t about sixteen acres of it

water here for irj'f it'h'T
/° "''"' "'" '''°"'^ "°P' '^ere was novvdier tnere tor it. If it had been an extreme y wet season I niio-h,lave grown a better crop, or if I ha<l planted it the first thing in

miXt'h';' 'f°7 ""^ 'y' P"'""^<' ^" that water out of the g ound

MR. HARTMAN.-r have no doubt that the points the <loctorakes are correct n then,selves. but the trouble Ihave ha, wa hlvmg poor crops following rye plowe.l down as early In he spr ng as'possible. The rye ha,l made a strong growth in the fall Zmimra goo<l .sod. then turned <lown. and followe.l with harrow an, oe>
±"'*^T'rs -n "', ™'":i'""ication with subsoil n,oist, le was con :

plete. The ,so
1 ha<l been limed, about twenty-five bushes to the acreto make sure that the rye would not make the soil aci.l ; an I vet it hasalways been my experience that rye that was allowe.l t^ g ow up and

i'::" t'rrLnd^ rz.--' ''- -'''"'' '''°-^' -- -akes^th^vrrj

I can't give you the number of the bulletin now.—can you give usthe number of ,t. Doctor ?-which tries to prove that th" maiorilv of

TheTels-rr cfrd";fT' --^""^
Z™"' "-fs as from acidXTd rock'

vear^ffL ,.n , I ^^ ^^'"^'"'^ '"' ^"^ "-'mson clover plowed inyear after year, and the rye proving injurious to the following croDsof corn, g,v.ng the reason that the Doctor has laid down k t mv ex

nraTrto^^uUcJoJr " '^ ="^^>-^ "'^""-^ '° '->< crops' 7nd1;
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DR. HUNT.—Just one thing I want to call Mr. Hartman's at-
tention to

; the land that had been planted in rye which was then
turned in, and reduced the yield to sixteen bushels per acre, had been
planted in corn the year before, and had produced two crops that
year.

The bulletin he has reference to is not issued by the Pennsylvania
Department, if I remember correctly; it is a bulletin issued by Dr.
Patterson, of Maryland Experiment Station.

MR. HARTMAN.—No ; I think it is a Pennsylvania bulletin.
There is one thing that I should make clear. The soil was not

lackmg in fertility, as the Doctor's remarks would suggest; I had
used fertilizer on it, from half a ton to a ton per acre, analyzing
5-8-10; this should give pretty good results.

A MEMBER.—I understood Mr. Hartman last year to say that he
recommended the use of rye as a cover crop.

MR. HARTMAN.—I have found that it is not wise to jump at
conclusions. When I began to truck on that farm about eight years
ago, I believed that rye was going to add to the fertility in the soil.
It may do that the next year, but it is injurious the first year. How
much of the improvement was due to the rye and how much to the
use of fertizer I did not know. I was using from $35 to $40 worth
of fertilzer per acre on some crops, and I could not understand oc-
casional poor crops ; then, last year, one-half of my corn was grown
in a field that was in rye, and alongside of it was corn that was not
grown on rye sod, and you could easily see where it began. Then I
harked back one year to when I had a tomato bed grown in rye sod.
Those tomatoes just hung round, about two weeks later than those
of the rest of the market gardeners', and I began to think some of
the trouble must be due to the rye.

THE PRESIDENT.—This is very interesting, but we are getting
away from our subject—the report of the General Fruit Committee •

we will get back to the discussion of that.

MR. TYSON.—Just a word in regard to the use of rye as a cover
crop. I have had some experience with rye in orchards, without any
deleterious eflFects. I have one case in mind where there was a good
deal of twig blight. The orchard was set in low ground, where
something was needed to prevent erosion; that orchard was sowed
in rye, and the result appears to be better than with the ordinary farm
crop of clover after it had been plowed down, and this experience was
supplemented by four or five years' experience in York county in this
matter. '

DR. MAYER.—We plowed down our first rye in '81, I think it
was, and we have in all this time our first bad eflfects to see from it
It appears to furnish more humus than almost any other crop we
can get, and in that way we can secure and hold more water in the
soil to benefit the late development of the fruit crop.

down?^'
^^'^^^'^^^•—^'hat was the age of the rye when plowed

I
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\t ^^H ,^i!'^^^'*i:~,'''''^/^^
"'^* *'^'" f'i''«e to four feet high, most ofIt, and the men had to break it before they could get it down.

PROF. SURFACE.—About getting into bloom?

DR. MAYER.-Some of it got into bloom, and more than bloom.

to'sivthlfiran m't''-"""
'^^ '^ ="' *^<^^'^^'' -'- I would liketo say that m all my experience m attending these meetings I havPnever heard a report that struck me as as complete, as instract ve oras profitable, as the one we have just heard, and are now d sculsine

^^^Lli^XT^X^r •"'" ?'^""='" '° *^ subject rather tha^ngermane, but the fact remams that it was a most excellent report.

MR. KNUPPENBERG.-I would like to make a few remarks inregard to the subject of painting trees with whitelead I undertc^kthat experiment myself, making sure that the whitelead was allright, and I camiot see anything wrong with that orchard noJ Another man took some commercial paint an<l used it on his tree's and
'"l/!r7''l" ^'' ^^^y plainly evident that it was the wrong thingRegarding the matter of spraying where there was no scale I t,^khat up a few years ago, and find it very beneficial. I alway's sp^vtwee for the codlin moth, and my orchard was the comment oTthecounty for the quality and quantity of its fruit.

™'"""«"t °» the

miuee?
°°°^—"^"^^ "''^ adopting of this report discharge this Com-

.

THE PRESIDENT.-No; the Chairman of the Fruit Committee

'rlTo'intfd.^"^^
'"''' '"' ^"^" -^^ '^ = «-^ °-- he is geTerllr;

his'^d^itv^s^^w^eirtlr.-f^^'"^'" '"F'1 ""' "^'^ gentleman has done

ln'.;tnd\Ts:slttt'a';'ot':o?th;tk;'.'
^™""' ---^^ '"='' -^ -'--^

The motion was seconded and adopte<l unanimously.

^l'*' f'^.y^^'^T^ "'^"1^ y^"' gentlemen, but I am glad to sav thatmost of the thanks are due to the gentlemen who inade it rossiblefor me to give you this information The responses can e fn vervpromptly to me, and made it easy for the Chairman to do his work^
THE PRESIDENT.-A few days ago I received a let'ter fron, .gentleman whom I had been accustomed to see It our 1 or ictZralmeetings a number of years ago. when I was quite a Zne- nmn H.wrote to me that we met in Lancaster thirty-^e yea^rsZ and thite was then one of the officers of this Society. ^ Of late 'years we

Xr7n!f n?!'""'
°"'

"r""^^' ^"' w^ l^ave heard rom himIo her lines. Of his man. who has been engaged in fruit culture or

stenHl'l"™'*"'",,
""" "" ""^ "f<^- " has been said, that ht namePenciled on a package was a guarantee of quality. H^ is with us tWsmorning and I would like to have a word from hini H^s name .sJohn I. Carter, of Chester county. We would would like to have a
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word from you, Mr. Carter. We are anxious to know whether we
have made any progress.

MR. CARTER.—As the young woman said, "this is so sudden."
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen : I am asked whether you have made any
progress in the last thirty-one years, when I met with you in this
town last. When I look at this large gathering of fruit growers
assembled here, I would say most emphatically "yes," and the fruit
exhitibed here also shows evidence of progress in the number of
varieties and beauty of appearance. At the close of this rather re-
markable season, our people all over the State say that they never
had a finer, or a more bountiful crop; this is not due to the fact that
we have better or finer apples, but we did not have so many growers.
When I look over this audience, and then look back over these

many years, I cannot help but feel a certain degree of sadness, to see
so many of the old familiar faces missing from their places at this
meeting. Men like Henry M. Engle, Thomas M. Harvey, Dr. Eshle-
man, Cyrus T. Fox, Judge Stitzel, and many others are no longer
with us. These were fine old men, interested not only in horticulture,
but in every feature of agriculture which the people of this county
pHirsued. Sometimes they made mistakes. In looking back over
the meeting of thirty-one years ago, I remember that some of them
took exception to asking the State for aid in the matter of our
forestry growth. That was a mistake. We have found that the
decline in our forests has been injurious to the farmers of this country,
and we all feel like encouraging the State Legislature in the matter
of preserving our mountain regions. We are suffering from a scarcity
of lumber and timber, and the results brought about by this scarcity.
We can go even further than encouraging the Legislature. We can
and should all do something to encourage tree planting along our
roadsides, and along the waste ])laces on our farms, and the growth of
nut trees in our pasture lands. We all have large pasture lands
where the walnut, the shell-bark and the pecan would do well, and
not damage the pasture. They would be of great value to the owner
and to the country in general.
The United States is a great country: one section raises fruit of

one variety; another section raises a different variety, and that is

true not only in the different varieties of a fruit, but of the fruits
themselves, and we send our fruits and our products into the larger
cities without diminishing the quantity or the demand for them. What
we need to-day all over the United States is a united company of fruit
growers who, when they can raise a good variety of fruit in one
section, will be satisfied to raise that, and allow the grower in another
section to grow a different variety. This is a great country, and
exchange, rather than compettion, is the means of inducing the grow-
ers to endeavor to improve the fruits best adapted to their sections.
I did not expect to be asked to speak, Mr. Chairman, and you will
excuse me for not having anything better to say.

THE PRESIDENT.—Is Prof. Stewart in the room? We will be
very glad to hear a few words from him. This is not Prof. Stewart's
regular address, as announced on the program, but a special announce-
ment he wishes to make.

PROF. STEWART.—Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: I
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don't want to take you away from this valuable discussion that is
going on, but we are all at work on this apple problem, from a little
different viewpoints, perhaps, but all tending toward the same end
I \yant to explain a little concerning one of the things that we are
trying to do at State College.
We hear a good deal now-a-days about the improvement of wheat

and corn by selection of the best strains, and about raising the stand-
ard of our animals by selection of the highest types for breeding pur-
poses. Now, we wish to apply the same principles to the apple in this
state. Of course, we recognize the different methods of reproduction
involved and realize that the value of selection in improving races
propagated like the apple has not yet been entirely demonstrated But
we believe it worth trying. It is one of the possible resources of the
progressive orchardist and should not be left unworked.

It not infrequently happens that a single tree of a standard variety
does much better than any others of its kind in that neighborhood
l^or example, in Southern Pennsylvania, where the Baldwin as a
rule IS unprofitable on account of the early dropping of its fruit and
leaves, an occasional tree is found which is entirely free from these
faults. This tree may indicate the way to get Baldwins that will be
prohtable in our southern sections.

It also is not at all rare in this State that a local variety seems to
outdo all others in its section, and we hear the owner and all his
neighbors extol the merits of that apple. These may very well be ac-
tually the best varieties for use in that section. It is from such be-
ginnings that practically all our best fruits have come, and it has
been only through the action of thoughtful fruit growers in recogniz-
ing the value of strains or particularly good individuals and propa-
gating them, that many of our present varieties have been preserved

This work of improvement has not all been done. There are most
probably in Pennsylvania to-day individual trees or local varieties that
if properly chosen and proj^agated, would prove of more value to
growers in this State than any trees now on the market. It is to these
better individuals or varieties that we wish to call the attention of all
earnest apple growers. We ask your co-operation in locating such
trees and in enabling us to get scions for further testing. We want
scions of any trees or varieties that seem especially good for Penn-
sylvania. Along with them we want all the local information con-
cerning the varieties that is available.
We give herewith a list of varieties of apples of Pennsylvania origin

selected from a list of those that have appeared in publications up to
1904, together with abbreviated descriptions. Persons knowing the
behavior of any of these varieties in their localities are requested to
communicate ivith the Department of Experimental Horticulture at
Mate College. Especially should we like to know which of these are
sufficiently promising for further attention and where we can obtain
Ijcions from particularly good trees of the same. We must unite
the efforts of all interested in apple growing and its betterment if
anything really useful is to be accomplished, and each unselfishly must
contribute to the good of the whole.
On the cards that are being distributed, I would like you to write

your names and addresses. Also, kindly state on them the names of
the varieties that you have found to be especially good in your lo-
cality.
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APPLES OF PENNSYLVANIA ORIGIN.

{Prom Bui. No. 56 B. P. I.)

Name of Apple.

Adams_
All Summer,
Austin,
Baltzbey,
Belmont,
Benninger,
Boas,
Brimer,
Brown,
Bush.
Butter,
Carver,
Clark,
Cocklin,
Columbian,
Cornell,
Creek,
Dickinson,
Dickson,
Doctor,
Early Red Sweet,
Early Ripe,
Evening Party,
Fallawater,
Fanny,
Franklin (111.?),
Fremont
Gerard,
Golden Spy,
Hiester,
Hopewell,
Housum Red,
Hughes,
Hunter,
Imperial Rambo,
Irish Pippin,
Jefferis,

Keim,
Knowles,
Knox,
Krauser,
Lacker,
Lancaster Greening,
Large Golden,
Lehigh,
Longstem (Pa.),
Major,
Minkler,
Morris Sweet,
Newvllle,
Northampton,
Paul,
Pen
Pennsylvania Wine,
Polly
Powell Beauty,
Queening,
Ramboty
Red Seek-no-Farther,
Reist
Republican Pippin, .

September,
Sheriff, . .

.

Smith, ....
Smokehouse,
Sprang
Springhouse,

Quality. Season.
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vg vl
vg me
g ml

g-vg m
vg ml
g m
vg 1

vg 1

vg m
vg m
g m
g e
g ml
vg m
vg ra
vg e
vg 1

g 1

vg 1

g ml
me

g me
vg ml
g ml
vg me
vg ml
vg 1

vg m
vg vl

g 1

vg vl
vg 1

vg-b vl
vg m
vg ml
vg m
vg-b me
vg 1

g-vg e
g-vg ml
g-vg 1

g ml
vg vl
vg-b 1

g vl
g-vg ml
vg vl

g 1

vg 1

vg ml
vg ml
vg ml
vg 1

g ml
vg 1

vg me
me

vg m
g ml
vg e
g m
vg m
g 1 1
g ml 1
g ml 1
vg 1
vg 1 1 1

Name of Apple. Form. Size. Color.

Staudt
Strode,
Sum'er Bellflower (Pa.)
Summer Paradise,
Sweet Winesap,
Switz
Townsend,
Vandervere Pippin, .

Wabash,
Walker Beauty, .....
Water,
Watson,
William Penn,
Winter Blush,
Winter Paradise
York Imperial,
York Stripe,

Color
of

Flesh.
Flavor Quality.

re

oblc
oblc
rob
obc
obc
obc
obc
roblc

Season.

roblc
ob
robe
oblc
rob

roblob
ro

1

ms
1

1

m
m
m
vl

1

vl

m
m
m
m
1

m
ml

rs

y
y

pgyb
re

gybr
pyrs
yrs

yrsru
ycr
yb

gwrsc
yrs
yb
gyb
wcs
wyrs

w
y
yw

yw
w
w
w

w
wy
y
w
w
y
w

sa
sa
sa
s

rs

sa
sa
a
bsa
sa
psa
rsa
psa
sa
s

sa
bsa

vg ml
g-vg m
g me

g-vg *

g-vg 1

vg-b 1

g-vg me
g ml
g m
vg 1

vg m
vg me
g-vg 1

vg 1

vg 1

g-vg ml
g 1

EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS.
Form—c, conical ; o, oval ; ob, oblate ; obi, oblong ; r, round

rr.£ir~\' ^"^V
^^'^'

^^\f^
*° ^'^""y '^'«^' ""' medium; ml, medium to large; ms,medium to small : s, small ; vs, very small.

Color—h, blushed
; c, crimson ; d dark ; g, green ; 1, light

; p, pale ; pu, purple :

r, red : ru, russet ; s, striped ; w, white ; y, yellow.
i'

• h t-
,

Flesh (color)—g, green
; s, stained or wine colored ; v, very ; w, white ; y yellowor yellowish. > '> j "

Flavor—a, acid; b, brisk; m, mild; p, pleasant; r, rich; s, sweet; sa, subacid:
V, very; vi, vinous. ' ""'*^'"

»

Quality—h, best; g, good; g-vg, good to very good; p, poor; v, very; vg-b verygood to best. ^ o > j

Season—e, early; 1, late; m, medium; ml, medium to late; v, very.

A MEMBER.—There is a tree on my farm, which is supposed to
be a seedHng

; it was there when I bought the farm ; I named it for
the township I Hved in—the SaHsbury. We commence using themm August, and use them until about April. Unfortunately, this year
we did not pay much attention to them, and have none in the cellar,
but I can furnish scions of the tree.

PROF. STEWART.^This shows what generally happens when
attention is called to the better apples of local origin. Nearly every
time I call attention to anything of this kind, some one tells me that
there is a kind of apple on his farm or in his locality that is exception-
ally successful. We are not anxious to increase the number of varie-
ties, but we do believe that it i^ well to bring out varieties of high
quality.

If you can furnish us with any information regarding them, it will
be greatly appreciated, and eventually, we trust, will be of service
to the entire body of fruit growers.

MR. TYSON.—Professor, do you want the name, and address
of every member, with the number of his trees, whether he has any
scions or not?

PROF. STEWART.—I shall appreciate it if you include that; I
should like to get in touch with all fruit growers in the State.

A MEMBER.—But what, Professor, if you don't know the name?
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There is a tree on my place that bears a very fine apple, but no oneknows where it comes from. It is something Hke the Duchess ofUldenburg, but of finer color.

rZ^P^J'^^^''^^^'^-^
''°"'' '^'^ '° '""'^ f^-- 'he names as I

fhlf.-/ ''
'I ^°11,"" ^""""^ '° "' ^^y half a dozen samples ofthe fruit we may be able to determine whether it belongs to any

tW^,'f "^'T^
°'„"°'- ,*^<^'^asionally people send us samples

lished variety
' '<^'^'"'ngs. but which belong to an already estab-

thi?;i'^- n,f'f^n^^r'n "rV^ r>-
''"''' I ^°"''' "ke to say some-

th ng Up at Dame sv.lle \ Y., they raise a fine VVinesap, which they
call Murrows Strain which was originate,! bv George E. Murro«
in Bedford county Virginia. The grower siuiply took some pf thebest strains and planted them in his orchard. They are the onlyWinesap grovvn in that vicinity, and are very fine. Now. I only wan^

orchard? ^
™''''''' ^^^'^" ^'^'''"^ "^e this would improve an

PROF. STEWART.-Most likely, though we cannot say surelyThat IS what we are trying to solve. We are not trying to get more
varieties, but to dcternnne whether we can improve the varieties by

de^tLtTasTt '
''^' '""• '' '" ""' ^ """^ '""' '^' '^-

MR. BRINTON.-I think it is well worth the consideration ofPennsylvania fruit growers, and also New York, es,>eciaUy n themountainous regions. My experience with the Wine.sap and NorthernSpy has been very poor as compared with tho.se in \irginia It mavbe due to the soil and location.
'rgniia. it may

in ZTreef^I^^^'^-nV'"''' ^= " ="'° "^^y ''^ *'^ '° variationsin the trees It is a wel -known fact that trees propagated simplyby buds are liable to variation. In the seedless orange there are varied

all it'lthr
^'"''^--'-t^'i by propagation of bu<fvaHations Lastfall at Ithaca, N. Y., among a lot of Baldwin apples in the Saee Dor-mitory there was one that looked like any other Baldwin, biit when itwas cut across, the knife went straight through, as if we were aitt"neso much cheese. That is, it was a coreless as well as Tse^Hess apZ

1 here were a few core lines about the place for a see<l vessel but therewas absolutely no trace of either see.l or seed vessel .\W if thitapple could have been traced to the twig which bore it thlre was achance to revolutionize the apple business. The chance would de'pend upon whether or not the twig woukl do the same 11^ aga nn improving apples we have to take into consideration rtfrnaTorhereditary influences as well as outside culture. As I have sa d th s°s

eVeri^ willl?^ r'f'' Th- '".f
'' '"" "'" ^'^^ "' ^"y ^«^i''-« wha -

ever, it will help to further the movement.

MR. BRINTON.--NOW. if what you are bringing out proves tobe beneficial, I would like to go right over to Mr. Murrow' orchard

"con^veTthaf T "'""ih''' T' T'l'^"
^^^ ^'^^^ "e told me thesecond year that I was there that I had ruined that tree by over-
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fnT'^^K I*,"' 'u^
following year it had a better crop of apples and

Jrytg' to^tint"r/h^s^Snt. ' '"^ ""^'^ ^^'"^ ^°-~ ^^

ture con.htion it will go back to its natural condition, will it not?

PROF. STEWART.-That depen.ls. After we get the seedlessorange it does not revert to the okler and less valuable sort This isclone by propagating from bud variations, and the cuestion s whether

r; ^:t istarie^o^'iir- '' -^ '-' '- -^'-'"-—

m

mi^h!!-.^-
^- J^RINTON.-Is it not a fact in horticulture that the onlymethod we can .lepen.l on to pro,luce new varieties is cross pollen°z2;

PROF. STEWART.-Hardly. You know that bananas for example are never po lenized, and we have a number oFdfffSnt variedties, so they can originate in other ways.
""ircnt vane

MR. GOOD.—Would it not be a good idea to eo back tn tl,^ nr.„maUree and get scions to see if tl.fy were as'g.Sd'TtUr fi'lTt oilS

PROF STEWART.-Possibly
: but I am incline.l to think thatwe would better stick to the trees that are here in llnn.°ylvailia.

THE PRESIDENT.— I am .sorry to announce that Mr Rains whr.was announced for the next number on the program has been Tinavoidably detained, an<l will be unable to be present Jitln ,

"""

I have the following committees to announce-
Committee on Exhibits and Nomenclature: D. L Hartman C PScholl and Josiab W. Prickett.

riartman, L. J .

.inn ""Ti,
"'*'•''

^''""^'r,"
will go to work immediately after this ses-sion. There is a good deal of work to be done, and we would like tohave the report early to-morrow morning

w' F""L''<i'° ^^^'^f 'I'f.
following Committee on Resolutions- MrVV. F. McSparran, Mr. W. P. Brinton and Mr. John D. Herr.

'

„eI"'v,™ESIDENT.-Tbe next thing on the program is new busi-ness. This, It seems to me. woul.l be a goo<l time to receive sii£.<^es

.r .::\v\';rhr lit^n.^
•"-"'^'- ^^''-"^ «- -eTim'f^::

y^^- fSLvJth^tr ^"zz rirtjn ^'^. --

MR ELDON.—
I think that it is customary for some of the otheragricultural societies to meet at Harrisburg^next vear ai if wlcould arrange to meet about the same time, it might imh ce tlle Les^^lature to take some notice of our horticultural interest I Leoniembers will be careful to vote only for men who will look Xr thi

."terests of this branch of agricultui^e, which i.rl^urficiarto .^^'mani^
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inJ^n^ H
SURFACE.-I, of course, will be heartily in favor of meet-ing n Harnsburg next year, and I endorse Mr Eldon's remarks

we iTlTf V^^ '""' '^^ Legislature is in session I believe i

of t^m to t'iL J "- ;" ''''^°" ^^ ""^ht ^ ^ble to induce manyot them to take some mterest m our work, and in our meetine- andI thmk
1 would be advisable to change the date of m^hneso as tomeet durmg the session of the Legislature.

meetmg so as to

THE PRESIDENT.-Our time of meeting is fixed by our By-lawsI recognize the value of the point which Mn Eldon has brough unThe mere fact o our meeting at Harrisburg will not do anf^dinless oi,r fnends try to use their influenc! with °1
e Lee"sla?ureI know that ,11 other States the Horticultural Societies are supportedby the Legislature, but since our Department of Agriculture waso7

tr'DeirTnim b'uTtef
^' '''"' °"'= ''"

r'^'"''
--"'dp troughine L'epartment, but there are so many other interests to look aft?rhat we fall short. I think it would be well to try to imoresson n!,;legislators the importance of using their influenc7in oir beha'f

MR. CARTER.—
I don't want to make any suggestions as to thJplace of meeting, but I would simply like to ^sug|S that two veirshence will be the fiftieth anniver.sary of fiii, Sociftv T think ;7

no?h"'"''l/"
'^' ?" '9.0 will b'e the : mi cTn7enniil "would Itnot be well to remember it in some manner.?

JSS wTl^Thf^e^mTcI^L! -.r^
'-'-'""^ --^'"^' ^"e next

hel^f^er^t'cILVfirsttetrif^^^^^^^
"^-^ -^'"^ '^

vottr cXiioT-brth'e s:'ni" ^i^;irro;:;?r- ^r^tfU ^maT ttrnK S^^^f ^CS. wHich'^CU:

MR. McSPARRAN.-Mr. President, it is absolutely necessary for

^7

W. W. Griest, who says they will be glad to receive it at the various
charitable institutions here. There is a great deal of charitable work
done here, and I think it would be well for us to donate the exhibits
here to these institutions. They will arrange to have a man call for
the fruit if we are willing that they should have it.

THE PRESIDENT.—I suppose that will be satisfactory to the
members

;
those who wish to take their fruit away can arrange to do so.

I want to call attention to the program this evening. I am sorry
that your Chairman will be unable to be with you, but you will have
a most excellent program without him. Dr. Hunt will tell us what
they are trying to do up at State College in the way of horticulture.
That is something in which we are all interested, and we are trying
to get into closer relation with State College and the Experiment
Station. We want to know just what Dr. Hunt is going to do, so
that we may hold up his hands. After that you will have an illustrated
lecture by Prof. Surface.

If there is no further business, we will take a recess until 7.30 this
evening.

PROF. SURFACE.—May I announce to my demonstrators that I
would like to meet them in this room at 6.45 this evening? Also, I

would like to have a few of my assistants help me to put up the
screen.

Adjourned.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 14.—EVENING SESSION.

Mr. Eldon in the Chair.

THE CHAIR.—The first number on the program is the Annual
Address of the President, which, in his absence, will be submitted in
writing and filed for publication.

PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL ADDRESS.

In looking back over the year that has passed since our Harrisburg
meeting, I see many things that encourage me as a fruit grower, and
as a member of this Society.

We have had a very profitable season, our orchards and vineyards
have produced a splendid crop of handsome fruit, which found a
ready market at fair prices.

The scarcity of fruit in many other sections induced buyers to come
to Pennsylvania, who would not otherwise have done so. As a conse-
quence, Pennsylvania fruits, especially apples, have been distributed
over this country as they have never been before, and the men who
bought our fruit this year will come back again for more.
Some of the remedies that have been used for the control of scale

have proven eflfective, and the reports come from all sections that the
orchards are in much better condition than they were at this time last
year.

The advent of the San Jose Scale frightened many orchardists into
studying the spraying problem, and after they had secured the proper
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machinery to spray for scale, we find the great majority pruned
and cleaned up their orchards and sprayed also against the codling
moth and fungous diseases. As a consequence we never had in
Pennsylvania as many carefully sprayed, intelligently cared for or-
chards as we had this year, and we never had as uniformly good a
crop of fruit.

This excellent crop of fruit and the ready market that it found
added greatly. to the popularity of the county horticultural societies.'We find that they all report increase of membership and a much
greater interest in the work of the societies

; plans for more extensive
planting have been arranged for next spring, and in every case we
find these plantings will consist of a very few varieties that seem
to be specially adapted to the particular locality.
The investigations in horticulture by Prof. Stewart, under the

auspices of the State Experiment Station, have been fairly started and
will very soon begin to show results. The State of Pennsylvania is
to be congratulated upon the public spirit manifested by the orchard-
ists of the State in oflfering their hearty co-operation and the use of
their land for these experiments free of cost. In this age of graft and
extortion, it is refreshing to find one set of men who are willing to
do something for the public good without special gain to themselves.

Ihe Horticultural Department of State College has been 're-or-
ganized and every facility will be aflForded for the study of horticulture
in all Its branhces, including market gardening and the management
of greenhouses, hot-beds and cold frames. A commercial market
garden and small fruit project will be started in the spring, so that
the students can pursue their studies from a business standpoint This
department will be in charge of Prof. R. L. Watts, the ex-Chairman
of our General Fruit Committee, with whom most of you are ac-
(|uainted. He is a thorough scientist, an excellent teacher, and at this
time one of the most successful market gardeners in Western Penn-
sylvania. I feel that we are exceedingly fortunate in securing his
services. In this connection, the most hopeful sign, to my mind, is the
fact that a number of young men are already enrolled in this course,
with the intention of taking charge of the home farm.
While congratulating ourselves upon the bright prospects for hor-

ticulture at State College, we cannot forget the great loss the college
and our Society has sustained in the tragic death of Prof Geo C Butz
who was cut down in the midst of a useful career. He was an au-
thority on all horticultural matters; he was justly popular in every
county of the State where he lectured at Institutes, because of his
accurate knowledge of his subject, his untiring industry, his modest
unassuming manner, and his genial, kindly nature, which endeared him
to every one who knew him.
And now, what can we say for the year upon which we arc about to

enter?

Each grower should have a definite, distinct idea formed in hi'^
own mincl as to what special results he wishes to secure ; what kind of
trade he is going to cater to, and always work towards this one end.a you will go persistently after a particular line of trade, study its
needs, and do your best to supply them honestly, you must succeed—
failure is out of the question.
We should encourage tlue association or community spirit in our

work. When we go into the general market we find the diflferent
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interests co-operating against us. The railroads agree together as to
the rates they will charge for carrying our produce to and from the
distributing centers. The commission men agree as to the rates they
will charge for selling, and where they find men working single-
handed, they fix the price at which they must sell. When the men of a
certain district work together, study business methods together study
the crop and market reports together, and stand together for a square
deal, they will get it. I am glad to be able to say from personal
observation, that this community spirit is growing, and where it is
most pronounced we find the most enthusiastic fruit growers the
best citizens and the happiest families.
To the young man who is about to start in business for himself and

contemplates planting orchards, I would say, don't allow vour fond-
ness for large operations to induce you to undertake more than you
can well perform. I have always been a strong advocate of the little
farm, well tilled. My experience and observation, extending over
a period of more than thirty-five years, has taught me that a few
acres judiciously planted and properly cared for, is much more profit-
able than the large farm poorly cultivated and the crop carelessly
handled. In conclusion, I wish you all a prosperous and happy New
X ear.

THE CHAIR.—The next number on the program is an address by
Or. Hunt. ^

HORTICULTURAL ADAPTATIONS.
BY THOS. F. ilUN'f, Dean and Director of Agriculture and Experiment Station.

State College, I'a.

Although my father was something of an orchardist and a great
lover of trees, my own experience, especially in later years has been
along the lines of more extensive agriculture. I cannot, therefore,
speak with any authority upon the details of horticultural operations!
As the director of your Agricultural Experiment Station, however,
I have to consider your problems in their broader aspects. You have,
as I see it, a couple of large questions which need working out if
Pennsylvania is to take the place in fruit raising and vegetable garden-
ing that her natural conditions warrant. Some persons will doubtless
say that the discussion which follows has failed to mention the most
important question in fruit raising, namely, the marketing of the crop.
I do not wish to underestimate the importance of barter, but the
niost imj)ortant element of success is the economic production of a
high-class article, whether it is the apple, iron or broadcloth. The
people of this nation have gone wild on the subject of barter. If the
men who have amassed fortunes in selling cheap, spurious or adulter-
.ated articles had spent the same energy in studying the economic pro-
duction of a high-class one, they might possibly have made as much
money and saved their souls at the same time. At any rate this coun-
try would have been spared the expense of an army of detectives
to enforce the pure food and similar laws.
The Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station has a moderate

sized poultry plant. Apparently, the only cause for locating the
buildings and yards was the fact that it seemed convenient to locate
them along a roadway leading from the station offices to the station
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^^'*"^' ,Tl^,^^'^tation barn was located in its present position because
^
^^'yJ [. ^^'' desired, and the station office building was lo-

cated doubtless to give a sightly outlook. Obviously, the?e factors
nave nothing to do with raising poultry and now experts tell me that

?"''.?w !;^'^'''^'J^
"""^ ^ ^^^'"'^' ^'^ ^t least handicapped owing to the

fact that this accidental location is unfit for poultry and is causing us
to work against nature.

^

The location of most family orchards and some commercial ones is
equally accidental. How many orchards in Pennsylvania have been
located with reference to the farm buildings. Few men have deliber-
ately studied the soil and climatic adaptation of different parts of theirtarm but they just planted an orchard where convenience, generallv
in relation to the dwelling, has indicated. Some brilliant successes inorcharding and many dismal failures have been due to the accident
of placing the right or wrong kind of variety of fruit on the rightor wrong soil, yet it is now known that in the same orchard part ofthe land may be adapted to Baldwins, another part to Rhode IslandGreening and so on. The point is that if orcharding is to take alarge place in Pennsylvania, and I believe it is possible to put this
great Commonwealth at the head of the column, both in the yieldand quality of apples, at least, then a systematic campaign of educa-
tion must be begun by this Society and all other agencies designed to
better the fruit industry of the State, to teach people that commercial
orcharding should be restricted to those sections where, by virtue of
soi and climate, man is aided by nature in the production of applesand other fruit. Not only so, but people should generally recognize
the necessity of adapting the kind of fruit, or even the variety, to both
soil and climatic conditions. We must even go farther and recog-
nize that certain varieties require different treatments. A friend sug-
gests that in planting an ordchard the following plan be followed •

I

3
I

3
I

2

4
2

4
2

I

3
I

3
I

2

4
2

4
2

I

3
I

3
I

In the above outline each number represents a variety of apples Ifwe suppose each tree was planted, say twenty feet apart, each way,then ten years later, when it was decided which one of the four

t\Totr "If
'^' co">^i^lering yield, quality and market conditions,

the other three could be removed. It is evident that it would makeno difference which variety was left, as the trees of every varietyare exactly the same distance apart. Now, my friend has pointedout one objection to this method which he deems rather serious Howserious I must leave it to the expert to decide. He says that in hisown experience different varieties of apples require different strengths

finH^'lT' T^
'^'"' If .four varieties were thus interspersed one mfght'find difficulty in getting the best results in spraying. I bring thisquestion up here only as an illustration of the possible adaptation of

''\';?u-f ""l
^'"'^' ^^ ^''''^ to methods of management

While the adaptation of present well-known varieties of fruit todifferent climatic and soil conditions is the first and probably the most

Zr^l:f'r\ "7^--J'"^^
^^"it raising, yet it is possibk to go astep further. The Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station is
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about to plant a large orchard on Hagerstown clay loam. It wishes
to grow three varieties of apples. Who can tell us what three varieties
to grow ? Since this soil type is seldom used for commercial orchard-
ing we have httle knowledge of the varieties adapted to it. It is en-
tirely possib e that there is no well known variety of apple adapted
to this soil type, at least when raised upon commercial scale, but it
IS possible that some obscure variety may be found which would out-
rival any known variety, or it may be that it would be possible to cre-
ate a variety better than any yet known for this purpose. This illus-
tration has been given to show that there lies before our door great
opportunity to discover or create varieties adapted to special soilsand climates. The people of this country have been in the past few
years made quite familiar with the work of Luther Burbank It does
not detract one iota from that work to call attention to the fact
that Burbank s creations so-called are of little value usually to the hor-
ticulturists of the east, because of differences in soil and climate The
very fundamental laws that i)ermit him to do what he does in larire
mea.sure prevents his work from being of practical value to eastern
horticulturists. What he has done is to call attention to what it is
possible to do for each locality, and then each localitv must work out
the problem for itself. While the creation of new Varieties of fruitmay be dealt with in some measure by the experiment stations, it is a
line of work peculiarly adapted to individual effort and one that
this society can wisely promote as such.
While I hesitate to make suggestion as to practical details to the

members of this society, there grows out of the idea that certain
varieties have certain soil and climatic adaptation the need of greater
care in the selection of stock. The time has come, in my opinion
vyhen no apple grower should buy a variety of apple for planting but
the orchard should be planted from some suitable stock such, say as
Northern Spy and afterwards top grafted from carefullv selected
scions, preferably from trees grown under the same soil and climatic
conditions. Not the least of the arguments in favor of this practice is
the positive knowledge that when the trees come into bearing thev
will bear the variety of apples expected.
There is still another step in the study of horticultural adaptation

If certain soils are adapted to the raising of certain varieties of fruit
or to a particularly high yield or qualitv of a particular variety of fruit
then there must exist certain conditions in that soil which brought
about the results. Granting this, we have only to discover these con-
ditions and bring about the same conditions in other soils in the
same climate to get the same yield or quality. This may sound simple
to the unimitiated, but every person who has ever turned a furrow
knows it IS not.

A year ago last December, at the suggestion of two horticultural so-
coieties of this State and upon the recommendation of the Director-
elect of the Station, the I^oard of Trustees of the Pennsylvania State
College set aside $i,8oo of the Adams fund for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1907, and later set aside $2,700 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1908, for investigations in horticulture. At the annual meet-
ing o.f the State Horticultural Society last January the speaker con-
sulted with members of your Society and it was decided that the
most important subject for investigation with this fund at this time
would be the causes which affect yield and quality in apples On
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April I, 1907. Professor John P. Stewart was elected to take charge
of this investigation. In a circular, which was issued at that time itwas stated that "so broad a subject and one involving such funda-
mental questions will be a long-time experiment and can only be ac-
complished by the most cordial co-operation of the orchardists of the
Mate in whose orchards these investigations must be conducted if
the questions involved are to be settled. Just what phases of this
general inquiry will be taken up first will not be decided upon until a
study of orchard conditions within the State has been made, but the
following points have been suggested and are under consideration-
(I) inHuence of commercial fertilizers and barnyard manure (2) in-
Huence of cultural methods, (3) effect of types of soil, (4) influence
of climatic conditions, including elevation and exposure, (s) eflfect
of scions from different trees, and (6) the influence of amount and
time of pruning. The influence of fungous diseases and insect ene-
mies will not Idc overlooked, although they may not be made the sub-
ject of immediate investigation."

Definite experiments on two phases of this general in(|uiry were
started last spring, three on the effect of fertilzers and four on the
effect of cultural methods. The experiments on fertilization are in
operation in the following orchards: In Adams county, at Mr E Clysons Floradale; in Franklin county, at Mr. D. IM. Wertz's, Quincy •

in Bedford county, at Mr. S. M .Brown's, iMann's Choice. They in-
volve sixteen plots of ten trees each, thus comprising a total of 480
trees now under fertilization experiment. The cultural method ex-
periments are in operation in the following places : In Franklin
county, at Mr. J. H. Ledy's, Marion, and at Mr. John A. Nicademus',
Waynesboro; in Bedford county, at Mr. Joseph R. Sleek's, of New
1 aris, and in Wyomnig county, with Mr. F. H. Fassett, Meshoppen
These experiments, with the exception of the last, comprise eight
acres each and involve a comparison of the four leading methods of
orchard culture, both with and without fertilization. Also, they com-
pare each method as fertilized with barnyard manure versus commercial
tertihzer. In all, seven experiments, covering forty acres, in four
different sections of the State.

Pennsylvania State College has recently purchased 197 acres of
land and has set aside something over twenty acres on which in the
spring, an experimental apple orchard will be planted, covering anumber of phases of general inquiry above mentioned. It is expected
also to establish additional experiments in other apple sections of
tlie btate. Careful observations are being made on the influence of
types of soil and of climatic conditions by Professor Stewart Themost important work of this kind, however, is being done by H IWilder, of the 1 ureau of Soils, who, during the past season has beenmaking a careful stucly of the apple soils of the Appalachian region,from .\ew York to Georgia. I mention this matter here in order
to suggest that if you wish to have this work continued this Society
should take suitable action to secure Mr. Wilder's assignment to thisand adjoining States for next season.

In reporting to you on behalf of The Pennsylvania State College

r"n' f.iy^'i^'h'P, I!?
^ts relation to horticulture, I am compelled to

report the loss of George C. Butz, Professor of Horticulture, by death,on Dec. 14, 1907. Professor Butz graduated from The Pennsylvania
State College in 1883 and for about twenty-five years has served the
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horticultural interests with all his powers. He was idolized bv hisstudents and l^eloved by all who knew him. Tl^ Sockty wiU bcourse, take suitable action concerning his death
^

RalnrL ^W.Ttf'^T't ^^^^^^Ef^ion as Professor of Horticulture, ofKalph L. VVatts Scalp Level, Pa. Professor Watts graduated fromThe Pennsylvania State College in 1890. He was at one th^e Profe.sor of Hortitculture and Director of farmers' Institutes atr U^^^^^^^^^s ty of Tennessee, but, fortunately for Pennsylvania, resigned from

fru t": sh;fin CanT^^'
''
T"Y-V^^^^^^^'^ gardenfnTa^d smaHmilt raising in Cambria county, where he has been unusually success-ful. His knowledge of the subject, his ability as a teacher hTs ac-

Tin o^r sf.^ ^^^^^-'^V-> -"<?itions throughout the State! a well

fllnl f
^^''

T^''?
^"' appointment a particularly happy one Ithank you for your kind attention.

^^

PeTt!^^^VvVf^rT^ ''^!1 'T ^'^""Z^"'
illustrated lecture on Orchardt ests, by 1 rof. Surface, the State Zoologist.

LIFE HISTORIES OF SOME COMMON ORCHARD INSECTS.
As a rule fruit growers and farmers recognize insects only in theirmost destructive stages, if at all, and in fact they more freque^^^recognize the destructive effects of the insects than the pe3Tem^

selves. For example, it is not un-common for us to receive fruits or

KarW 's"? 7'' '''''
r""''

'''' ^^"J^^^^^^^-" that tre/ conta^'the San Jose Scale, because this pest often causes red spots in the

ome'Vl f
P^'"'

T'"'"'
'' "

^"^r^-
"«^^^^^^' --'^ conditions maycome from fungus diseases or other causes and do not always meanthe presence of the San Jose Scale.

<*iways mean

It is important for fruit growers to recognize the effects of pestson crops, because these are often conspicuous when the pests them-selves can not be seen and in many cases they are so distinctive orcharacteristic as to make it possible to diagnose correctly the causeof injury, and thereby obtain the key to the application of proper pre-ventives or remedies.
Fxupci pic

Destructive insects should be known in their different stages, and

1 onld h'. luTT T:^ 'J^"'"'
''^ ''^"^^ ^"^^ ^^^''' «f concealment

oest Ln b^lH ^1 ^7J^'.^'''' r^ f^"it growers, in order that thepests can be attacked at their weak or vital points.
In speaking of the life histories or stages of our insects it should

1Mi. rlr
*^ ^ "^^"'•^: ^^ ^^^''- Change of form or metamorphosis.The representatives of the first of these groups are said to have in-complete metamorphosis, or change, because the young resemble theparents in nearly every regard excepting that they do not have wingsand are smaller. Also, they do not have a chrysalid or resting stageand thus there are but three stages in their life history: The eee thenymph or wingless young, and the adult or imago, which is repre-sented by the winged form in all species having wings. The insectsof the second group are said to have complete metamorphosis, as theirchange is more distinct, comprising four stages : the eee the larva or

worm-like stage, the chrysalid or jfupal stagi and the ^^luU oHmagoIhe msects do all their growing and often all their feeding in the
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second stage, which is that of the nymph or larva. It is consequently
HI this stage that they are generally most destructive. They do not
grow after the wings have developed, and many have no mouth parts
fitted for taking food in the adult stage, and consequently can not feed
in this last stage. Sometimes the injury by insect pests is done
by the female in depositing her eggs, while the injuries by feeding
are not conspicuous. The work of the Cidada or "Locust" is an ex-
ample of this.

In the following remarks, insects will be discussed according to the
plants they infest, but it must be remembered that some insects are
hable to attack a great many varieties or species of plants, while others
may be limited to but a few or even one only. When an insect
like the codling moth is described under "Apple," this does not imply
that It attacks no other fruits, and the description of its work or
effects, for the fruit under which it is discussed is practically the
same as for its effects on any other fruit or plant. If the description
and name can not be found under one particular kind of plant it
should be sought under another, which it may also attack. Details
of remedies have been published in previous issues of our Bulletins
and may be further published in the May issue.

'

APPLE PKSTS.

Aphids or Plant Z^/Vc—These are small, round-bodied, greenish
insects, with two long antennae or feelers, and a piercing mouthpart
by which they pierce the tissue of the leaf or growing twig and suck
the juices, after having injected a saliva that is more or less detri-
mental to the tree. IMant lice belong to the group of insects without
metamorphosis, and consequently they do not have a worm-like larval
stage. The apple aphis remains during the winter in the form of
black, shiny eggs on the twigs of the tree. At this time spraying
with such insecticides as arc effective in killing scale insects will de-
stroy them. About the time the buds are bursting the young aphids
hatch from the Q^g and commence to suck the juices from the new
green parts. This is the best time to kill them by mild contact sprays
such as dilute whale oil soap, eight per cent, kerosene emulsion, to-
bacco decoction, or dilute soap washes of other kinds. As they feed
on the undersides of the leaves, the infested leaves become deformed
or tvyisted and curled in such a way as to form protecting places for
the insects within, and sprays can not reach them. Consequently,
after the eaves are curled, it is impossible to kill them by spraying, but
if delayed until then the infested twigs may be bent over and dipped
into pans containing the contact insecticide, or the leaves may be
picked and destroyed.

The Codling Moth.—Th^ codling moth is the insect that feeds on
the seeds and around the core of apples, pears and quinces. In its
destructive stage, it is a pinkish white larva, which comes from an
tgg laid on the fruit or leaf by a small winged moth, which flies by
night and IS properly called the codling moth. This tgg is laid about
the time the trees are in bloom, and shortly after the flowers fall the
httle larva or worm hatches from the ^gg and generally crawls to
the blossom end of the fruit, where it usually makes its entrance.
I here is no remedy for it after it has entered the fruit, but if a spray
of arsenical poison be used at the right time, it will be killed with

formula is all ri^ht hn^f u
^"^

P^^'""'' ^PP^^^ a"^ q"i"ces this

by keeping P&^^e ^ben ath ^heTe^r^'Xlso' f^^f'"' '"T
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ance. The arva which makes them transforms into a puna a Mne spring develops into a very minute moth which lays the e^^ onthe leaf, and the arva hatches frrmi tli.« wn. \ / ^ ^^^ ^"
tl,e .eaves shcld be gathfrH ^.uV'b;.™ , a.'Von^pletelt Tr^^li:^A spraying of arsenate of lea.l and l!or,lea„x Mfxturc kent on t ,„eaves .luring the spring an<l the early suniincr < estrovs H .
larvae at the ti.ne they hatch from file egg and bewL> ^ ""^

l4 nsec Lni"^^",'^
'"'"'''"^ "'=" l'*^^^""^ 'Should als^ watch ortins insect and send reports and samples of infested leaves to onr

fsp:ead'''?ul:r"°"
""^' "^ ^'^^"'° "^^ P-* '" ""sll^^e bef^

The Scurfy Scale.-This is one of the older scale insects on fruit
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and shade trees, given its common name from the fact that it resembles
a flake of scurf or dandruff, such as is sometimes seen in the hair.
The female is gray and fan-shaped and about the size of the letter
*'v" used in this type. The male is quite small and narrow, being
no larger than the body of the letter "i" in this print. Beneath the
scale of the female is to be found the purple eggs during the winter
time and about midsummer. There are two broods per year, the first

hatching about the third week of May and the second hatching during
the early part of October. The life history, effects and remedies
are practically the same as for the oyster-shell scale. Spraying when
the trees are dormant with such insecticides as are recommended for
the San Jose Scale or spraying just after the eggs hatch with mild
contact insecticides, such as are recommended for aphids or plant lice,

is advised.

The Tent Caterpillar.—As common and conspicuous as this pest is

it is often confused with other species of caterpillars or larvie of moths.
This name is given only to those hairy caterpillars which hatch from
a band of eggs encircling the twigs of cherry, peach, wild cherry and
a few other trees, and form tents of thick white sheets of webbing
in the forks of the branches on the trees, during the months of May
and June. The tents may remain in a more or less dilapidated con-
dition during all the year, but the worms or caterpillars do not re-
niain in them after the latter part of June! This term should not be
given to the web worms, which construct loose web coverings over the
leaves of various fruit and forest trees, later in the year, nor should
it be given to the caterpillars that denude walnut trees and form
bunches of cast skins on the trunks. Ten caterpillars are to be killed
by clipping off the Qfr^ masses during the winter and spring, and by
spraying with arsenical poisons as soon as they appear and com'-
mence to form their tents in the spring and by removing their tents
with a brush on the end of a pole or by shooting them out of a tree
with a shot-gun loaded with only powder and paper. If a torch be
used for burning them out, it can be made effective, but is liable to
injure the tree, unless one be careful to have it near the branches only
a very few minutes.

IVooly Aphis.—This is a dark blue plant louse, which secretes a
white waxy or wooly substance over its body that protects it from cold,
heat and water, and also from its enemies. The white covering and
the number of these insects together form what resembles a small tuft
of wool, and the common name is derived from this fact. They may
live on the roots of trees or on the trunk, branches or leaves. Where
there are injured spots the wooly aphis is especially liable to be found
and by its continuous injection of a poisonous saliva and the sucking
of the sap of the tree at such place, it causes a i)ermanent injury and
often results in the formation of knots or galls. When it occurs on
the roots of trees the best remedy is to uncover the infested roots
and put immediately over them ft liberal sprinkling of finely ground
tobacco leaves or tobacco dust and replace the soil. The woolly aphis
above ground can be killed by painting or spraying the spots which it

infests with strong soap solutions, oil emulsions, strong tobacco de-
coction or any other contact insecticide.

CHIvRRY.

Cherry Aphis.—The cherry aphis is a plant louse, but instead of
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being green in color, as are those which have been previously dis-
cussed, It IS of a dark brown color. The brown aphis is also
sometmies found on peach. The plant lice of this color are more
hard yor less easily killed than are the green aphids or plant lice.
1 have several mdividual records of their having been destroyed and
the trees cleaned nicely by the use of the boiled lime-sulphur wash
applied m the sprmg while the buds were swelling. We recommend
this for cherry and i)each each year, whether the San Jose Scale be
present or not. Also a strong solution of whale oil soap, one pound
in hve gallons of water, strong tobacco decoction or kerosene emulsion
supplied as a spray, will kill them.
Cureulio.—rhe cherry curculio is the insect which makes wormy

cherries and causes untold annoyance to the housewife, and in fact
considerable loss to the crop. This is the pest the work of which is
too well known to need description. The damage is done in the larval
or grub stage from which it enters the ground, transforms to the pupa
and remains over winter to come out in the spring in the form of a
small curcuho or snout beetle. To prevent this the trees should be
sprayed with arsenate of lead and Bordeau Mixture, using two or
three pounds of arsenate of lead in fifty gallons of Bordeaux just after
he buds burst but before the blossoms open and again with the same
luiuid soon after the petals or flowers fall, and this spray should be
repeated again in a week or ten days. The curculio can be caught
by jarring the trees over sheets of cloth spread or held beneath them
It IS advisable to cultivate the ground about the middle of July under
infested trees and permit fowls to run in the orchard or yard where
cherries and plums grow. Pick off the fruit that indicates that it is
stung or infested and feed to the poultry or pigs and have fowls
ready to destroy the fruit which falls early because infested.
The Leaf Slug.—The cherry leaf slug is one of the slug-like insects

resembling a shcllless snail, which lives on the leaf by devouring the
epidermis, and causing the leaves to appear brown or scorched It is
a moist, dark, almost shapeless mass and is one of the most easilv
destroyed insects that infest the foliage of fruit trees. Similar slugs
destroy the leaves of plum and pear trees and are to be killed by du.st-mg vyith freshly slaked lime, and one part of Paris green should be
added to twenty parts of lime, or by spraying with any of the ar-
senical poisons^ or dusting with hellebore. Any of the spray liquids
for killing leaf-eatmg insects, such as caterpillars, will destroy these
slug.s, and because their bodies are slimy and moist they are killed by
the lime dust the same as are the asparagus beetles.

THK BKKTLES, OR COI.EOPTERA.

Belonging to the "hard-shelled" insects, or Coleoptera, generally
known by their common name of Beetles, are many species, which
in both the adult and larval stages attack vegetation either above or
beneath the surface of the ground. These insects have four distinct
stages in their life history, recognized at once as the egg, the grub or
larva, the pupa, and the imago or adult.
Among the insects which are very destructive, both in the larval or

grub stage, and in the adult or beetle stage, is the one commonly known
as the May Beetle, May Bug, June Bug, Dor Beetle, Drone Beetle,
and other common names in the adult or winged stage, and familiar
as the White Grub or "Grub Worm" in the larval stage There is at
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most but one brood of thisJnsect per year, the adult appearing in Mayand June, sometimes flying around lights at nights, in great numbersand feeding at night upon the leaves of trees. They eft or cut awava great amount of the foliage. The eggs are laid in\he ground,Tn^
erally at the roots of grasses or other kinds of vegetation and the
larvae there feed and grow. Their growth and transtrmatbn areslow some species requiring two or three years for the completionof life in the larval stage. They then pupate or transform to chrvsahi in cells m the earth, in which they pass the winter and come forthas the familiar large round June Bugs or May Beetles belonging to thespring time. s 5 "^^^ i"c

These insects remain and feed in the ground to such an extent assometinies to eat the roots of the grass entirely away, turning it brownand making it possible to roll it back like the fleece of sheep Wherethey are present in lawns we have used Carbon Bisulfide against themwith success. Make a hole at a depth of about a foot, using om^

f^jTf rLVl"T' T^ ""-T^' ""fr:"' "^ ^'^'' one-founh tea%oon-
ful of Carbon Bisulfide into each hole, making about three of themto each square yard of ground to be treated. Tramp the holes tightly
after pouring the liquid in and thus prevent its too Tapid evaporationWhere the pests are common in the soil in greenhouses and even ingardens they are to be killed by poison bait, such as poison bran masthe same as cutworms. It is particularly important in orchards tokeep the ground clean of weeds and grasses as these pests can besuppressed without diflficulty by clean cultivation, which is likewise bestfor trees.

the*ir Hrvtl V'""
^^''^''

^f'^^?'' ^' ''Fig-eaters," are insects which in
their larval stage are grubs feeding upon organic material, such asmanure, or sometimes the roots of plants, and in their mature stagethey are lable to attack leaves and fruits, injuring them severely.Ihere ,s also not more than one generation or brood of these per year.-Ihe life history is similar to that of the June Bug or Mav Beetle and
the remedies are practically the same. For both pfstJ !^ becomesimportant to avoid placing fresh stable cleanings in hills where plantsare to grow. Use either well rotted manure or plow the fresh clean-
ings down well beneath the surface of the soil.

* * * More visible damage is done to rose bushes by the Rose.Beetle and more inquiries are asked concerning its destruction thanany other coleopterous insect found in this State. Thi« may be be-cause of the wide range of food plants for this pest, and also because
there is no good remedy for its immediate suppression, and it oftenfeeds unchecked for some time. As we commonly see it, this insec
IS only in the adult or fourth stage. The life history should be under-
stood, and IS as follows -^It passes its early stages in grass on meadow
land, especially if sandy-the larvae feeding on the roots of grasses afew inches below the surface of the ground like the white grub, whicl^they closely resemble except in size. The eggs are laid in the groundm June and July and the larvae become full grown by autunin andtransform to pupae the following spring, from two to four weeks prior

V^c^Zl'r^rX^^^ ' ^'^"^ '^"^' ^' '''' ^^P^^^"^^"^ ^'

This familiar insect is commonly known as the Rose Chafer, RoseBug, Rose Beetle, and Cherry Bug. It attacks not only roses, but
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fruit trees and fruits of many kinds, especially cherries and grapes
It eats irregular ragged holes in the leaves, and eats the young grapes
from the bunches or stems on which they grow. It is familiar as acommon and destructive pest.

The remedies for it are not always successful, and no simple and
satisfactory remedy is known. It is generally not killed by spraying
with arsenites for the reason that it takes nearly two days to kill it
by poisons. They poison so slowly that the 'beetles which have
eaten the poison may die and disappear only after recruits have ap-
peared, and thus the operator will be led to think that the spraying
has not been sufficiently efficient against them. It is recommended
to spray them with a wash made by diluting one gallon of Crude Car-
bolic Acid with one hundred gallons of water. Fairly strong soap
solutions and kerosene emulsion will also kill them. One of the
best means of treating this pest is to shake it over cloths well soaked
with kerosene oil and spread beneath the infested plants to cause
the insects to come in contact with oil. If an insect once falls on an
oil-soaked blanket it will be killed, even though not entirely covered
with oil Picking by hand is also recommended, and where the in-
fested p ants are but few in numbers it is advisable to pick or shake
the beetles from the plants into pans of water carrying oil floating
on the surface. Where other means fail it is advisable to resort to
bagg'ng grapes, or i)lacing paper bags over them, to protect them
and also protect plants with netting. As those insects prefer leaves
of spirea and white rose it may be found advisable to plant some of
these near the grape vines to entice the insects to them, when arrange-
ments could be made for spraying the infested bait plants or otherwise
destroying the pests on them, and thus preventing the injury to the
grape, cherry and other fruits.

As the larvae feed on the roots of grasses, bushes, and other vege-
tation, it IS particularly important in subduing the Rose Chafer that
the sandy grounds where they are abundant be cultivated so that tl:«
pests will be destroyed in their larval stage and will not come to ma-
turity.

* * * Among the leaf-eating insects that are very troublesome
and injurious to vegetation are the Flea Beetles. One of these known
as the "Steely Bug" attacks the grape vine to such an extent as now
properly to be called the Grape Vine Flea Beetle. As the larva feeds
on the roots of the plant which it attacks it is also called the Grape
Root Worm. It is one of the most serious pests of the grape. The
egg IS laid in the summer at the roots of the grape and the larva
hatches and feeds on the roots during the summer, pupating in the
ground, spending the winter in this condition and place, and appear-
ing in the early spring as the adult, leaping and flying beetle, which
at once attacks leaves, making many small rounded holes in them

- in Its mature stage it attacks the grape leaves, and in its larval stage
It IS injurious to the roots. Spraying with arsenate of lead as soon as
the adult beetles appear in the spring is one of the best measures,
and frequent cultivation of the soil near the roots of grapes during
spring and fall is to be recommended.

Flea Beetles on potatoes and other crops are often to be seen jump-mg readily, like fleas, and hence given their common name Of
course, they are not fleas, but true beetles, with chewing mouth parts.
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with which they grnaw small holes in the leaves. The Potato FleaBeetle may be so abundant on the vines as to cause the leaves to turnbrown from their effects. They can be prevented by spraytng wkh heBordeaux Mixture, with arsenate of lead or Paris green added Use

Ma; BTller ' "' '"' '""''''"^ '"' "" """'"^ '"°"'- ^ giv-in o^r

* * * Among the borers of our trees is a group known asU.ng-horn Borers. These are so named because their antenn^ orfeelers are of unusual length. The Long-horn Borers n theTrTdultstage are beetles of rather elongate slender bo,ly and a pa r of mrnensely long antenn.-e, like threads, on the hea.l In the farval stagehey are famd.ar to fru.t growers as borers beneath the bark and alfoin the wood of apple, pear an<l quince trees. The common name isgiven because the front portion of the larva is roundTand not flaJ-

^fTi'^ r'"}f"''^',
°f

''.''.'r'
^''^ '" '«^ «<^™ in discolore<l flattened spotsof the bark, under which are the burrows, or by very fine holes nTadeby the larv-e where they enter, or by fine grains of sawdust mldehvhe mature or full grown larva when it bofes to the oiUer s de of thebark to make a ho e through which it can push as a mat re bee eafter It completes its transformation. .\fte; making s^c^, a hoL itwith.Iraws into its tunnel and forms its chrysalis. In this s ajeremains during the winter, coming forth in the spring as a maturfin-

Wherever borers are found they should either be cut out, or piercedby sharpened soft wires stuck into their holes, or, better kstroved bvmjectmg a flui.l known as carbon bisulfi.le into theirho rs 7sh ' ^S|.rmg bottom oil can to give the injecting force. Plug he boles withputty or mud and let them remain.
^ ^^'"'

Get the borers out of the trees by cutting, piercing or iniectint. ;,t,dthen keep them out by painting the trunks^of the tf;es no Ta "r t^atlu= middle of Tune each year with pure white lead and raw 1 nseed o1or with boiled Imie-sHlpluir solution, or with the commercia prenari-tion known as Tree-Borer Paint, which is really a conuuerc al 1 me-sulphur wash with adhesive qualities, which sticks like mint Twocoatings of his material .luring the summer, applied ah,,u tl emi I Ue-of June and the middle of .August, should be sufficient to keep tlieborers out of the trees. We have trie.l white lead an.l inseed o^l onpur own peach as well as apple trees, an.l have found no ev^ ence o
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* * * The Flat-headed Apple-tree Borer is also a serious pestof app e, pear ami quince. It is not the larva of a Long-honrBeetlebut belongs to the Buprestids or Metallic Beetles, so ca e.^because

ir"'l? ''?r 1""'^
'K"'^"^

"^"'"•'^ '"^f*^ w'len seen in a certa ,1-

fj p
Tlie life history of the Flat-hea.led liorer is similar to t^S othe Round-hea,led, the egg being lai.l on the bark about mid-s mmer

ing beneath it and reaching its maturity in its cell or tunnel fromwhich It cuts a hole while yet a larva, ami makes its exit af er i T
^?e the" winter ,o

'''" '7"^/"""^ '"'" ''' """•• ='"'' -mains ^u,^ dur-ing the winter to come forth as an adult beetle in the spring time.
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The remedies are exactly the same as for the Round-headed Borersarid the preventatives are also identical. It would pay wen to paSthe trunks of apple, pear and quince trees for borers, mke and rabbTs
t^ 1 K •

^^'"*; """^ '""^'"" ^'"'S borers which are at times to hefound bonng ,n the twigs of fruit trees.. Oftentimes the hole Ts tobe seen going downward from the axil of a leaf ct»^, ? f r
small twig. This hole has been m\de"b;I li^d-bor'h g^ tTe'ofit:arva, and examination should at once be ma.le for the pest Wherethe twig looks yellow or wilts or shows signs of dying it should be cutoff and split open, and if a borer be found present it sho^.kl it -^1
stroyed By watching carefully the evi.lences'^of the presence of such

ZZen '^'^ T ''" '"","' """ *'«^'^ accumulation, in such nun^lirs asto become a plague can be avoi.led without much troubleIhe Twig Cir.ller is a beetle which cuts off the twigs for the nourshment of the young which come from eggs laid iTthe twies TkiK^et e IS to be <lestroyed by gathering an<l burning the twTgfin Sep

;^ in de::tn:c[;:!: ix?, '-'' ^'"•""^"'- - •-™^ --'•- ^T-

m/st cL^icj:!:^S oT^l^yate^l^etft^XiJ^TtoTrnlthe most destructive, but as a matter of fact they are not so inirio?,?as IS supposcl for the reason that they attack onfy trees tha° a idreand thus merely hasten their death. When a tree has rece, tW .1W Wcan often be seen full ofTioles, looking as though it had been 4ofnto
Hole Po e?s""

'%7'"^ ''"'^ ^''°'- This is wh^ they are caled "ShotHo e horers. There is no remedy for them, and the best step mihnding evidence of the Shot Hole Borer in a branch is to cuf it offaiKl burn it at once. They may often attack large branches or c^iearticular branch m a tree without attacking the rest of the tree Ifhey be not destroyed they are liable to sprfad to other trees and ad
bun'hlgT/r-'iSrtree?^^-

^"°"'" "^ '^"'^" '^ P^-""^ ^"^^^

^

spring by eating small holes in them while they are yet very smaUand quite iindevelope.l, and consequently making .leclled and 7mv-spicuous injury, but particularly effect much damage by p.mc urh Ithe fruits of our cultivated trees, especially plum an.l d'erry ai d av i ftherein eggs from which hatch larv.-e that become "worm^' o vvornwfruit of such varieties. The life history of the curculio of peach pluman<l cherry is as follows: A hole is made in the fruit wiiir'a fewweeks from the time the blossoms fall, and a small white e^i^ placedtherein by the Snout Beetle or Curculio. From this egg hatdfe a larvawhich feeds within the fruit until it reaches maturity^lnd either d?opswith the fallen ruit or otherwise falls to the ground, just beneathjhe sur ace of which it pupates or becomes a chrysalis, there remah

rnlanir^iit'ct'"'"
'" ''"''' "'''" ''" '"' "'''''

•^>'""S
--"'''''

"iJfer sT,''T"' •''
A°^ *^- W- „S<^«"emyer, as a representative of the

xhe%::tT
J"""-, 'Association," of Johnstown, Pa. were presented bydie ^Secretary and he was, on motion, accorde.l the privileges of the

Adjourned.
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WEDNESDAYi JANUARY 15.—9 A. M.

Mr. Eldon in the Chair.

THE CHAIRMAN.—It is expected to re-exhibit some of the fruit
on exhibit here, and the exhibitors hope it will not be disturbed until
they have had a chance to make their selections. I would suggest
that before the close of the meeting the exhibitors take care of their
fruit personally. It was suggested yesterday that all the fruit that is
not taken away should be donated to certain charitable institutions
in this city, but there are certain varieties exhibited here which cannot
at this season be replaced, and which the exhibitors wish to exhibit
elsewhere.

T^'^u^
^^^^ ^^^"^^ ^" ^^^^ program this morning is unfinished business.

If the Committee on Nominations is ready to report, this would be
the time.

MR, HERR.—The Committee on Nominations would suggest the
following officers:

For President, Gabriel Hiester;'for Vice Presidents Hon W T
Creasy, Mr. F. H. Fassett and R. M. Elden ; for Recording Secretary'
Enos B. Engle; for Corresponding Secretary, William P. Brinton;
for Treasurer, Edwin W. Thomas.

MR. GOOD.—I move this report be accepted, and that the Secre-
tary of this Association be instructed to cast the vote for the Society.

This motion was seconded and the aforenamed persons were de-
clared duly elected.

MR. THOMAS, Treasurer, submitted the following report, which
was accepted and referred to an auditing committee, who reported
same correct and satisfactory:

treasurers' report.

Edwin W. Thomas, Treasurer, to The State Horticultural Associa-
tion of Pennsylvania, Dr.:

Receipts.

Cash balance January 17, 1907, ^112 C2
Annual dues for 1907 collected at Harirsburg, . .

.

y^ 00
H. C. Cummings, life membership 10 00
J. King McLanahan, life membership 10 00
Annual dues for 1907, received since Harrisburg

meeting, . 20 00
Annual dues for 1908, received in advance, 4 00
Donation,

154 50
Additional donation, June 3, 1907, i^ 00

Total receipts
^^g^ 02

Credit by amounts paid:

To Chestnut Street Market Company, Harrisburg, Pa $25 00To Prof. Geo. C. Butz, traveling expenses, c ^8
To Prof. G. F. Warren, ;;;;;;; 4 13
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To Charles Duffy, hotel bill, Lochiel,* ,^ ^To Prof. R. L. Watts, .... ^^ 00

To J. H. Hale, 32 49
To Robert M. Eldon, .

! ^6 70
To D. M. Wertz, ... 7 82

?o A^^^Fuu^iT'
'""^'•^' "^''^ ^"^^' ^^p^"-^' :::::::::• 8^ g

Baalnce, cash on hand, .

'

^5 40
95 10

$484 02
We, the undersigned auditors, have examined the above accountand have found satisfactory vouchers for money expended

JOHN G. ENGLE,
JOHN G. REIST,
EDWIN C. TYSON.

THE CHAIRMAN.-If there is no further business, we will nowproceed with the program. The first number this mornnin^ is anaddress, by Prof. Stewart, of State College
"lo^nning is an

SOME PHASES OF PENNSYLVANIA FRUIT GROWING.
BY prof. J. p. STEWART. Department of Experimental Horticulture

State College, Pa.

There are two main divisions to fruit growing—the business nhaseand production. Nobody will undertake^he latter withoutTome assurances concerning the value of the former. Hence we first con-sicier it.

,nl''^.'^"^-n
""""^^'"f t'}<^ "'""'" Prui:. Gro-.vet states that "the

190; crop will bring about $2,000,000 to the apple growers of Wash-mgton cotmty, Ark." Fifteen or twenty years ago. under a system..general farm.ng in that county, th/ average yield in corn wasfifteen bushe s per acre and the average price of land was fifteendollars Reahzuig the barrenneess of this style of farming peoplebegan o plant trees. Part of the result is indicated above. The prkeof land ui that county now. set in orchard, is $100 per acre up Or-charding increaseil the value of the lan.l nearly sevenfold besidespaying an excellent profit to the holder

R1,T7 r'^I
^""1

"^n-
'"

,

'''•'•'•y/o»"ty- I'a- along the foothills of theBlue Ridgc the President of our State Horticultural Associationbought an abandonc<l farm of 100 acres for $87s. This fall fromfour acres of u -year-old Baldwin trees he sold $r,lo worth of IppTei\ote that one acre, costing $8.75. 12 years ago, brings $15, this year—a return of seventeeen-fol.l on its cost.-and he still has the acre

'

iTdweHs'o^irrjnning:^
'"'""' '"'='^ ''" ^'°'°°°- ^"<' "^ "^^--^

X^U^lvT ^^° '" ^'?"'''''" ™""'y' °" the east side of the Cum-berland Valley a grower bought a farm for $50 per acre. He planted
It m apples with peaches as a filler. In the last four years, from^S
100 acres of bearing trees, he has .sold $98,478 worth of peaches.—
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'"^Ntn^vears asro near Youngstown, N. Y., an unproductive 20-acre

ordiard '^^f P.aW;," change.l l.an.ls. I'roper orchar.l n.anagemen

the business vauTe of go<«l fruit-Rrowing. They show that it is easy

waste enerCT ami capital trying to make a region prclnce something

for wl iehTt h not a.lipte.l. an.l that it pays to seek out and do the

aXnte lings They illustrate clearly the profits that may arise from

Sg an industry on' one of the most striking r-U,rala^lapta^onsc^

this State—the adaptation to tree growth. They show tnat ma y

farms In onr State, useless or of iii,liflfcreiit success ,n general farming,

can be made remarkably profitable in the production of fruit.

"U« hese are not tb^ inly indications of the fact that fruit-grow mg

in I'ennsylvania is a goo.l business proi>osition In '»y9. the as

vear ni.0.1 which we have definite figures. I'ennsylvania was the third

State ki the Union in the total value of fruit. In apples, the leading

fru t o America. Pennsylvania ranke.l second with over 24.000.000

bu^ els nea ly al of which came from home orchards. And altboi.gl

the Staie was'excelled by New York in total yield, yet m arera.^e y,M

of apples Pem,svhw,ia excelled the latter by nearly one-half bushel

ler Vee Pennsylvania has been called the "home of the sweet

cherry "so as we shoul.l expect, in the pro<luction of cherries, this

slate ;anke.l first, with nearly 475.000 bushels. In grapes, pears and

raspberries it was fourth ; in currants, seventh ; m blackberries, elev-

en [n plums, prunes an.l strawberries, thirteenth, and m peaches six-

teeth These positions are all the more striking when it is realized

hat bv far the major portion of this fruit was grown in home orchards

re eivini only "home orchanl care." with the consequent reduction

in value which, we know too well, accompanies such care. If these

resu ts can be ol.taine.l nii.ler such conditions, vvhat may be expected

fron. properly located commercial orchanls handled in a busmcss-like

"^^But some one inquires, "is not the occupation too exacting does

it make good return per unit of labor, and are not the returns slow in

coming in ? We ansvver that it is exacting ; that m good fruit growing

certain things must be done, and done at the right times; that the.

only safe inotto is the one followed by the pests and bugs, which

is ''be ready;" an dthat it requires wider information, a greater keen-

ness of observation, and more ability to adapt action to immediate con-

ditions than almost any other calling. Hence, the occupation should

not be chosen by any one ''who is afraid he won t like it B t

for the man possessing the above qualities, who is not afraid of a con-

test, and is not easily shaken from his purpose, it is an occupation that

has few rivals either in financial returns, or what is of greater im-

>
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portance,—in promoting the development of the individual. There

are no keener nor better men than some I have met among Pennsyl-

vania fruit growers. There are few better solutions to the problem

of keei)ing the boys on the farm than to get them interested in the

production of fruit. To know a fruit farm, in all its details of soils,

and varieties and inhabitants and to be able to manipulate them is a

liberal education.

As to the returns-per-unit-of-labor, we may say that in Erie county,

the grape business regularly returns from $50 to $150 per acre with

an outlay that we are informed is scarcely greater than that involved

in raising an acre of corn. In the same county last year gooseberries

are reliably reported to have produced no less than $900 per acre.

Near North East one and one-eighth acres of twelve-year-old so-called

"York State" prunes,—probably a strain of the Italian or Fellemberg,

—the last two years produced the unusual sum of $1,688 with almost

equal returns reported from Bradshaw plums. In Berks county, dur-

ing the .same time, five acres of peaches produced $1,100 per acre.

These are cmly a fcn' of the results that we have gathered in a very

general fruit-survey of the State. They indicate the wide range of

territory and varieties that are profitable here. While we have no

data to show what the outlay was in producing them, yet they should

eflfectually set at rest any fears as to the size of "return per unit of

labor." There is no question about it, with the man and the other

factors right, fruit growing oflfers as liberal returns, in proportion to

labor and cai)ital involved as any occupation upon which we have

seen figures. Just there is our problem, to get the factors right and

keep them right.

The third question, as to the returns being slow, will be discussed

later. We may say here, in passing, that this difficulty can be much

lightened by a proper system of intercropping and by the use of fillers

adapted to the section. This is a difficulty that must be reckoned with,

however, by men of small means, to avoid the danger of over-reaching,

with the conse(juent danger of neglecting sacrificing his orchard. But

it is clear that for such returns as those recorded above it will pay to

wait.

Most of what has gone before is on the business phase of fruit

growing. There are few things more to be noted in this connection,

before taking up the producing side.

First, this State is just starting into commercial orcharding. In

the decade covered by the last census, I'ennsylvania i)lanted 2,676.000

trees, as compared with 626,000 planted by New York.
^
This plant-

ing is still actively going on in certain parts of the State. .These

orchards are coming into bearing, and there are many i^robleins that

the owners are facing. Chief among these, in connection with the

api)le, is storaiic Apples have two important advantages over most

other fruits. If the market is unfavorable at ])icking time, they

*can be readily held until it improves. And the fruit has so many u.ses,

and can be shipped so widely, that the market seems able to handle

an almost unlimited supply during the entire year, hence prices are

practically sure to rise during the storage season. This is especially

true in large crop years, when prices are low at picking time. We
can illustrate this by the experience of two men in Southern Penn-

sylvania last year. One of them had 900 barrels of Gano, which he

admits were as fine looking as any apples he ever saw. For these he
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obtained ninety cents per barrel in the orchard, which was considered

a good price at that time. Yet from April on, those same apples were

sofd reJularly on the Philadelphia market for $4 to $6 per barrel. An-

other gmwer^ in Bedford county, with the lamented Ben Davis stored

hs apples in a three-hundred-dollar ^'cold air" storage house ho d-

!ng about 6^0 barrels, and in March sold them for $2.25 per barrel for

the fruit, for which he was offered only fifty cents m the fall.

The fruit grower does not feel that he is agamst the storage ques-

tion yet, and we admit that he is not facing it by ^"y
".;^^"V^j[^^';^^^y

as he will in the near future. But he was agamst it last fall. 1
he

Illinois Station has shown that a very satis^factory ice storage house

of 2000 barrels capacity can be built for ^3^00 ($3430.4o), This

builcH^, in Southern Illinois, is reported to have kept apples during the

seven months' storage season at a temperature of 33 degrees or slightly

lower, at a cost of^9.i cents per barrel, including ^o c.nts intereg

charges per barrel. This represents an annual saving of $618 on 2,000

ba?rds over ordinary city storage charges. It also often saves un-

necessary freight and cartage charges. And this house could have

Seen put up last year by the grower with the 900 barrels of Ga^

had he sold that at this spring's prices instead of last fall This

is not presented in any sense as a criticism of the grower, but to il-

lustrate the fact that in this comparatively new business, growers

are often confronting problems of which they are not aware and to

show that it is poor economy to delay adding an eciuipment that is

""^Thertiiere is the cjuestion of marketing. We often receive com-

plaints -that fruit wastes when there is a crop," "No buyers and prices

so low that it won't pay to handle it." If the fruit has been properly

grown and is really good, there is absolutely no excuse for such

Results, especially in such a year and State as this. J^/^n apples

regularly and profitably, three things are required First the ruit

should be really good, of proper size and color, and free from blem-

ishes by codling moth, scale or fungi. These can be prevented by

efficient spraying, and by that only, as I have reason to know. I have

seen an orchard this fall so free from codling moth that, in spite

of a heavy crop of fruit, I was unable, after considerable search on

trees and among wind-falls, to find a single apple that had been

injured by that insect. We did find some injury by the lesser apple

apple worm (Bnarmonia prunivora) but no codhng. Of course,

there was codling injury there, but it was so scarce that one had to

hunt for it and hunt long. These apples would sell on any market.

Proper spraying is good business policy.
. r • t

The second requite for profitable selling is that the fruit be prop-

erly packed. I have seen car loads of apples this fa 1, selling at

forty cents per hundred, loose and mixed, when similar fruit in other

localities properly barreled, sorted and graded was bringing ?300

per barrel. After allowing for the extra cost, this^ was an increase

of over 400 per cent, for the trouble of packing the fruit right. That

is an extreme case, but it shows how little attention is being paid to

some of the simplest business principles, and indicates why some people

fail in fruit growing.
, < •. u 1

The third requisite is to let the location of good fruit be known

,

in other words, when necessary, advertise. Ink is cheap, and its use

is understood in most other vocations better than in the fruit business.

rt
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This advertising need not be done in the papers. An efficient method

of disposing of fruit of all kinds, in moderate quantities, which is

in excess of the demands of. local markets, is in operation by a grower

in Erie county. He gets Dun or Bradstreet's Business Guide and

makes a list of all reliable fruit dealers or grocers within convenient

express distance from his station. He then takes his hand press

and sets up a form in type telling just what fruit he will have for sale

during the next two or three days, and sets a price. This is run off

on special, souvenir post cards with colored pictures of the general

kinds of fruit offered—cards being obtained from the Stecher Litho-

graphic Co., Rochester. The result is that his fruit all moves, off

promptly direct to the retailers and all at remunerative prices, inas-

much as he sets them himself. In this way his apples were sold this

fall at $4 per barrel, when ruling prices from buyers were only $3.

This system has the advantage of directness. The fruit goes straight

from grower to retailer, and in the absence of fruit marketing associa-

tions, is one of the most efficient methods of market yet seen.

Turning now to the producing side of fruit growing, the first prob-

lem the prospective orchardist strikes is ^hc soil. What kind of soil

should he choose for apples, and will the same soil do for all kinds?

This is a most important problem, and one that we wish we knew more

about. It is being especially studied now by Mr. Wilder, of the Federal

Bureau of Soils. The soil expert can often tell in advance whether

a soil will produce apples or not. But from the grower's standpoint,

local experience with soils is of great importance in solving the prob-

lem. Oak and chestnut soil is generally considered good, but in gen-

eral it appears that for many varieties a moderately heavy soil, that

is one with a silty-loam surface, underlaid wilh a deep and somewhat
heavier sub-soil is best. This sub-soil may be a plastic, clay loam

;

not of the stiff, hard type, but plastic, friable and moist, though well-

drained. Upon such a soil as this the York Imperial, Rhode Island

Greening and Grimes do their best, so far as our present knowledge

indicates. Some varieties, however, require a much lighter and

sandier type of soil. This is true of the Jonathan, Baldwin and prob-

ably to a less extent of the King. These varieties will not do well on the

heavier soils, and the heavier soil-varieties will be less successful on

the lighter. Much of our condemnation of certain varieties as being

too far south or of insufficient elevation has probably been due to

considerable part to their location on wrong soil types.

A striking case of different soil requirements is observable in Frank-

lin county on distinctly sandy loam, in the case of the Jonathan and

York Imperial. The Jonathan is ordinarily regarded as a weak grower,

"only attaining vigor with age," but on the sandy loam soils of Frank-

lin county, thus far, it is distinctly excelling the York Imperial, both

in growth and yield. The trees are growing side by side, are eight

years old, and the Jonathan has borne three light crops to one crop

"about half as large from the Yorks. Eighty of the Jonathan trees this

year bore 893]^ pounds of fruit, while eighty Yorks bore 494 pounds.

The average trunk girth of the eighty Jonathans this summer was

12.27 inches, while that of the Yorks was 11.24 inches. Thus, in eight

years, on a distinctly sandy soil, the Jonathan has exceeded the York
Imperial in growth by more than one inch per tree in trunk-girth, be-

sides bearing several times as much fruit..

In Bedford county, on a heavier, more clayey soil, the difference
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is practically as striking in favor of the York imperial. The trees

are still young in both cases, so that we are unable to give final

conclusions, but the figures indicate clearly that the York Imperial

thrives best on one type of soil, while the Jonathan requires another.

People in planting orchards should note the diflferent soil requirements

of their varieties, so far as known, and distribute them accordingly.

It is only in that way that maximum returns can be economically pro-

duced. Much can be done, however, even on imperfectly adapted

soils by good orchard management.
The next thing of importance to the prospective orchardist in Penn-

sylvania is the man^i^cmoU* of the hillside orchard. There are some

advantages in the hillside orchard. It is not usually so costly. "Foot-

hill" land is very abundant in the State. It often produces good

apples, and is with difficulty rendered profitable in other lines. Drain-

age of frosty air and excess water is accomplished naturally and thor-

oughly. But it is open to the great disadvantage of the washing away

of soil under tillage, and soil is usually not to be spared on the average

Pennsylvania hillside.

In orchards already set, it is probable that the sod-mulch system,

so successful in Ohio! is the best solution. This system has nuich to

commend it for any orchard, if carried out in its completeness. It

eflfectually prevents washing ; the decay of the mulch furnishes a large

source of food for tree growth and bacterial action ; feeding roots are

permitted to develop unmolested in the surface soil, and even to come

u]) into the mulch in great abundance, which they do the first season

where the mulch is deep and undisturbed. A three-ton-per-acre straw

nuilch applied June 19th to trees in Mr. Ledy's orchard in Franklin

county, showed many rootlets in the mulch by the first of October.

But the mulch system is open to the objection that for large orchards

sufficient straw for mulching is very difficult, if not imi)Ossible to get,

and, when it can be obtained, is quite co.stly. This will keej) it out

of the majority of our level orchards. But for the hillside orchardist,

with his trees already set, it is probably the very best system of man-

agement. It has proved so in Ohio, where it gave better results in

both growth and yield than any other system, on ground that was

gently sloping.

But if the hillside orchard is not already set, there is another

method available which we believe affords the best solution to the

problem of its management. This method is to set out the rows on

contour lines,—lines of equal height or practically so—and then cul-

tivate them the level way, using a cover crop from fall through early

spring and leaving a strip of sod along the rows to prevent the forma-

tion of gullies. In addition, in those cases where conditions warrant

it, the soil can be plowed with a reversible plow, always in one way,

and thus build up a set of terraces. But wherever terracing is in-

tended, it should be done before the trees are set or while they are in

the early stages of root develojMnent. The contour system thus permits

regular orchard cultivation and cover crops to furnish green manure

and humus on hillside orchards of any reasonable slope, the same as

on our best level orchards. The importance of this may be seen

when it is remembered that in Warren's Survey of Orleans County,

N. Y., the total number of tilled orchards during five years averaged

86 per cent, greater yield than those in grass. Es.sentially this "con-

tour tillage" system is now in successful operation in Air. Waite's
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orchard in IVIaryland. There is no apparent reason why it should not
be of distinct value in extending the range of tillage and cover crops,
to the hillside soils with their own peculiar advantages. The com-
bination should work beautifully. We wonder whether there is any
good reason for the present custom of setting orchard trees in squares,
triangles or hexagons, except possibly for looks, and we question
whether in the management of the hillside soils, a well-kept contoured
orchard is not to be preferred even for that.

The next matter of importance to the man developing an orchard
is how to make it pay its ivay, up to the hearing; years. This depends
largely on the locality. Where soil and climate permit, probably the
surest method is by planting peach, or possibly plum and prune
miers. There are some objections, however, to having stone fruits and
apples mixed, one of which is the development of curculio. Apple
fillers with varieties of early bearing habit, such as the Wagener, or
fillers of dwarf apples on French Paradise stock have also been sug-
gested to meet this need. But their value in this direction is not en-
tirely demonstrated.

Probably the best general methods of making a young orchard pay
its icay are to be looked for in proper systems of intercropping. Where
potatoes are successful, a very efficient system can be based on them.
Where the acreage is large or labor scarce, a system in use in Adams
county in Mr. Tyson's orchard is very good. It consists in cultivating
the tree rows in gradually widening belts, and between these belts,
potatoes followed by clover and timothy are grown, with the addi-
tion of heavy fertilizing. One year of potatoes followed by two years
of hay rotated over three orchards is the plan. It has carried the
orchards up to eight years of age and returned a fair annual profit.
There may be some questions as to one phase of this system, viz, the

use of hay in the orchard. Timothy especially has been credited with
exerting a harmful influence on tree-growth. Its place in the system
may be justified, however, because of the large acreage. And the
harmful effects may be largely neu:*raliced by the cultivated strip
about the trees, the liberal use of fertilizers, and the fact that the
hay and sod diminish blight and check washing.
for smaller acreages we would modify the above plan as follows:

Plant early varieties of potatoes and follow them with a cover crop
of crimson clover or rye. In spring, as soon as necessary to plow
for potatoes, turn under the cover crop, add necessary potato fer-
tilizer and plant another crop of potatoes. Keep up method every
year, unless trees get such a vigorous growth that fire blight strikes in.
in which event it may be necessary to check growth by cropping in hay
or grass.

Xear, good truck markets a vegetable intercropping system is best.
( )ne in use in Waite's orchard in Maryland is based on sweet potatoes,
cantaloupes and tomatoes. Briefly, it is as follows: first year, orchard
is set in corn, later being kept far enough away from trees to prevent
mjurious shading. Second year, it is heavily manured with 1,200 pounds
commercial fertilzer plus ten tons of stable manure per acre and set
to Big Stem Jersey sweet potatoes. Third year, orchard is inter-
cropped with cantaloupes or tomatoes, or both, followed with crimson
clover. It is worthy of note that the clover will not grow on his
soil until after it has been trucked. Fourth year, crimson clover is

turned down when about six inches high, followed by sweet potatoes
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with fertilization, or corn is again planted and followed with crimson
clover or cowpeas, after which the series is repeated. This method
of mtercropping is adapted to smaller averages than the one above, and
is suitable for localities where trucking is profitable.

But the most efficient trucfiing system of intercropping that has come
to our attention is one used to some extent in New Jersey. It con-
sists in planting early garden peas in rows five feet apart, and using
later vegetables, such as tomatoes, muskmelons, early and late cab-
bage and occasionally sweet corn and sweet potatoes between these
rows. The crop of peas is harvested and the vines turned under in
the cultivation of the other vegetables, to assist in feeding them If
the vegetables can be harvested in time, they are turned under and
followed by crimson clover. If not, they are followed by rye The
cover crop is turned under in the spring in time to plant the peas.
iJetore the peas, commercial fertilizer to the extent of loo lbs of
muriate of potash, 500 lbs. acid phosphate, and 200 lbs. of tankage
or Its equivalent in nitrate of soda is applied and the same pro-
cedure IS repeated, year after year. This method has been very suc-
cessful in the trucking districts, enabling orchardists to buy farms
set them in trees and pay rapidly on them from the very start They
frequently obtain $50 per acre on an average from the peas alone, and
where the necessary labor is obtainable near good truck markets the
system should prove very valuable here in Pennsylvania.
There are many other systems, but the main principle in inJtercrop-

ptng IS to use an early-season hoed crop that will more than pay
for Its own and the orchard's tillage without injuring the latter This
rules out the grasses and the cereals, except possibly corn, and every-
thing else that cannot be tilled to some extent in the springWe also have some evidence that there are mutual likes and dislikes
in the growth together of certain plants. Some plants seem not to
be friends, neither when grown together nor when one immediately
follows the other. This needs to be further studied, both with refer-
ence to cover crop.s and intercrops, and we have plans under way
to accomplKsh something along this line. There is no more interesting
or fertile field for investigations in horticulture than these relations
between trees and crops, and the general question of how best to makethe young orchard pay without reducing its final value

over .rfl.Y'.'^'^''^A''^^'''
problems in orcharding that we must passover at this time. Among these are management of bearing orchards

fertilization, pruning and the selection of varieties
In conclusion, we wish to consider a phase of orcharding that isof the most immediate importance to a great many people in Penn-

7rchard "n/^''
^'"'"^^^^^ 'f '^' '^1'' ^'"'^^^^-.s-^ «"Vro^^a6/., homeorchard. Of course, it is impossible to say just how this should bedone in any particular case without studying the causes that have madethe orchard unprofitable. In many cases nothing can be done except

p ant a new orchard, taking advantage of experience gained and thaof others in the ocality. But there are klso many cases where

Z^Zt T t' '^^"^^^' '^ ^^""^ P^^^^^l b^y^"^ their'^peTiod oruse-

ereat nrofi^ mZ"" ^^"''''' of orchard renewal can be practiced withgreat profit Many things said above bear on this question of making

We may illustrate this by an example. Five years ago, in Southern
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Pennsylvania, a five-acre orchard of thirty-seven year-old York Im-
perials was considered so unprofitable that three and one-half acres
were pulled out to use the ground for something better. It was con-
cluded, however, that the last acre and a half should be left, and heroic
measures taken to see whether it could be killed or cured. On the
acre and a half, however, there were trees missing, so that actually
but one and one-eighth acres of ground were covered by the fifty-four
trees of bearing age. The grower's own description of methods and
results are as follows

:

*'Our old orchard of fifty-four York Imperials about thirty-seven
years old was severely pruned the fall and winter of 1903. During
the winter the ground was heavily manured and the following spring
was plowed as shallow as possible, followed by an application of ten
to fifteen pounds of potash fertilzer, analyzing about 10 per cent, actual
phosphoric acid and the same of potash K^O sowed by hand in a cir-
cular band extending from a circle, say three feet from tree, to another
circle well outside the line of drip from branches. This was followed
by thorough stirring with spring-tooth harrow, which was repeated
at intervals until about harvest time and then allowed to grow up,
which it proceeded to do very rapidly, so much so in fact that we
found it best to mow twice before picking time. This operation has
been repeated every year since, the off year as well as the full year ( in-
cluding spraying for scale and codling moth). Our account with the
orchard since 1903 is as follows

:

1903 Before dehorning trees, gross returns for
fruit, no expense except pick and pack
($35 ) > $240 00

1904 Total expense, ^y^).6o, gross returns, 61 40
1905 Total expense, $194.56, gross returns, . . . 699 51
1906 Total expense, $73.08, gross returns, .. . 115 (k>

1907 Total expense, $188.70, gross returns, ... 884 00

The first grade fruit for the several years was as follows

:

1903, 87 barrels.
I905» 258 barrels.
'907* 289 barrels.

Also for purpose of comparison, the net returns seem to be:

1903, $205 00
1904, 8 20
^905* 504 95
'906, 41 Q2
^907* 695 30

Starting from the first full crop since trees recovered from heavy
pruning, we find that total net returns are $1,242.17, or an annual
average of $414.06. Counting the full crops only we have an average
for the two years of $594.62 per year. Understand these are all
net returns and are not guesses either, as we charged all labor at full
price we paid for it, including thirty cents per hour for supervision."
These are actual results and methods on one specific thorough

thorough case of orchard renewal. We have seen them proportion-
ately successful .elsewhere. Additional measures, including top-work-
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ing, must be taken where the varieties are unsatisfactory in addition

to being unproductive. It is desirable to start the renewal operations

at the close of the full year in order that trees may accommodate

themselves to the new order of things in the off year and be ready for

increased bearing in the next full year.

A specific plan for doing this work of renewal on two Pennsylvania

orchards has been prepared, but includes too much detail for rehearsal

here.

MR. GOOD.—If I am allowed the question: I may have misunder-

sttod you, and if so, I am willing to stand corrected. In your com-

parison between the cultivated orchard and the grass orchard, the

figures showed in favor of the cultivated orchard. Now, were those

grass orchards cared for, or were they neglected orchards? In our

section the orchards are grass orchards, but they are neglected or-

chards.

PROF. STEWART.—These were orchards of five acres and over,

and in that county they depend largely upon the returns from their

orchards. Now, the grass orchard is likely to be neglected in other

ways, so we cannot say that the difference is due simply to the

grass, but the conclusions derived from the results in that county, and

other counties, seem to warrant the assertion that the cultivaed orchard

will produce the best results.

THE PRESIDENT.—Any other questions? We can devote a few

minutes to the discussion of this topic. If there are any points Prof.

Stewart has not named, now is the time to question.

MR. ROBERTS.—I am a little surprised to hear the Professor say

he advises raising hay in the orchard. I believe in raising crops

in the orchard, but hay is not good for an orchard. We consider it

detrimental to the orchard in New Jersey. We have started in to

develop orcharding in some of our localities. The farmer is some-

thing of a factor. He is there, and expects the State to see what he

wants and help him raise this fruit. Now, there are very few good

dry soils in Pennsylvania where orcharding would not do ; I come from

across the river, where we have the moist, sandy soil, and yet we raise

fruit, and raise it very successfully. The man who has the sandy soil

will succeed with that; the man who has the clay loam will succeed

in that; the man who has the gravelly soil, and the man who has

a good dry soil, will each manage to make the most of that. It all

depends on the man more than on anything else.

DR. GUMP.—There has been a great deal said about the import*

ance of a cover crop and proper tillage, but there is one important

factor that is often overlooked, and that is this : In growing apples,

if you grow a good article, you will have no trouble to dispose of it.

Now, in order to make your cow give good milk, you must first give

her plenty of good feed; the same thing holds true with the horse,

and with the hog, and with everything else. So, if you want good

fruit, you must first study the matters pertaining to the soil. Now, in

our county in Southern Pennsylvania, we have different soils ; we have
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the heavy soil, and the limestone soil, and trees of almost any kind

do very well, but on the higher land, with red shale soil, the orchards

should be thoroughly cultivated until the trees are five, six or even

eight or ten years old, and it depends entirely upon the different kinds

of soil as to whether you take hay, oats, grain, or anything else from it.

In setting out an orchard, you should study the time, and wait for the

results. Twenty-five years ago I set out an orchard, and I waited ten

years for a return of any commercial value. In that time I had my
orchard thoroughly tilled, and raised cover crops, as has been stated.

Now, when you begin to get good results, say in eight or ten years

time, then you are ready to go into the market, but it means energy
and hard work. The man who means to succeed must not lie in bed
until eight or nine o'clock ; he must be up and be at work. No matter

in what capacity his work lies, it means the same thing. If you have
started an orchard for market, if your fruit is fine, you will never
have any trouble to sell it. If it is not fine, you can see where the

fault lies and make it fine.

Then comes the marketing of your fruit, and her^ is another point

that is overlooked to a large extent. Every man who has fruit to

market should acquaint himself with the conditions of that market.
There is not a commission man in the country that is not ready to take

advantage of the man who has fruit to offer. Now, I have found that

it is wise to go and find out just what the market has. In November,
I went to Pittsburg and saw apples there from the Hood River district,

at least they were so stenciled on the box, although I don't believe

that they ever saw Hood River. I don't believe they were ever there.

But these apples were selling at $2.50. On November nth, Alexander
was selling at $2.50, Wolf River at $2.50, Jonathan at $3.25 a bushel
box, Rome Beauty at $3.00 and Mcintosh at $3.00. Now, I was there

last week and they were only worth $2.00. This is entirely due to the
money stringency. I went around and saw the markets in Pittsburg;
I have been doing that for fifteen years, and I never saw the inferior

quality of fruit that I saw there this year. They are shipped from
Maine down, and they are willing to sell them at almost any price, in

order to get rid of them. I did not see first-class fruit anywhere,
and I saw upwards of twenty commission houses. I was in Philadel-

phia yesterday, and saw upwards of twenty commission houses there,

but I did not see a barrel of A No. i apples there. They keep them
in cold storage, and then want five or six dollars a barrel for them.
I tell you this simply to show you that if you raise first-class fruit,

you can always sell it, and once it becomes known that you have first-

class fruit, when a man comes to buy, he will always come to you. I

talked with several men yesterday, and told them that we had from
twenty to twenty-five carloads of fine fruit, and they asked me what
we wanted for it ; I said "come and look at it, and see if it is not worth
more than anything you have on the market ; if it is not, I will sell

* it to you at any price." The big thing in getting a market is to get
the price, and if you have the article, you can get the price.

PROF. STEWART.—I was very much interested in the remarks
of Mr. Roberts, concerning the raising of hay in the orchard. I am
glad to bear him out. I think I said when I was going over that point
that in the raising of hay in the orchard, the tree should be cultivated
as far out as the roots extend.
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MR; ROBERTS.—I did not hear it.

Several gentlemen in different parts of the room said simultane-

ously, "yes, he said so."

PROF. STEWART.—Now, I am just as much opposed to raising

hay regularly in an orchard as any one can be. If a man raises hay
or any other cereals in his orchards, he is apt to look to them for his

profit, and to some extent neglect his orchard. I simply suggested hay
as a sort of compromise. In this State it is diflficult to get a man to

change from the grass-pasture system, but I believe we can do it

by using clover and timothy hay as a compromise. It has some ad-

vantages. It prevents erosion. Also, under certain circumstances,

the tillage and cover crop system is attended by severe blight, and
when an orchard gets blight the only comprehensive way to deal with

it is to check succulent growth. Hay will do that very satisfactorily.

And if a belt is cultivated on either side of the trees, when hay is the

intercrop, and then rotate with potatoes every third year, the injury

to the orchard should be slight.

This whole subject of suitable and unsuitable intercrops is in an
unsettled condition, and we are planning some experiments calculated

to find out just which intercrops are friends, and which of them are

enemies of the trees. However, we already know of several intercrops

that are of great practical success, and I should be pleased to have
Mr. Roberts give us an account of the system that he and others are

using so successfully iln New Jersey of intercropping with peas and
vegetables.

THE PRESIDENT.—We can still spare a few minutes.

MR. ROBERTS.—We have very mellow land, and our plan is to

first sow field peas, and market them ; these furnish the ammonia and
leave the field ready for other crops. With them we raise melons
and cabbage, and we find a ready market for them, and they give
good financial returns. In this way you will have your orchard paid
for by the time it comes into bearing. Then we raise cover crops,

like crimson clover after the vegetables are marketed. Last year I

raised 250 acres of market peas. Now, our land is not as good as

yours, but experiments at Washington go to show that the best land

is not an essential factor. It depends on the treatment and the man.
The best land will produce poor crops unless properly cared for. Of
course, if you have land like this, it is all right, but we are over
there and we expect to stay over there, and we must make the best of
the land we have. Last year we had a great many peas, and the re-

sults averaged $50 per acre from them ; sometimes the result will

nearly double that, but the expense of raising peas is very small, and
then we often raise field peas as the last crop and plow them under as

a fertilizer.

A MEMBER.—How do you cultivate them?

MR. ROBERTS.—Oh, we get a hundred Italians and take care of
them. We have no trouble with them. The man who wants twenty
Italians is apt to have trouble to get them, but the man who wants a
hundred can get all he wants ; they like to travel in groups.
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As a winter cover, we use sod mulch. We find it vefy economical,

and we recommend its use.

THE PRESIDENT.—We are certainly very glad to hear the Jersey

method.

MR. COOPER.—I would like to offer a word in reference to grow-

ing crops in the orchard. I have one orchard that is about forty years

old, as near as I can remember, and I have learned in these years

that there are various crops that can be grown to advantage in an or-

chard^ and one of the most valuable is alfalfa. The Professor here

has spoken of peas, but nothing has done our orchard so much good

as the alfalfa.

I want to state what we did with reference to last year's preparation

of the orchard. We have about two or two and a-half acres of alfalfa

growing on the eastern side of the orchard by the hedge row, with

plum trees on the west. Last spring that orchard was planted in crim-

son clover; then we plowed it under, and planted the alfalfa; then we
had alfalfa on the east and west, and we find that not only have we
the crops of alfalfa, but the trees themselves are very much improved

by simply growing the alfalfa; it acts as a fertilizer. We do not

pasture it, but we cut the first crop usualaly about the middle or last

of June, and then we allow the second crop to grow as long as the

fruit is on the trees, and our results have been so good that I would

advise the use of alfalfa, cutting the first crop and letting it decay

easily, and a second crop will follow, and a third crop, and a fourth

crop. Our fourth crop grew until it was about twenty inches high,

and then I left the chickens run over it, and they lived on it for about

three months, so that I am thoroughly convinved that by using a crop

of that kind it will pay you handsomely for your trouble and expense.

THE PRESIDENT.—We will be obliged to drop this subject now,

and take up the next one, which is very close to it. We all agree that

fruit can be grown on almost any farm in Pennsylvania; as Mr.
Roberts says, it depends on the man ; still the farmers are beginning

to find out that it is the difference in soil that makes the different

varieties of the fruit. We have present with us to-day a gentleman

who has devoted a number of years to the study of the soils, especially

to the study of soils as related to the development of fruit. Mr.

Wilder, of the Department of Agriculture, at Washington, will now
address us. I have the pleasure to present Mr. Wilder.

THE ORCHARD, ADAPTATION OF SOIL TO VARIETY.

PROF. HKN'RY J. WILrUKR, Bureau of Soils.

Washington, D. C.

Department of Agriculture,

Mr. Chairman^ Ladies and Gentlemen:—I want to talk to you a

few minutes about one of the factors in fruit growing which, very

strangely, has received little attention until recently. In planting an

apple orchard, the first subject for consideration is its situation with

respect to drainage of both air and water, then exposure, and regional

or climatic adaptation to variety. These factors may readily be de-

termined by superficial observation, and very often are the only ones

considered, as many think the character of the soil makes little or no
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difference if the other conditions are right. But the fact is already
well established that after these factors have been decided upon, the
consideration of the kind of soil is of utmost importance, not only
as to its general adaptation to orcharding in that it is "deep and well-
drained"—often the only factors considered—but particularly with a
view to planting each variety in the kind of soil where it will produce
the most of the best variety of that particular variety of fruit, for there
is no longer any doubt that certain varieties at least have a very de-
cided preference for soils of certain characters and that such varieties
should be planted commercially on those soils only, which produce
them to the best advantage. For it needs little argument to show that
a given variety grown upon a soil which contributes most ideally to its

production will have little or no competition from the same variety
grown upon a soil less suited to its requirements.
Now, in general orchard planting, the intelligent farmer has suc-

ceeded in avoiding such hilly localities as are underlain by flat rock
formations of sandstone or shale. This refers particularly to the
shale hills where the shale lies close to the surface. And he has also
avoided low, flat and poorly-drained areas—that is, he has shunned
the extreme soil conditions which were manifestly not adapted to fruit
growing. But how is he going to avoid soils which judged by the
same outward manifestations, should be good, whereas they are actu-
ally unsuited to orcharding? For the texture and structure of soils
in their under strata is frequently such as to produce precisely the
same or similar effect on the growth of the orchard and the quality
of the fruit, as the thin or wet conditions already mentioned. So
let us consider for a few moments the soil preferences of a few repre-
sentative varieties and for this purpose 1 have chosen varieties to
illustrate the general range of adaptation from the heavy to the light
soils.

The first variety to be considered is the Rhode Island Greening,
which you do not want to grow in this immediate vicinity, but in the
northern part of the State, where the soil is different, it is a good
variety; also, in New York and in New England. The Rhode Island
Greening does best on a heavy, silty loam surface soil, with enough
organic content to give it a dark brown color, but not enough to give
it the black color of the Albemarle Pippin soil. The subsoil may
range from a heavy silt loam to a silty clay loam, that is a subsoil
rather heavy, but still plastic and workable, not stiff and intractable.A good moist, yet well drained, corn and grass soil that produces at
least a moderate growth of corn, which retains a good green color
until harvesting.

If* we go farther south, in Pennsylvania and West Virginia, etc
this soil is also the ideal for the Grimes—an apple of high quality
which has become very popular, and is being planted extensively in
the region mentioned.
For the Northern Spy much the same kind of soil is desired, only it

'

should be a little less moist, i. e., with just a little lower content of
clay and silt—nor can it utilize quite as low positions as the Greening
and It needs more sunlight to bring its most desirable color and flavor'
I might relate an occurrence which happened in Western New York
a few days ago, when I made a statement similar to this about the
Northern Spy. A man brought me a couple of Spies, and asked
me what I thought of them. 1 said they were as fine on the exterior
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as any I had ever seen, finely colored and well developed. He said

:

"I grew them on the soil that you said was not adapted to them." I

said: "It looks as if I was mistaken then, doesn't it?" Now, we know
that the flesh of this variety should be very tender and juicy, with

crisp texture and high flavor. We cut one of those apples and found
it very coarse-grained, the flavor was not good, and it lacked the

tender, juicy quality, characteristic of the Northern Spy. This illus-

trated very forcibly, I thought, that the Northern Spy has a prefer-

ence for certain soil conditions.

We will now go farther south and consider the Mammoth Black
Twig, a variety adapted to the general region between Virginia and
Arkansas. It is a good apple, of so much promise that extensive

plantings have been made of it, and it would be very profitable if it

would bear good crops, but often it has been so deficient in this

respect that it has been a great disappointment to many. If planted

on a rather thin soil, however, such as a shale loam, where the wood
growth can be held in check, if necessary, and then allowed to develop
only moderately it becomes productive and profitable. Hence the

soib conditions for this variety must be such as to be held in control

—

making sure that wood growth is not too rapid.

MR. CARTER.—Is it a sandy or clay soil?

PROF. WILDER.—The shale loams usually have a surface of silty

loam, mingled with variable amounts of shale fragments. The subsoil

is similar except that there is a little more clay present. I would not
put it on a sandy soil, unless the sand content is very fine. Are you
acquainted with the Piedmont soil, in Virginia?

MR. CARTER.—No ; I am not.

PROF. WILDER.—What particular county do you live in?

MR. CARTER.—Chester.

PROF. WILDER.—Well, through there I would not advise you to

grow it, unless you can put it on thin hill soils. There are other
varieties that can be grown there to better advantage on most of
the soils.

MR. BRINTON.—Do you mean that the Mammoth Black Twig
requires a light soil,—one that would not produce a very big crop of
corn ?

PROF. WILDER.—That is about the idea of it.

" MR. BRINTON.—Are you acquainted with the Mammoth Black
Twig growing near Indian Camp Creek, on George E. Murrill's plan-
tation, in Virginia?

PROF. WILDER.—Yes ; they were doing very nicely when I was
there a few months ago.

]MR. BRINTON.—I was there this fall myself, and 1 am (|uite sure
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that that soil will not grow particularly large crops of corn or wheat,
although I think it would grow wheat better than anything else.

MR. CARTER.—I would like to ask what we should plant in
Chester county?

PROF. WILDER.—I will get to that in just a little, and if I don't
answer it, please ask me again, because the next variety I am going to
talk about is one that will do best in Chester county. The York
Imperial is an apple well adapted to that region. I don't think we
should plant it very far north of Harrisburg, but the southern two-
thirds of Pennsylvania is one of the best regions for the York Im-
perial. It prefers a rather deep, fine-grained soil, one containing
a sufficient proportion of the coarser soil particles so that it will not
clog when worked. Now, then, in Chester county the Chester loam
produces the York Imperial very well. There are other varieties
Uiat you grow well, but this is one of the best commercial varieties.
There are considerable areas of soil in what the Bureau of Soils has
classified in Pennsylvania as the Hagerstown series of soils to which
the Mammoth Black Twig, and some of the other varieties mentioned
a few minutes ago, are not so well adapted, that are well suited to the
York.

MR. BRINTON.—I would like to ask a question regarding the
York Imperial before you finish over in Chester county. I have thirty
acres over there on a foundation of feldspar. When the top soil is
washed out, it makes a very good building sand. The drift from the
upper side is collected on the lower side. It lies towards the north,
and covers about thirty acres. I find considerable rock in it, which
is much harder than the other ; it seems to be more of a granite.

THE PRESIDENT.—I would suggest that the speaker reserve

his questions until Prof. Wilder has finished his address.
MR. BRINTON.—I beg your pardon ; I thought you wanted the

questions now.

PROF. WILDER.—The next variety for our consideration is the
Baldwin, which is adapted in general to the northern part of Penn-
sylvania, along the line with New York. The Baldwin prefers a sur-
face soil ranging from a heavy, fine, sandy loam to a medium mellow
loam, with a preference for the latter, while the subsoil should be a
niellow medium loam, though it may be a plastic clay loam. But
there may be other combinations of soil texture and arrangement
which would also be favorable to the Baldwin, and such soils do
occur in this State. That is, a soil might contain from 25 to 30 per
cent, of clay, provided that the rest of the soil content were largely
medium sand instead of silt and very fine sand, as this would give
an open texture, whereas if the silt content were high it would be more
suitable for the Rhode Island Greening, or Grimes, or Fall Pippin
1 hat is, the Baldwin soil must be moderately porous, and not compact
and heavy. ^

There is one other illustration of the Baldwin adaptation that T
would like to call to your attention. The soil for the Baldwin should
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not be one that produces the most luxuriant growth of forage crops,

but rather a moderate growth—a soil upon which some of the lower

corn leaves will cure down before time to harvest, and produce a good
yield of ear corn, but only a moderate crop of ensilage corn. Note
the contrast in this respect with the Rhode Island Greening soil, which
should retain the lower corn leaves green until late in the season.

Now, this same kind of soil or Baldwin soil, as we go south, is found
to be adapted to another variety, the Rome Beauty.

We might pause here to illustrate the relation of soil to climate.

In any considerable region we find a given set of climatic conditions

—

that is, the conditions are variable but they are consistently variable,

and in that . region certain soils may be adapted to certain varieties

of apples or peaches, for instance the adaptation of the Baldwin as

already described. But if we go into a diflferent set of climatic con-

ditions, we shall find that a similar character of soil may be adapted
to another variety, such as the Rome Beauty, and, in fact, we do find

that southwest of here, in West Virginia for example, that we have
passed beyond the climatic range best suited to the Baldwin as it

becomes a fall apple there, but throughout that general set of climatic

factors the Rome Beauty is the variety best adapted to that grade
of soil.

Soil for the King should be slightly heavier than for the Baldwin
to give a more luxuriant growth of tree and fruit, yet as it is a red

apple it must not be planted on too rich ground. Ensilage corn

ground is not suitable, and the lighter Baldwin soil is too light. A
moderately rapid growth is required both to produce a good tree of

this variety and to get fruit of good size, yet the soil must be open
enough to avoid the greenish look and undeveloped color brought
about by unsuitable soil conditions. Hence, it will be seen that the

King is peculiarly exacting in its soil requirements,
;

We will not take up the variety that prefers the lightest soil we
shall consider. The Hubbardston, which succeeds so well in New
England and parts of New York and Northern Pennsylvania, grows
to perfection on a deep, fine, sandy loam, moderately rich. That is,

on a soil a little heavier than a peach soil—if we adopt the soil ideal

of the coastal plain region for that fruit. If the soil is too light, the

Hubbardston is too small, and if too heavy the fruit does not color

as it should and the skins are greasy. Hence, the soil should be very
mellow and rather light, yet rich enough to produce a moderately rapid

growth. Then it will grow large and also be more resistant to the

apple maggot where this pest is troublesome.

A variety which follows closely on the Hubbardston is the Smoke-
house—a very popular apple of Pennsylvania. This apple succeeds on
the heavier Hubbardston soils and grades over in adaptation upon the

lighter Baldwin soils—a very profitable apple in Pennsylvania markets
when well grown.
< But we sometimes have another problem in soil investigations ; a
favorite variety of some locality no longer does well, and we often
hear that it has "run out," that for some unassignable reason it can
no longer be successfully grown. This can be traced in many cases
to soil conditions, in that it has been planted on all kinds of soils in-

discriminately, and on unfavorable soils the variety not only does not
grow well, but is also more susceptible to disease. I have tried to
bring out as shown by the work of the Department the adaptation of
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some particular variety of fruit to each general grade of soil, begin-
ning with the heaviest soils adapted to apple growing and ending
with the lightest. These representative grades of soil may be likened
to the rungs of a ladder from the bottom to the top, and it is hoped
as fast as the work can go on that the individual requirements and
preferences of the different varieties of apples and other fruits may
be definitely worked out, thereby not only saving enormous sums in
the aggregate each year, but also making it possible for the orchardist
or farmer, whether large or small, to select the most favorable soils
available, and choose the varieties of fruits to which these soils are
best adapted, so that all risk of adaptation to orcharding and varieties
will be eliminated, thus adding a most important element of insurance
to every orcharding project. I have tried not to put the rungs of this
ladder so near together that it would be difficult to distinguish the
general class of soil which each rung represents. It very often hap-
pens, of course, that more than one variety is adapted to one of these
general classes, and it also happens that some variety may prefer a
kind of soil which represents parts of two grades I have given, but
many varieties have a limited range of soil preference which may be
defined as a unit.

Other fruits than the apple—particularly the pear and the peach-
show decided indications in adaptation for many of the different
varieties to special soil conditions, similar to the line of adaptations
mentioned for the different varieties of apples. A considerable number
of these have already been worked out and investigations are now
being carried on whereby it is hoped that the soil adaptations of all
the leading varieties of these fruits also may be accurately determined.
Now, if there are any points in this matter which I have not made

clear to you, I shall be glad to try to answer them, if there is sufficient
time.

MR. ROBERTS.—In regard to the Baldwin apple, you can't get a
better Baldwin anywhere than those grown in Chester county, not
even up in New York, and yet you say Chester county has not the
proper soil for it.

PROF. WILDER.—I am glad you brought up that point. Those
grown in Chester county are all right, but there are better climatic
and soil conditions elsewhere. While you can grow a first-class lot
of Baldwins in Chester county, there are other varieties that are better
adapted to the soil there. Take the York Imperial, for instance-
that is better adapted to Chester county soil. The Baldwin needs a
later fall than Chester county has to make it profitable, for it ripens
there too early for the development of its best keeping qualities.

A MEMBER.— I would like to ask you whether your soil prefer-
ence for the Northern Spy is a matter of fruit, or whether it is a ques- '

tion of growing the tree? We, down here, are frequently advised
to plant the Northern Spy as a stock on which to graft the Grimes,
and I have been wondering whether it would be safe?

PROF WILDER.—To your first question I would reply, both as to
quality of fruit and character of tree growth. I would not hesitate
to use the Northern Spy for a grafting stock, although I would not

6i

plant it down here as a fruit, because it is a fall apple, and as such

will not bring a good price. Up in Northern Pennsylvania and New
York they can produce the Spy as a winter apple. Here, in this part

of Pennsylvania, you can grow the Smokehouse for the fall trade.

A MEMBER.—How about Stayman Winesap?

PROF. WILDER.—Right through here, I think it is a good variety

to plant.

A MEMBER.—What character of soil does it require?

PROF. WILDER.—One with not too much sand—about a medium

soil. There is an ironstone ridge beginning over in Berks county, at

Dr. Funk's; in fact, I think this particular ridge starts in Bucks

county, extends through Berks, and then on to Harrisburg. All that

soil, I think, is very good for the Stayman. Considerable attention

has been paid in this State to this variety. Dr. Funk has a fine

orchard of them. Then, I know of another excellent Stayman Wine-

sap orchard near Waynesboro, Virginia, where the trees are nineteen

years old, I think, and they were carrying a heavy crop when I was

there last fall. I was there when the fruit was being picked, and

these trees produced excellent specimens of fruit. These trees were

grown on just about the same character of soil as that mentioned.

A MEMBER.—What are the elements in the soil that give the solor

to the fruit?

PROF. WILDER.— I can't tell you. In the first place, drainage

is one; in fact, the soil must be well drained, if good color is to be

obtained.

A MEMBER.—But will iron in a soil produce the highest color?

PROF. WILDER.—I thought that was what you were getting at

;

I don't know. I do know that the soil which is commonly spoken of

as iron ore soil in this State jiroduces a very good colored fruit, but

whether the iron produces the color or not I don't know ; then, we have

the shale soil, and in this State we have the Penn series of red sand-

stone soils, with a different color, both of which produce fruit of good

color.

A IMEMBER.—Is potash in the soil beneficial to the growth of the

tree?

. PROF. WILDER.—My belief is that it is, but how much of it any

particular soil may need as an application is another question.

A MEMBER.—Does the Jonathan do well in the soil of Southeast-

ern Pennsylvania?

PROF. WILDER.—If a man has the right soil it will do well, but

there are other localities in which it will do better, because it calls for

a long season with a great deal of sunlight for its proper develop-
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hient. However, I have not seen enough of the Jonathan to give a
positive opinion. In the northern part of the State I would not plant
It at all.

^

A MEMBER.—You mean it will do better in the southern part?

1
• ^u^?^'

^ILDER.—Yes
;
in general ; in the Ozarks it reaches its

highest quality and produces there about 60 per cent, as much as theBen Davis,

A MEMBER.—In this section, what is the best quality you can
recommend ?

^ j j ^ ^

PROF. WILDER.—As a commercial variety, the Stayman Winesap
IS one of the best in this respect.

wo^u^l?^^Q.^^~^"/^^
northern part of the State, on rpd shale soil,would the Stayman do well?

PROF. WILDER.—I think it would.

A MEMBER.—Would it do well where the Baldwin does well? '

PROF WILDER.—I should think it would, although for the Stav-

Ih^n Th n M*
-"^^"^ ^ ""^'^ ^'^^'^ '^^^- ^^ P'-^^^f^ a rather heavier soiltnan the Baldwin.

A MEMBER.—What about the Roxbury Russet?

PROF. WILDER.—I don't know; I have never done any work withthat variety, and so don't like to say anything about it, but I don'tbeheje it would do well, except possibly in the northern part of the

nienfofthf bI^h'^-^^"7.^^"^^"
""^*^^^" '^^^^^ '^'^'^ ^^e develop-ment of the Baldwin in the southern part of the State?

PROF. WILDER.-I think it would, in a measure, but probably

l^e ZZ^ '^- ^'''''"' •''
''^'T^ ^"« '^'^y- If I were going^pl"

U

he Baldwin in your section of the State, I would plant it in a li tieheavier soil, to retard the development.

PROF. SURFACE.—Suppose you do not have that soil could voubring about those conditions by cover crop plowed down, and ma.ufre ?

PROF. WILDER.-What is your original soil?

PROF. SURFACE.-Sort of a light shale, such as you saw thereI want to plant some Baldwins there.
^

PROF. WILDER.-What is it-that heavy, silty loam?

^^^

PROF. SURFACE.-It is, but I do not consider it very extra fer-

^3

PROF. WILDER.—So far as that is concerned, I would not hesi-

tate to put the Baldwin on a soil that is not very productive. I would

rather put it there than on a soil that is very productive. If the soil is

not too rich, the fruit of that variety matures better.

DR. HUNT.—You have spoken this morning almost exclusively

about soil types; are you prepared to tell us about the soil series of

Pennsylvania ?

PROF. WILDER.—As far as the fruit production is concerned?

DR. HUNT.—Yes; but you might extend the question, and tell

us the differences between the soils.

PROF. WILDER.—In Pennsylvania we have series of limestone

soils, sandstone soils, and granitic soils. The limestone soils are never

sandy. Now, the first is a series which occurs in the limestone val-

leys and the Department ha named it the Hagerstown series. The
first work on mapping this series was done at Hagerstown, Md., and
they have taken that name to designate the soil series. There is no
significance in the fact that Hagerstown gives its name to the soil

series ; it is simply a local name taken as a matter of convenience

from the region where the soil is first mapped so that we can describe

the soils systematically.

The red sandstone soil in this State is of two kinds, one derived from
the Mesozoic period. That soil we run across down in Lebanon
county, and it has been called the Penn series. I suppose Mr. Smith,

in mapping this series, named it for William Penn. I simply mention

this to show you that we do not attach any particular significance to

names, except to call the series to our attention. Now, we name all

the soils coming from this material, the Penn soils, and divide them
into a general series of types. The coarse ones are sand, and the finest

clay, but there are a good many between the two, simply a difference

in texture, running from the heavy clay to the coarse sand: first

comes the clay, the finest particles ; then silt ; then very fine sand

;

then fine sand ; then medium sand ; then coarse sand ; then fine gravel

;

then coarse gravel. It is simply a convenient method of classification.

A MEMBER.—Are you acquainted with the pine ground land, in

the Cumberland Valley?

PROF. WILDER.—You mean where most of the South Mountain
orchards are located?

A MEMBER.—Yes.

PROF. WILDER.—Yes; I have been there.

A MEMBER.—What varieties will do well there?

PROF. WILDER.—York Imperial and Ben Davis.

A MEMBER.—What about the Grimes?
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PROF. WILDER.—I think there is a good bit of difference in the
soil which you class as pine ground. On some of the soil there, I
think, the Grimes would do very well, and you could be guided in
choice of soil by the soil description for that variety.

A MEMBER.—What three or four varieties of apples would vou
recommend for the southern part of Lancaster county? Our soil is
about the same as Chester county.

PROF. WILDER.—I think some of those T have just mentioned
would do very well. Personally. I would not jilant the Baldwin but
if you want to include it, it would be all right. We have heard here
this morning that it is possible to keep the Baldwin on the tree
by spraying and keeping the leaves on. I think there is something
in that.

^

• A MEMBER.—Besides York Imperial, with what other varieties
would you begin?

PROF. WILDER.—T would have to see the soil before being
niore specific, but I think I would take the York Imperial, the Grimes'
the Stayman Wincsap, and the York Stripe.

'

A AIEMBER.-What about the Nero?

PROF. WILDER.—I don't know anything about it.

A MEMBER.—What about the Rome Beauty in that region ; would
it do well?

PROF. WILDER.-Yes, on that soil ; I would rather plant it there
than the Baldwin.

A MEMBER.—What about the Smith's Cider?

1
™9^^ WILDER—I would say it might t^e all right, but I don'tknow definitely the character of soil best adapted to tliat variety.

DR. HUNT.—T want to press this a little farther; in taking exactly
the same types of soil, in exactlv the same series, whether one is more
productive in certain localities than the other? Take the Hagerstown
and Penn series

;
is it not well for Pennsylvania fruit growers to know

If there is one series better than the other, so far as it affects the
apple production, the same as in grain growing? Would it not be
wise to locate the different .series, so that the fruit grower may know?

PROF. WILDER.—Do you want me to go into it?

DR. HUNT.—Yes, if you will.

ni^^T-
^ILDER.-The Penn series begins in the northern part

of Berks extends into Montgomery, and thence over into Lancaster as
I remember. Now, that series, as a series, is not adapted to orchard-
ing, 1 would say. In some cases the shale is too near the surface-
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in some other places it is rather low lying, and these areas are not
good. Then, farther east, the altitude is pretty low, and many varie-
ties will not grow there, although the same series occurs also over in
Adams county, where they have very fine orchards.
The Hagerstown series, the loam, and silt loam of the Penn series,

and well elevated areas of the Chester soils are well adapted to or-
charding in general. In Adams county excellent results have been ob-
tained with both peaches and apples.
Now, when we get to the limestone region, this is what one almost

always hears
: that the price of land is so high that we can never plant

fruit trees on it. In some places in the Lebanon Yalley it runs as
high as two hundred to two hundred and fifty or three hundred dollars
an acre, and we can find soil just as well adapted to our purpose at
fifty dollars an acre.

The DeKalb series, which I did not mention, includes most of the
shale hills of the State, of which there are many. This series is

usually much less productive and very much cheaper, but in many
localities it still adapted to fruit.

There is one other thing, in closing, that I want to call attention to.
I was in the Ozark region two years ago, and spent the whole year
there, and they told me that they had not had a good, profitable
apple crop since 1901. What would you fellows think if you had only
one profitable apple crop in five years? Many houses were built there
in 1901, during the boom time, and they depended on their apple
crops to pay for them, but they did not have another good crop until
1906. They had one or two crops in the interval that just about paid
expenses. Now, if that is the condition in the Ozark region, the
region about which we hear so much, how about orcharding here
in Pennsylvania with all its advantages in orcharding, where
you get a crop every other year, and have more accessible markets?
I mention this simply to call attention to the fact that there is a
wonderful opportunity for increasing the fruit production in this
State. I thank you for your attention.
Adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1908.—2 P. M.

The meeting came to order with President Hiester in the Chair.

THE PRESIDENT.— I have been requested to appoint delegates
to the Allied Agricultural Interests that will meet in Harrisburg on
January 21st—I think that is next Tuesday—at 2 o'clock, for the pur-
pose of considering question as related to agricultural education, par-
ticularly with reference to State College. I think this Society should
be represented, and I will therefore appoint for that purpose, Mr. R.
M. Alden, Mr. D. L. Hartman. Mr. Chester J. Tyson and Mr. Enos
1». Engle. We want to get into closer touch with the agricultural
interests at State College. They have just organized a Department
of Horticulture up there, and we want to keep in touch with it.

Is the Committee on Nomenclature and Exhibits ready to report?

MR. HARTMAN, Chairman, submitted the following:
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NOMENCLATURE AND
EXHIBITS.

Mr. President and Members of the State Horticultural Association
of Pennsyh'ania: Your committee respectfully requests leniency in
your judgment of our efforts, in view of the unusual size of the present
exhibit and the limited amount of time available for our work.

It appears to be the unanimous opinion of all present, that this exhibit
both in extent and quality exceeds any previous effort of the Associa-
tion. The number of plates of apples and various other horticultural pro-
ducts, totals 421. The apple, as usual, is the prominent feature of the
display, though the display of nuts by Mr. Rush is interesting and
creditable.

The thanks of the Association are due to B. F. Barr & Co., for a
touch of color and beauty, by the contribution of a number of choice
flowers and plants to the display.

In other lines of large horticultural activity in the State, we are
sorry to note, that, as usual, the display is very deficient. To Prof.
H. A. Surface and Mrs. Surface, are due the credit of a small exhibit,
consisting of one plate of fine potatoes, and a can of tomatoes, which
serve to remind us of the vast interest of trucking and market garden-
ing, which we are prone to forget arc a legitimate branch of horticul-
ture. The committee recommends a wider interest in the exhibit
of vegetables, small fruits and grapes.
There are seventy-seven individual contributors to this display.
Of apples there are fifty-eight named varieties, and fifteen un-

named varieties. Of the unnamed varieties, probably the greater num-
ber are seedlings, as we succeeded in recognizing very few. A few
of these seem to possess special merit.

In behalf of the Association, we thank each and every contributor
to the display, but because of the long list, we beg to be excused from
personal mention, except in a few cases of exceptional merit.
The awards recommended by this committee are as follows

:

Diploma for excellence of collective exhibit of apples, The Fruit
Growers' Association of Adams County.

Diploma for excellence of individual display of apples, R. M. Elden,
Bendersville, Pa.

Diploma for great variety and general excellence of display of
apples. Dr. I. H. Mayer & Son, Willow St., Pa.

Diploma for the championship of the nut industry of Pennsylvania
Mr. John G. Rush, West Willow, Pa.

^
The committee calls special attention to the collective exhibit of

Snyder county, special credit for which is due to T. C. Foster, Win-
field, Pa.

We commend this added move toward collective county displays.
We call attention to a plate of Seckel pears exhibited, as usual, by

J. Hibbard Bartram, West Chester.
The photograhpic exhibit of orchard work and orchard scenes,

together with the information in regard to acreage, age of trees, aiK:
financial returns of various orchards shown, by the Adams Countx
Fruit Growers' Association, is of special interest and value.
The five varieties of apples most largely represented in the exhibi'

are: York Imperial, 63 plates; Smith Cider, 21 plates; Ren Davis
20 plates; Baldwin, 17 plates, and Grimes' Golden, 10 plates.
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The thanks of this committee are due to J. E. Jamison and others,
for their assistance in the work incident to the preparation of this
report.

Unfortunately, the fine collection of fruit intended for exhibition
by Mr. Hiester was delayed in shipment, and did not arrive until after
this report was prepared. The value of this collection centers in five

plates of magnificent specimens of as many varieties of pears.
We note that there are still belated additions being made to the

already unusually large exhibit, as we close the report.

Respectfully submitted,

D. L. HARTMAN,
C. P. SCHOLL,
JOSIAH W. PRICKETT,

Committee.
A motion that the report be accepted with the thanks of the Asso-

ciation was duly seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT.—We will now continue with this morning's
program. We will have several five-minute talks on different varieties
of fruit, and I would remind the gentlemen who are called upon that
our time is limited. We are going on with our program up to half-
past five this afternoon, and if each speaker keeps to his five minutes,
we will have all the time we need. The first subject on the program
is "Apples," by Hon. \N . T. Creasy. Is Mr. Creasy in the audience?
It seems he is not here. I will, therefore, call on Mr. A. 1. Weidner
to respond in Mr. Creasy 's place.

MR. WEIDNER.—Mr. Chairman, this is rather sudden, and I am
not prepared to take Mr. Creasy 's place, but in his absence I will en-
deavor to say a few words.

In regard to the varieties for family use. I think that one of the first

I would recommend is the Yellow Transparent, an early apple, and an
apple of very good quality. Second, I would suggest the Summer
Seek-no-Further, an excellent apple that comes in very early. The
Sunimer Rambo is another apple that I think very highly of. It

makes a very good appearance, and is of high quality. Then, I would
not forget the old stand-by, the Smokehouse. I don't think we have
any better apple in its season, and it is excellent for canning, for people
who use apples in that way.

For fall use, I would speak of the Grimes' Golden. I do not think
we have an apple of higher quality growing in our section. It yields
and produces well. I think the Jonathan is another very excellent
apple of high c|uality and good color. While we cannot, perhaps, grow
it to perfection, as they can further south, yet I think it is an apple
that would do very well in Southern Pennsylvania.

For commercial orchards, I would recommend first, our old standby,
the York Imperial. While I don't claim it to be an apple of high
<|uality, we have no other, especially in Southern Pennsylvania, that
will equal it as a money-maker. It is of fair size, good color, keeps
well and an excellent apple for Southern Pennsylvania.

We also grow the Ben Davis; that is an apple that commences to
bear early, of good color and size, but with that all is said. The
quality is, 1 think, the poorest of any we grow in Adams county. I
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have them in my cellar now. No one wants the Ben Davis while there
are other apples there.

The Crimes' Golden, can, I think, be grown successfully as a com-
niercial apple in the southern part of Pennsylvania. As I said before
It IS an apple of high quality.

The Stayman Winesap is another apple that we grow very success-
fully in Adams County, and I think it will do well in Southern Penn-
sylvania.

.r'^"^/?T^?^^^^'^—'^^^^ "^^t -^"bject is 'Tears," opened by Miss
Mary M. Hames, Cheltenham, Pa.

PEARS FOR MARKET AND F(m HOME USES.

In lookmg mto the subject assigned to me. I was much interested
ni some statements made by Mr. A. J. Downing, in his book, ''Fruit
and Fruit Trees of America," written now 50 years ago. According
to Mr. Downmg, pears were cultivated in Syria, Greece and Egypt in
very ancient times, and were known to the early Romans, but ap-
parently not so favorably known as to the present-day Americans
for one of the early writers says, "All pears whatsoever are but a
heavy meat unless they are well boiled or baked." It was left to the
•seventeenth century to develop the really delicious quaiities of the
fruit when English and Continental growers vied with each other in
their productions. Belgium produced many varieties and is spoken
of as the Eden of the pear tree.

Under the more modern cultivators, varieties increased rapidly and
we are told that in the middle of the last century "more than 700 kinds
collected from all parts of the world, had been proved in the cele-
brated experimental garden of the Horticultural Society of London •"

of course, many of these were of little or no value and were soon lost
sight of But, from the long list which was left, and which has since
been added to. it is difficult to make a selection to suit all tastesOne s early prejudices cannot fail to enter into the choice, and what one
person might recommend another would cast aside. Again, many
varieties that are excellent for home use would not answer for a com-
mercial orchard, or those grown in one locality very satis factroilv mav
not succeed at all in another.

^

In gathering the fruit, especially for home use, it is well to bear in
miml the rule that, with few exceptions, pears are much better in flavor
and also often more highly colored if picked early and ripened in
the house the time to gather them being indicated by the size and
coloring of the fruit and also by the readiness with which the pear
separates from its branch when it is gently raised from its hanging po-

When the fruit is gathered it may be spread out on the floor of'
a cool, dry room or cellar to ripen: certain choice varieties may be
laid between the folds of an old blanket while ripening, and both
flavor and color will be improved. Winter peas may be wrapped
singly ,n paper or packed in straw and left in boxes till near the
time they are wanted, when a few days in a warmer room will improve
them. Perhaps no other fruit unless it be peaches is so sensitive
to the difference between rough and tender handling, and it makes me
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shudder to see the way these fruits are sometimes poured from one

basket into another, bruising the tender skin and making a center for

decay to start. We do not pour eggs from one basket into another

—

why pears or peaches ?

In select varieties of pears for market purposes, those which are

fine in appearance, and generally the larger the better, and rather

firm in texture, will be the most profitable.

Bartlett heads the list, for home or market gardens, and when one

says Bartlett no further word of recommendation is needed. The
Seckel also needs no introduction, an American variety with an inter-

esting history as related by Mr, Downing, a favorite with every one;

this pear especially is improved by the blanket treatment while ripen-

ing. Last October, our own pears having gone the way all good
pears should go, we purchased some Seckels for the benefit of an

English guest ; they were procured from a vendor on the street, but

were of good size and sound, though unripe and quite hard, and of

the usual russet color ; they were placed in a tempered room between

folds of flannel and in a few days were ripe and delicious and also

finely colored. A late summer pear that sells well to a certain class

of purchasers, is fine in appearance and juicy, though rather coarse

grained, is the Pioiissock; if gathered early it ripens slowly and can

be marketed during several weeks without any cold storage aid.

Probably the pear that has been most planted commercially, especially

during the last few years, though one hesitates to mention it here, is

the KieflFer ; but it has its friends as well as its foes, and a well-ripened

KiefFer pear is by no means to be despised, while for preserving or

spicing it stands near the head of the list. The Lawrence is a good
])ear for market and when well grown and carefully ripened is very

satisfactory. But I am sure there are commercial growers here who
will want to add other varieties to this list, so I will pass on to the

home orchards, which is a more familiar field to me.

Brought up from my earliest childhood with an abundance of pears

on our own home grounds, we became acquainted with many varieties

which were then popular, among them several kinds which have now
been lost sight of and given place to others. One of these lost kinds

which is much to be regretted is the Ott, a seedling of the Seckel,

small, roundish pear, greenish yellow in color, very sweet, rich and

juicy in flavor, ripening in August, a kind that it is safe- to eat in

the dark, leaving only the stem in one's hand for, in handling many
bushels I have seldom found an imperfect pear, even though the trees

have not been sprayed.

From my own home experinence, therefore, if selecting a list of

pears for the home orchard, I would choose in addition to those al-

ready named such a variety as would insure a continuous supply.

Beginning with Dearborn seedling, a small but sweet and juicy pear,

though now rather difficult to find in any nursery, I fear. Madelaine,

larger than the former and more tender and juicy and one of the

earliest to ripen. Manning's Elizabeth, small to medium, but sweet

and good, yellowish in color with red and russet shading towards the

blossom end. Koonce, also a very early variety, highly colored and

much recommended. Brandywine. a delicious, spicy pear, originating

in Chester county. Clapp's Favorite, equal in appearance and almost

in flavor to the Bartlett; its chief trouble is its poor keeping proper-

ties, for a beautiful exterior may be but a shell concealing a rotten
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In giving the above 'iktTi, ^" """' January.

^

which^it is^ow fhCul '

to find",: rf" ^""^, *^'''^"'-' ^->«-
no doubt be namc<l in the Ih.scassion to f^ow'

"" ""'^" "'"'^" -'"
In planting pear trees it ..; ,.,„ii .

'onow.

last for genera'tions am ts ituat on IhTuT 'l'^'
" P*^^"- '^<=^ "W" view. Mr. Downing n ent o. s seveta^'hat^ "'T" ^'"' "''^ ^"''

4O0 years old. Some varieties of It! >

^"^ '*"°"'" *° be near
We have a Catherine .lea ree °hat1 =fh'' i'"'*'"^

'"^''^'^ '^^^e trees,
nearly as many feet in he^ht tho rf, ?.,i

" "^'^ >'*-""-' °'<' «"<! is

The home orchar.l mav rPt'nrn -1 %"• ""' ^" a.lvantage.
surplus fruit, esi^CUTf^Ss a e s/ '""'k"™'^'

'™"' "'^ »="e of
and pleasure of {he fainily evej one'ho dITnl. f

'"'" ^"' ""^ ^"^f""
In conclusion, let me remind ? ? ' P''"" l'*^^'" trees.

when eating lWrs:'"7even are 'a pea°r
••'%"'' .^'"^ '° "^ °'^«<^"e<'

exceptions, but the explanat on Vivrrfnr >,-
^°"'' '"^''''- ""'re are

the special flavoring .sacs or Sands hV t T " '^'"*°™ble and is that
apt to be remove.1 with the sih, herefor7'A'''

"'"'" "'^ '^''" »"'' «^^t^iii, ineretore A ever pare a pear." »

ADDITIONAL LIST OF (.OOD PKARS

Osband's Summer aZIJ ^ '
/.'^"^^'^o'^^' S^ood for maket.

Kirtland, AiZ^^ 'f^^^""^'
^^"^w, red cheek.

Howell, lar,e^%^„rr^ ^^^^^ ^"•^-^' -^'-.
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Louise Bonne, September and October; large, pale green.

Clairgeau, October, very large; cinnamon, russet.

Duchess d'Angouleme, October; large, yellow.

Beurre d'Anjou, October and November; large, light green.

Idaho, October or later ; large, coarse, dull green.

Columbia Vergelieu, late, large, greenish.

THE PRESIDENT.—The next subject is "Peaches," by W. H.

3tout, Pinegrove, Pa. Mr. Stout is unable to be present, but he has

set a letter which will now be read by the Secretary

:

Bnos B. Bngle, Secretary, Harrisburg, Pa.:

Dear Sir—The following are the varieties of peaches we now have

under cultivation, and have had within recent years: Stump, Gold,

Rareripe (x), Old Mixon free (x). Mountain Rose, Crawford's Early

(x), Crawford's Late (x). Late Rose (x). Iron Mountain (x), Wheat-

land, Old, Mixon Cling, Globe, Elberta (x), Reeves' Favorite (x).

Those marked (x) produced satisfactory crops; the others were

worthless or inferior, not suited to the location. For several years the

crops failed, owing to the freezing of the buds or the blossoms after

opening.

Have not acquired the talent to produce fruit every year under all

contingencies, although we have had bumper crops occasionally, under

.same treatment of heavy fertilizing, cultivating and thinning.

Hoping you will have a full house, interesting and profitable discus-

sions. I am. Yours truly,

W. H. STOUT.

THE PRESIDENT.—The next is 'Tlums." by L. G. Youngs. He
also sends a letter, which will be read by the Secretary.

North East, Pa., Jan. 9, 1908.

Mr. E. B. Bngle, Secretary of Pennsylvania Horticultural Society:

Dear Sir and friend—As I may not be able to get from home owing

to sickness in my family, 1 will state briefly my experience with

varieties of plums, and name those I have best succeeded with. I

think, in the light of my experience, I would leave out the Japan

plums entirely. There are only two varieties I could be induced

to plant, and those are Red June, for early, and IJurbank. These are

often killed in fruit bud. and are uncertain and unsatisfactory croppers,

so I will not put them into my list, although you know I have several

hundreds in my orchards. The list, then, will be exclusively Euro-

l)ean, for the American type has little to recommend them. I want

also varieties that have the bearing habit, are as near annual bearers
* as I can get them. I also want varieties that will give me fruit con-

tinuously for my customers, and the order of ripening is about as listed

for the commercial orchard: Moore's Arctic* Field, Bradshaw,*

Imperial Gage. Gueii, Lombard,* Shipper's Pride. Shropshire Dam-
son,* York State Prune.* German Prune,* Grand Duke. To this

could be added Pond's Seedling, sold sometimes as Hungarian Prunes.

There are some of these that are not very good in cjuality. Those

I would consider for home use I have marked with an asterisk. The
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Lombard. Bradshaw (or Niagara) Vnrlr Qfof i ^
I would set more largely in a fnm.L ,

^ ^^^', ^"^ German Prune,
The York State anTnieduntX^rf'ltT''" ''^" "^'^'' ^^^^^^^-•

types of the German Pr,,^ A ^^ ^ German Prune are distinct

the' York Stated .rtTe^sam^^
Fellemburg and

Dansville N Y ,'«= ^V r-
same) Ihe York State, as ^rown at

ordinr^^'-type'oy German Tune ^'"l
'"'

'n^'';"'^''
'"'' '-g^fthrthe'

Shropsh'ire'?,an,son:orTonre™ri er l^^TuJZ t Z'"
'^^^^'^ 1for preserving and the <len,and is n^ sm,nHed 0^ l.f

^ '"'^
'™o

"'
servnig companies paid as liiH, ,s X , 1

^'*' >"''"'"- P""^"

for the frnit this year or $,^ to t, fn TT", ''"^"'' P*^"" !«""<'
satisfactory price There trf^JuJ^'^ 1'^'', '""'''^'- ^'^''^h is a very
better in some lo^aMte than those I hf^r fTT "'f ""s"^' ^"<^^«<'

will be found generaUy at sfactori or th
• 1"' "'" '''^' "' ^ ^^ole

^W^ft ^p' tf^on'iVyZotnt;;."''^ '^^^ ^°^ "-^"•

ano't^; y'^'rh^i^^^ro me^lT^u^a.^T H"""r
'"^ ^"-'-' =>""

"shake the p,u„, trie"' to Kr'aXanlage. '""^o^rsTruir"
"" """

L. G. YOUNGS.

BiJdl^-lS'iS''''''-'''^''' ^°-^ '•^'---•- '» Calvin Cooper.

chotn?rrpoo?m;;';':;'rec''''''"''''',- 7°"\ <^°--"-- ' """<• has
to eat cherriL Tfinf , ^,Te™"';;:":^ t'o' "'l'"'-

^'"'""«'' ^ 'i'^-

robins and other birds <'nt 111 7 • ,
^^^ '" "'" country. The

they <lon-t get the C: ,^'
^l^';' i:X";r'''''''-

."' "'e crop, and what
I endeavor to have son e trmwi?,^ t f J''^™,•'*^"<^^

^ve like best. Still.

are a few left for us
*^™'""g' '" feed them, an.l .sometimes there

sorTJ: n^ve mi:;:i.f m^ H^tZ fZl^' T ''' '""°^'"^-
^ -"

varieties from memory. " ^n-'eavor to mention a few
The Cumberland is a eood rhcrr,, k„*

birds get the best of then? Th7 I
^' T ^^ "''"""^ S^' them

; the
was developed from a seedling- tl^"'"'*"'

" ''"°,"'"- ^liis variety
of mine who had a tree on some ^r "a '''™"*r' ''^ "" °''' fnend
most attractive cherry we 1 ave amf onl" > "'fl V'*^ '^"Z-

^his is the
birds; it has a solid red flTsh ^ultZffi^ H

^^
"i

''" *^'''^" ''>• "'^
bearer. Its acidity makes it des'iriw

^"^"''"^^y ^ckI. and is a good
attractive to the b.^dra'^^tVe i^^'eTer'va'rLi"'"'"^'

""'"°'^'^^- ^"" ""' -
rec^orftheVan" Tr'^^TirStT tl

' ^""^ ''-'^ "-*• ^
-"'^

on our soil without much .liffiCl^ h,.f 1
' ^°" '^'"' g™'^' the trees

by which we can ge ahead of tV, ' ^"^""^T '''^ '^="' ''e^''*c some plan
growing cherries.

""^ '"'"^'' "'"^ is not ,nuch profit in

by\v,^ia^u ll,kf"^'MTBa'ikTis unlT'V'';'''''^^
'"'' -'^'"«" P""^'^"

'

on Mr. D. L. Hartma/to Sk on thfs suWect'.
"""'"'' '" ' ^^'" «"

Th'^'^uljelf^'^i^.^fra^trtr^ex^^^^^^^^^ '.'('-
f-'""""-one. suK-e it takes in sn,a., frui,: ZT^. ^'^ elnC^U^f
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berries, raspberries, gooseberries, currants and grapes. That is rather

a wide subject to condense into five minutes, and by the time I have
my ideas settled down to the subject, my five minutes will be up. This
subject reminds me somewhat of the little boy, who had just moved
into a neighborhood, and was new to it; he went into the grocery
store, and after he had made his purchase, he told the storekeeper "you
just charge that to my pa." "But," the storekeeper told him, "I

don't know your pa." "You don't know my pa? Why, I know him
just as good as anything." So, like the little boy knew his pa, I may
know my own varieties "just as good as anything," but they may
not fill your needs. However I will tell you what varieties I have,
and what I have noticed in the market.
Take the strawberries : I suppose if you were to take a vote of

our markets at Harrisburg, the majority would favor the Bubach.
I have never grown them, but they certainly come to our markets.
I^ossibly next to them, in our market, would be the Cumberland.
That used to be an old stand-by. I think there is a new variety of
it catalogued, but I am not sure about that. That is the name it is

known by in the old catalogue. After that, I am not sure but that

the vote would be rather scattered. Of five varieties, I do not think

the vote would agree on any two of the five.

Now, of the other varieties represented there, I have planted the

Senator* Dunlap and the Cora Belle. The other three I did not
plant—the Cumberland and the—I guess I will not get the other two
just now—Splendid and Excelsior.

PROF. SURFACE.—How is the Haverland ?

MR. HARTAIAN.—The Haverland is very good, and would prob-
ably get a very large vote in the Harrisburg market. It looks nice,

and has a nice flavor—possibly a little flatter than some of the others.

The William Belt has given me a good crop, but this last year, I

am sorry to say, it was something of a disappointment ; but when you
do get these berries they are something to be remembered. They are
of a good, firm flesh, and sweet, but since they disappointed me last

summer, I would not recommend them.
The raspberry I grow, both red and black. Perhaps I had better

give you the standing of our markets. I think if you were to take
a vote on the blacks, it would fall in this order: the Cumberland and then
the Eureka. This raspberry seems to be very prominent on the market
and appears to be very i)rofitable, but the Black-cap, on which I have
made my money, is the Kansas, a magnificent variety, which is espe-
cially good the first year it comes into bearing, but it is a decided
draw-back some years, when the weather conditions are not what
they should be, and they are liable to crumble certain years. That is

the only failing I have noticed. It is the best money-maker, and com-
mences to bear earlier, I think, than any other variety. The second
year I had the Cumberland, which sold at eight cents a box, and the
whole crop was worth something over three hundred dollars to me.
Now, as to the reds, I have the Cuthbert, Turner, King and some

Millers— I think more Millers than Kings. Referring again to our
market, I should judge if you were to take a vote on the reds, it would
be very heartily in favor of the Cuthbert. As I understand it, this

is productive, but does not grow easily. As I have observed it, it
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makes a productive growth the first year after planting, and gives
a good crop but by the second year the yield begins to fall off and
at the end of the third or fourth year the Cuthbert bush would bearno more.

The Turner is almbst too soft to handle nicely, but it is one of the
best we have, and one of the earliest, and I have found it very profit-
able I have made more money through this than through any other
variety, because I have more planted than any other kind Justone more point in its favor is this: that it will bear year after
year. I believe that you can take them for twenty years, and they will
bear right along and still be sweet. We have picked from these bushes
for seven or eight years, and they are in excellent condition.
The Miller has been very widely catalogued, and I have this to

say of it
:

it is the handsomest berry I have ever seen, almost as solid
as a blackcap, stands all kinds of weather, and is one of the earliest
but 1 would prefer that some one else should do the eating of it It
IS not a sweet variety, but if you get your money, and let some' one
else do the eating of it, you are all right.

One of the best of the sweet varieties is the Early King. Thev arealmost as good as the Cuthbert, but they are not quite as firm; butthey are very nearly as firm as the Miller, and of verv much better
quality. They have just a little of the fault that we find 'in the Kansas
under certain conditions, but I believe it is a very profitable variety.

"

'

THE PRESIDENT.—I am sorry to say that your time is up.

MR. COOPER.-I have found my list of cherries; if you wantthem, I will give them to you.

Co™?
PRESIDENT.—We can spare you a few minutes, Mr.

MR. COOPER.—These are the varieties we find best : The Belle
de Choisy, the Governor Wood (early), English Morello. the Lan-
caster, the Rhck Heart. The Belle de Choisy is the finest on the list
It is just sufficiently sour to keep the birds from destroying it, par-
ticularly if they have a good sweet cherry near by.

-^ ^ i

I would say this to those who want to grow cherries : grow vourown trees
;
don t depend on the nurseries. Get a seedling somewhere

and get the branches started not more than three feet high, then bud'
or graft it, and you will have a good tree.

THE PRESIDENT.—We are fortunate enough to have with us a
delegate from a sister State the President of the New Jersey State
Horticultural Association. We would like to hear a few words from
iVlr. Koberts, of New Jersey.

f^^Y^'
^^^^P^EI^'^^'^-—You are very kind to give me this opportunity

to extend to you the greetings of the New Jersey State AssociationWe appreciate your action in sending two delegates to our last meet-mg, and our Society desires me to request you to do the same this
J V-Q 1 «
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I came here as a delegate, and I have kept my eyes open, and learned

a lot. I was very much interested in the talk on cherries, and would
like to add a word to it. I have raised cherries for twenty years, and
in order that both the birds and I can have all the cherries we want,

I plant a few extra trees. In this way I have never failed to get all

the cherries I want. It is a very simple matter to supply the birds.

They take just so many, and then stop. I thank you.

A MEMBER.—How many acres does it take for the birds?

MR. ROBERTS.—It is not a question of acres at all ; just a few
trees. Sometimes, when you have a light crop, they may seem to make
a big hole into it. but if you plant a sweet variety for them, they

will leave your choicest kinds alone. I have found this method to

pay. These few extra trees take up very little room, and I think you
will find it a good plan.

THE PRESIDENT.—Our Society sent two delegates to the New
Jersey Society, when they met a few weeks ago, and we would like

to hear from one or the other of these delegates. Will Mr. Elden
please tell us about it briefly ?

MR. ELDEN.—I suggest that Mr. Tyson make this report.

MR. TYSON.—I prefer that Mr. Elden should do it.

MR. ELDEN.—In preferring Mr. Tyson, I did not mean to convey
the impression to these people that we were not pleased with our recep-

tion, because we were certainly very well received. I had hoped to

say this to Mr. Roberts, personally, but did not get a chance to talk

to him. Last year I had the impression that they were not as frank

as they should be. In our country we swap ideas very freely, and it

seemed to me that these people were not willing to do that ; but this

year I thought they were very frank, and I was well pleased that we
went. There were one or two things that I have been trying to find

out for a long time, and then heard them over there. Dr. Voorhees,
of the New Jersey Experiment Station, spoke on fertilizing, and told

us how to use lime in orchards. If there was plenty of humus, we
should use the ordinary crushed lime; if we had not plenty of humus,
then we should use the carbonate of lime. I think this was worth
the trip to New Jersey.

1 have not the time to say what I should like to, about their meet-
ing, so will say only this: that they showed us every courtesy, and we
highly appreciate it.

THE PRESIDENT.—We will now take up the afternoon program.
As ydu see, we have departed somewhat from our usual custom, and
given the opening place to a lady. I am sorry that there are so few
ladies here to hear Mrs. Surface tell us something about "Home
Preservation of Fruits."
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HOME PRESERVATION OF FRUITS.

MRS. H. A. SURFACE. Mechanicsburg, Pa.

•(.

Fruit IS g-enerally and erroneously regarded as a luxury, rather thanas a valuable and necessary article of food, and many housewiveswho now stu,t th,s supply for economy's sake, would better banish rich
^

Acf/lr"-t
'"•?*'^\''"''/"'''"*"'^ '"«'*^<' =>" abundance of fr,^Add friuts assist m the .ligestion an.l assimilation of carbonaceousfoods, and where the diet is largely made up of fats, sweets an 1starchy foods, ,„,less an abundance of fruit be eaten, or a great <^aof out-door exercise taken, headaches and billiousness neuraSarheumatism an.l kindred .lisorders result. For persons 'engaged h,'

said that the acd foun<l m most northern fruits stimulates diees-tion, and IS m it.self a nerve food. Peaches, plums aoricots ^n,Ichernes abound in this acid, retaining it in a large'^degr'ee when drkand It IS foun<l also in almonds, raisins and peach pifs One or wopeach pits eaten regularly after meals have been known to cTrenervous forms of m, igestion. Perhaps in this also lies the secret ofthe great condnnental an<l food value of almonds
Nowhere is there greater nee<l of a generous supply of fruit thanon the arm, where the .liet is apt to l,c restricted in variety beclus"of the distance from markets, an.l no breakfast should be consi.lere<lcomplete vyithout fruit. Every farmer shoul.l rai.se a generous spSof the kinds that can be grown in his locality " ^
In the season when each kin.l of fruit is i)lentiful. a generous simnlvshould be canned for the season when both fruits an.fvegetables'^^^

.scarce^ Plenty of juice from the small, juicy fruits, should be canne.lfor refreshing drinks throughout the year
canned

ofl^r^^Jtt;diplt•:,;t:^^^^

The home frint preserving: industry was at its height when it wasa senous necessity: from pioneer, or colonial times^nitH ahout theegmnmg of the last quarter of the nineteenth century In hoseclays no home store-room was considered well stocked without its rows

of gW Lf'Sr""''
'"''^' ^" ^^^^'""^ ^^'^^"->' and [tfIcores

During the la.st quarter of the nienteenth century the decline of thisvery nnportant home occupation was very rapid, owingT
J^rsf. To the great development of the modern commercial spiritn pre,)armg on an expensive scale, and in marketing cheanTv all irtides that mankind might need.

^ cneapiy, all ar-

5*^fo;/rf To increased facilities for the transportation of fruits nre-served or fresh, especially western and tropical fruits Oftt me; one
^

could buy canned western peaches much more chea iV than onrcoX
to Uform"'""'^

'' '^""' '''''''' ^^^'"^ ^" ^'- labor of canning

fj/tit moTn-rtl Y'^''''' ^^'i
'^'^ '''''^^' ^f f^"'*-^' placing freshtrutts in most of the larger markets at all times of the year

jlrk'!\'
^^.^^^^t!:"^!i«V «^ "^«^t «^ the home fruit trJeTby the SanJose Scale, during the V^o's and more recently.

^
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Fifth. The complexity of our modern social life—bridge-whist,

afternoon teas, balls, dinners, embroidery, novels, etc., quite unknown

in days of old, have crowded out the more homely duties of the good

old grandmother days.

Fortunately, we note a decided tendency toward the increased pro-

duction of home preserved fruits. This is due to numerous causes,

among which may be mentioned,

First. The serious adulteration of commercially prepared fruits.

Second. The very rigid State and National Pure Food Laws, which

require all goods to be properly labeled, thus driving from the markets

much inferior, adulterated and undesirable material.

Third. Increased demand for home-made foods, due largely to the

cami^aign of Dr. Wiley, .Chemi.st of the United States Department of

Agriculture at Washington, showing the deleterious results of con-

suming adulterated or chemically preserved foods.

Fourth. Higher prices are paid for the home products, now that

the adulterated foods are driven out of the market. To illustrate our

point, we may pause long enough to say that a few years ago there was

an extensive apple jelly factory just across the river from Harrisburg,

Pa., and the chief incoming shipments which it received consisted of

turnips by the wagon-loads and car-loads. No wonder the industrious

and honest housewife, in making and attempting to sell her pure apple

Jelly could not compete in price with the factory's product.

Fifth. . The successful control of the San Jose Scale. This has been

accomplished only within the last five years.

Sixth.—The city exodus to small farms, and the enthusiasm of the

newly apprenticed farmer's wife in trying her own skill.

Seventh. The recent agricutltural and horticultural awakening in

our own country, showing that there is real art, science and brains

needed, rather than mere routine drudgery. Among these factors are

are agricultural and horticultural societies, granges, farmers' clubs,

farmers' institutes. State and National bulletins. State experiment

stations, and, perhaps, above all, the State agricultural colleges, with

their universal cry of "back to the soil" with "practical science."

The history of the rise and fall of the home preservation of fruits,

and, later, of the tendency to again increase in our own country, closely

follows that of the Old Country. In England to-day there is a de-

cided tendency toward the revival of this very important home indus-

try.

\'icar W. Wilks, the Honorable Secretary of the Royal Horticultural

Society of England, and \'icar of Shirley, last June wrote as follows,

in the "Introduction" to "The Book of Fruit Bottling," by Edith

Bradley and May Cooke (John Lane Company, New York, Publish-

ers) : "Well, I have seen the art (of the home preservation of fruits) as

practiced in our country die out amongst us—the lowest depths being

reached about 1885. when I doubt whether there were a dozen ladies

*
in the land who did their own bottling and preserving. Of late years

that has revived somewhat, owing chiefly, I think, to the influence of

the Royal Horticultural Society among public bodies."

Fruits are ordinarily preserved, or kept for home use in four ways

:

First, by canning ; second, by preserving ; third, by making into jams

and jellies, and fourth, by drying. •

In the preservation of foods by canning, preserving, etc., the most

essential processes are the thorough sterilization of the food, and all
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milhTt"'']'-
'""' "'^""^ "'^ Sterilized food to exejude all air thatmight contain germs to re-infect it.A few words concerning methods mav hp IipL^l.i t.

resnlts are more satisfactory f frn be heated o th/T';"''"
'"^^^

gradually a,,d then cooked the reqt.iml tinle
" ""'''"^ P°'"'

re.^ut
'
Fnir,°^ /"."'k''

""/ °^ "«^ '^'^'
'^'^P-^ "' "Staining snccessfnl

rTi>e All .n f
. '". '"^'' ^"^ ='" P"n»ses, jnst before it is perfec v

inT-e^^f-rt l-ri'Lv-^^^^
--' -- -"to-^2 w^-

a /iLttcXnX^ '.U;
,"- -

'-tlfenrit-'f^
^

to. -Ira... bnt .t is better to keep them clean an^i dry' from \he"th^Hf

basto wi'7irtVt"f ''•r"''r'
^'^^ '° ^^^ "'^'"••'"=« *« t" mi a wire frvinir

will sl,p off easdy. Plu„,s and tomatoes may be prepared in the same

MAKING SYRUP.

I pint of sugar, y^ pint water, . . ) ^ ,
I pint sugar. 3 gills water

f
^^eaches, plums, quinces, currants

' X::"^, UlrSr^^ ^- ^" -"-" -i<' f"-'-> -h as early

I pint sugar, i 'A t)ints water f ^'f'" i

"^''"'' ^*"' ''^""'='' l'«a''«-

> pint su^ar! ^f^.lts wa7en '.
[

'

"I I^^fl"!^!!' .r"'!':' • '"""I'r- .
^-t- • .- • "V.V.C piiiuK',, sweet

'
•

.
•

• cherries raspberries, blueberries
L and blackberries.

m it s hetrd" -^X^J- T f^^^^'-"'"
be dS^ved ift

, "wa eXTore
syn^s a e'boiled hardl' i'arred ° th

'^'""^
T""""'

^""""^^ '^ ^i^"

Sy^s may be ^U^^a^da^ iradt-^^e^^f IhetluTarlannTnt'"^"'^"'
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CANNING FRUITS.

Most fruits should be canned rather than preserved. Everything

must be carefully sterilized, and rubber rings should be renewed each

year. Use the best jars obtainable. Keep abreast of the times, and

watch for anything new that may come upon the market. The per-

fect jar has not yet appeared, but the Schram jar, made in St. Louis, is

the most satisractory jar found as yet by the writer. Wide-mouthed
jars for large fruits, canned whole, permit better show. A very suc-

cessful way to can strawberries, cherries, or any of the thin-skinned

fruits is as follows : Have jars hot ; pack closely with the uncooked
fruit; fill with boiling syrup (one pint sugar to one gill water) ; seal.

Have ready a wash-boiler of boiling water. Place jars in this, tops

down, having the jars completely submerged. Put the boiler away in

any convenient and safe place until the water is cold. Fruit canned in this

way retains its color and shape beautifully. Personally, for additional

safety, I nearly always dip the tops of cans into melted i)araffine, deep

enough to come below the rubbers, after the cans are cold.

Fruit may be canned by simply stewing the fruit, placing it while

boiling hot in the hot, sterilized jars ; run the blade of a sterilized

silver knife around, inside of the jar, that the fruit may be packed more
solidly. Wipe the rim of the jar, dip the rubber ring into boiling

water, place smoothly on the jar and seal. The work of filling must
be done rapidly ; each jar must be sealed as soon as filled, and the jars

must be i)laced on a board out of a draft of cold air. H screw tops

are used, they must be tightened after cooling.

CANNING IN THE OVEN.

This is an excellent method, all danger from scorching or burning

being avoided. Cover the bottom of the oven with a sheet of asbestos,

or place the fruit in shallow pans containing about two inches of boil-

ing water. Sterilize ; prepare fruit and syrup as previously directed.

Fill the hot jars with fruit and syrup and place in the moderately hot

oven. Cook ten minutes (a little longer for pears and quinces), re-

move from the oven ; fill to overflowing with hot syrup and seal.

Large fruits re(|uire about one pint syrup to each (juart jar; small

fruits about half a pint of syrup.

CANNED FRUIT IN WATER BATII.

Prepare fruit and syrup as for cooking in oven. Fill the steril-

ized jars and put on covers loosely. Place a wooden rack on bottom
of boiler. Put in enough warm water to come about four inches

above the rack. Place the jars in boiler, and be careful not to let

them touch each other. Cover boiler and cook for ten minutes. Draw
back on the stove, and when the steam passes oflf, remove each can

to a pan of hot water: fill with boiling syrup and seal. (I have varied

this method by putting covers on tightly, filling the boiler full enough
so that the water covers up just to the rubber ring. This does away
with exposing the contents to the air even for one moment, after cook-
ing:-)

Rhubarb may be canned by cold process in this way: cut rhubarb
when young and tender : wash thoroughly and pare : cut in pieces about

two inches long. Pack in sterilized jars ; fill to overflowing with cold.
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water and let stand ten minutes ; drain and fill aL^ain •

seal with steHIized^^nngs and covers. Gooseberries may be 'cannedln1^ '^^

PRESKRVING FRUITS.
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from crab apples. In England, cider is made from a wild crab apple,
which is too puckery and unpleasnt to use otherwise, but the juice is

delicious and is often sold as champagne. It is not necessary to say
that all refuse and dirt should be carefully guarded against in making
cider.

Perry is the expressed juice of the pear, and is not often made in
this country, pears being too expensive and rare.

CANNING VEGETABLES.

Lima beans and string beans should be slightly boiled, not cooked,
in clear water, and this water poured off. One will find the water
which is poured off quite green. Have the jars hot, pack as full as
possible with the beans; fill to overflowing with boiling water and
seal. Place in a wash boiler, fill with cold water up to the rubbers and
boil for three hours. Take cans out and tighten tops. In some cases
the rubbers will have pushed out in such a way as to render a new
rubber necessary. If after cooking the liquid does not cover the beans,
it is well to fill the can again with boiling water.
Corn is canned in exactly the same way, except that it is not boiled

first, but jacked into jars cold. In using these vegetables, let cold
water run over them in the can for a few moments before taking out.
Tomatoes may be successfully canned in the same manner. (See
sample.)

DRYING FRUITS.

In preparing a supply of fruit for winter use, every thrifty house-
wife prepares a quantity of dried fruits. Drying is much less ex-
l)ensive than canning or preserving, and many people prefer the flavor
of a dried peach to that of the finest canned fruit. A hot bed frame
with a bottom to it, and slightly raised from the ground, makes an ex-
cellent drying box. The sash should be elevated at one end to allow
the moisture to run off, and the opening covered with netting. Fruit
may be placed on plates and dried in the oven, but much care must
be taken to prevent scorching. Numerous cook-stove dryers have
been placed upon the market, some of which are very excellent.
The secret of keeping dried fruit is to exclude the light, and keep in

a cool, dry place. It is said that dried fruit put away with a little

sassafras bark will keep for years unmolested by insects. All fruit
is better peeled before drying. Apples, bananas, blackberries, cherries,
currants, gooseberries, green gage.s, peaches, pineapple, prunes, in fact
almost all fruits may be dried in times of plenty, and stored for the
time when the fruit crop fails.

The Maiden Blush apple is considered best for drying.

TABLE.

% (Varies zvith the state of maturity of the fruit or vcgeiuhlc.)
I bushel apples gives 6>^ pounds dried fruit.
I bushel peaches gives 7 pounds dried fruit.
I bushel of peaches, unpared, gives 9 to 10 pounds dried fruit.
I bushel pears gives 6 to 8 pounds dried fruit.
I bushel apricots, 8 pounds.
I bushel of plums, pitted, 9 to 10 pounds,
icx) quarts raspberries, 32 to 35 pounds.
100 quarts blackberries, 35 pounds.
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loo quarts cherries (stoned), 25 pounds.
100 quarts of blueberries, 26 pounds.
100 pounds sweet corn, 26 pounds.
100 pounds pumpkin, 9 pounds.

SOME UNUSUAL RECIPES.

1. Cherry Salad: Use the large white cherries. Remove the pits,
replace with filberts, and serve in a bed of lettuce leaves, covering the
whole with mayonaise.

2. The juice of canned blackberries or cherry preserves, or the
juice that is left from stewed prunes, may be cooked with stewed
apples, or put into a rice or bread pudding, and will impart a delicious
flavor.

3. Tomato Rarebit: >^ can tomatoes, % of an onion, 3 cloves, 1-3
teaspoon mustard, >4 teaspoon salt. 34 teaspoon soda. Cook ten min-
utes; add Yz teaspoon cornstarch and strain; add 6 ounces grated
cheese, and when melted serve on toast or hot crackers.

4. Watermelon rind: Cut melon rind as for preserves, leaving the
meat in large square pieces ; boil one hour in water. Drain and boil
again, with an equal weight of sugar until boiled down thick. Dry
on plates, and use in cakes and mincemeat in place of citron.

5. Pear Salad: Serve on a lettuce leaf half of a canned pear, and
cover with a boiled cream dressing and chopped nuts.

6. Carrot Preserve: Boil small, fine-grained carrots in water until
tender. Peel and grate. Add sugar to taste, slips of citron, spices
to taste, a little orange and lemon juice, half and half, simmer slowly
and put away in jars. \'ery wholesome for children.

7. Rowan or Mountain-ash berries make excellent jelly, and are also
valuable for sore throat. Pick berries when red, but not too ripe.
Strip berries from stem, and put into a kettle. Add enough cold water
to cover berries. Cook until soft, and strain through jelly bag. To
every cup of juice add one cup granulated sugar and cook until it

jellies.

Rhubarb or pie plant can be mixed with any kind of fruit, half and
half, and in a short time will taste exactly like the fruit with which it is

mixed.

RHl'HARn PRESERVE.

5 pounds rhubarb, 5 pounds sugar, i pound raisins, 2 oranges,
sliced, without peeling. Cook until thick, stirring almost constantly.
This is very nice, and cooks very rapidly.

In closing, I would suggest for our own region, the following varie-
ties of fruits as especially adapted to various uses

:

Apples, for drying. Maiden IJlush. because white.
Pears, for canning, Bartlett and Duchess. The Duchess and Keifer

pears are very much improved by canning.
,

Plums, to can, Damson.
Cherries, to can, the Ida. originated by Mr. Eli Cocklin, at Bow-

mansdale; also the Cumberland.
Currants, to can and dry. Black.
Currants, for jelly, red, or white, when ripe.

Preserving, in any form, is to be recommended as an economical
method of disposing of second grade fruits. Any one who can pro-
duce fruits of first or fancy grade, can sell them. The great problem
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of our producers will be to make profits on their second grades. For
this we recommend commercial home canning or preserving, or the
establishment of local canneries, perhaps on the co-operative plan.

THE PRESIDENT.—Next on the program is "Some Spraying Ex-
periments," by J. E. Heine, Orwigsburg, Pa.

SOME SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS.

J. E. HEINE, Orwigsburg, Pa.

Mr. President: I don't know whether I am qualified to speak on this

subject or not. I am not an expert. Some claim I am a fruit grower, and
I would like to be, but only grow it on a small scale. That is the reason I

am here, and as I look over the faces of this audience, I am not
sure that I am even a fruit grower. I have about fifteen hundred trees.

I would have planted more, but for lack of funds. Most of these
trees have been planted within the last four or five years.

The most important point I would like to take up with you this af-

ternoon is the matter of scale. Not being well supplied with funds,
the scale question is a very important one to me. Just at the time
I thought the lime and sulphur wash was the standard remedy for

the scale, Mr. Atkinson comes out in his November number of the
Farm Journal, with very discouraging news. I wrote to him for

further information, and he gave me information that was still more
discouraging. He believes that lime and sulphur is injurious to fruit

trees. Then I wrote letters to a number of New York fruit growers,
requesting their replies. Most of them recommended lime and sul-

phur. Some of them recommended the oils. Now, it appears to me,
so far, that oil is too expensive, and it is not a fungicide, while the lime
and sulphur is, in a certain measure, and it is still more dangerous
to handle. I hardly know what to do. I have not used lime and sul-

phur since Mr. Atkinson says it is injurious to the tree, as he cer-

tainly ought to know what he is talking about. Five years ago I

was in his orchard, and saw his trees, anri he certainly had fine trees

and fine fruit. This year he claims he has very little fruit, and he
has Italians at work in his orchard with grubbing hoes, digging up
the trees, because they have been ruined.

Now, I would like to have those of you who have had considerable

experience in spraying, to help me out on this question, as to what
is really the best and cheapest remedy for the San Jose Scale. I be-

lieve we are getting to the point where we will have to have a cheaper
remedy than these present oils. So far I have been able to control

the scale with lime and sulphur, wherever I have sprayed. Of course,

where I have not sprayed thoroughly, the scale continues.

^ Up in our section, most men know very little about the scale. We
do not know the history of the San Jose or Oyster Shell Scale,

or how to control them, and unless we find some remedy that will not
injure the trees, we will have to discontinue fruit growing. If a
man wants to raise fruit now-a-days, he must use some good scale-

cide, and pay more attention to the work, or do what our people up
in Schuylkill county are doing—go out of the business.

It has been claimed that it is much cheaper to fight fungus by paint-

ing with whitelead and oil, than to fight it with copper sulphate. The
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copper sulphate is better, but quite expensive if one wants to spray
thoroughly. A good many people have too weak a pump. A weak
pump cannot do proper work ; I believe in having lots of pressure. A
barrel pump is rather small for me,and I don't caremuch for them. There
should be at least a hundred and thirty to a hundred fifty pounds pres-
sure to throw the spray to any height. He should make two spray-
mgs, one m the spring, and one in the fall, and spray the tree thor-
oughly on all sides. I have .tried many different nozzles, and have
come to the conclusion that the Grant nozzle is the best for my pur-
pose that I have ever used. It is not a nozzle for a low pressure pump
but It responds easily to high pressure. It is much better than the
Smgle Vermorel. I have also used the Double Vermorel. It con-
trols the pressure easily.

I am not an orchardist, as I told you, and I would like to ask for
an expression in the matter of the scale remedy from the orchardists
here. If there are any suggestion. I should be glad to receive them,
fell me, gentlemen, what you are using.

A MEMBER.—Have you ever tried Scalecide?
I

MR. HEINE.—It appears to me that it is all right, but it is too high
ni price We are paying fifty cents a gallon, and there is danger of
killing the trees. Where it strikes, the tree is liable to rot. At least,
that has been my experience.
At first I used to use salt with the lime and sulphur, but I don't do

that any more.

THE PRESIDENT.—We will not have time to take up this dis-
cussion now. Dr. Surface is going to talk to us on this subject in a
short time, and then we will have a general talk.

TVf^^S'
^^^^'^^^'^^—As a matter of information, we have with us

Mr. Briggs, who is familiar with the orchard of Mr. Atkinson, of the
Farm Journal. I hope he will be granted a few minutes to tell us
about it.

MR. BRIGGS.—This farm of Mr. Atkinson's happens to be in my
neighborhood, and I know a great many of his neighbors. You will
pardon me if I say too much.

His neighbors are making fund of fund of him for his treatment of
his orchard. Two weeks ago I spent an hour in his orchard with a
friend. It had not been sprayed in two years, his farmer told me. and
It looked It, and it looked, too, as if it had not seen the pruning knife
in that time, either, according to my ability to judge. I visited evcrv
tree in that orchard, and found some of them being cut down. The
reason they gave us for this was that those trees were infested with
the scale. I noticed a number of trees marked with a twine, and found
they had been marked for cutting down. There was no one in the
field, from whom I could get any information. The men at work
were foreigners, who apparently did not understand English, and I
made this visit with a neighbor. Going out, however, I met his
farmer, and talked with him, and he gave me this information.

Standing in one position in that orchard. I counted twenty-eight
trees m the prime of life (as to age), which should not have been cut
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down, but which were marked to be cut down because of the scale.

I took out my knife, and dug into the bark to see if those trees were

ruined by the San Jose Scale, and 1 found they were.

Now, the condition of his orchard was as I have told you. His

farmer told me that they had tried spraying, only one time with lime

and sulphur, but it had not been done thoroughly, another time with

oil, then with some of these commercial preparations, until the orchard

was ruined, and then he blamed the lime and sulphur for it, when, as a

matter of fact, he had not even given it a fair trial.

THE PRESIDENT.—We will now have the pleasure of listening to

Prof. Surface.

HOME-MADE SOLUBLE OILS.

RV PROF. II. A. SURFACE. Economic Zoologist, Harrisburg, Pa.

Concerning this subject of Mr. Atkinson's orchard over near Am-
bler. I want to say that although he made the statement that the lime

and sulphur wash had failed to control the scale, I have hundreds of

letters from all over the State, saying that lime and sulphur is abso-

lutely the best remedy to free trees from scale. After he made that

statement, I went to see him about it, and he practically gave me a

conference during most of the afternoon, and he finally said that he

probably made his statement too strong; the men who were sent out

to spray his orchard did not do the work properly; only one side of

the tree was sprayed, and they really did not spray at all, only put a

little of the mixture on the trees. He told me that while he considered

that his orchard had not been saved by the one application of lime

and sulphur wash, had he published what he knew of the use of com-
mercial oils, it would have been five times worse, as his trees (especially

peaY") were at that time stunted and absolutely permanently ruined by

the use of oils.

Now, I am to talk to you on the subject of "Home Made Soluble

Oils," but I am in a position where I can yet scarcely speak positively

on the subject from personal experience, and don't wish to mislead

any one. There are two bulletins on this subject, one published in

Delaware, and one in Connecticut. The Experiment Station at Storrs,

Conn., published a bulletin on this, after experimenting in this direc-

tion, but what I am going to say to you is based on our experiments

by one of my assistants, Mr. F. L. Hartzell, who has experimented

with the making and use of this material, and on what I have learned

by studying the subject.

So far as we know now, many of the so-called "soluble oils" put

on the market under various high-sounding names can be made at

^ liome at less than one-half the cost you can buy them in any case

offered, and there is less of the danger element. The danger with

most of these commercial oils is that if they are strong enough to do

the work of killing the San Jose Scale they are liable to damage
the tree, and again, these oils are not fungicides. Then, again, there

is the high price. Now, some of the chemists and entomologists of

the different States decided to see whether they could not make a

soluble oil that would be cheaper and better, and between them the

following formula has been prepared.
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.hi"",
"'^^'^ ''''' "'^ eniulsifier. Oil treated with this emulsiiier hasthe advantage over the crude petroleum alone in that Xn we a?e

tfZ on Z ;' "'
v'"

",'"'^ " ^'"^ ^™t- '° 'he amount we w^ntto put on the tree First, let me state to my correspondents that I amgoing to work th.s out myself, and publish it in my BtXtin so theTnee,l not take only my present word for it; now, this is the em.asifier'^
Larbohc acid ( loo per cent.). 2 quarts
Good fish oil, either whale or Menhaden, 2^2 quarts
Caustic potash, pure granulated 75 per cent., i poundHeat these in a covered kettle, in the open air. to 3^ cfe^Tes Fahrenheit. That takes a very few minutes to\lo this-poss blffif een min'utes. Then we let it cool and add 3/. quarts of kerosene and .1>.^a"ons of water. That is the Emulsifier!^ Instead of i^lvineVffo^^^^the fire we can smiply bank the fire to add the kerosene It is noadvisable to add it while over the blazing fire. Then we make ?hesoluble oil

: this is made as follows

:

^"^

Emulsifier, 8 parts.

Crude oil, 4 parts (Warren sand oil will do)
Kosin oil, 4 parts.

Water, i part.

^gur:.';t z r;
'^^^ ^^"°" - ' ^-^ - "- --. rrin:

Carbolic acid, 52 cents.
Fish oil, 15 cents a gallon.
Caustic soda, 15 cents a pound.
Kerosene, 9 cents per gallon, by the barrel.
Kesin oil, 30 cents a gallon.

This does not take as long to prepare as the lime and sulnhnr b„f

I have letters from hundreds and hundreds of people who have savedtheir trees by the use of lime and sulphur, and on the mher hand Ihave letters from others who have destroyed their orchards by the useof some of these commercial oils that are on the marke Take tl e

i::^e%ZZT'^^^^^^^^ '' r -^'^ "^^•'^^' ^^"-^ the^^Targlt^Brand^ca e uestroyer. At present, it appears to have a good hold on the

t ee's .;.
1"[^^^'', ^.^""T ^^^ '^'' ^'^^^^ ^ "^^" l^ad thirty-five hunded

best tree an f I

"''' ^^""•''^' "^ ^^T ^^ ^'^ "-se,-sonie of h^ very

trees
"^"'^ '"'^^"'^' ^^ "*^^^^ ^^^^P^^ ^^^^ have lost their

Now. as long as we continue to use such commercial preparationsand to encourage their manufacture, we cannot hope to ^ the re ults
^

in our orchards that we want.
^ results

A MEMBER.—How about Scaleicide?

PROF. SURFACE.-That is some better.

MR. ROBERTS.-How about the Rex ?
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PROF. SURFACE.—That is excellent; it is largely lime and sul-

phur. Another not so long known, but the State Entomologist at

Portland, Oregon, has prepared a paper on Niagara Spray, in which

good results are reported. This is a lime-sulphur solution, made by

the Niagara Spray Co., Middleport, N. Y., which needs only to be

diluted with 8 or 10 times its bulk of cold water and sprayed.

MR. ROBERTS.—Is it not cheaper than anything else?

PROF. SURFACE.—Yes ; there is nothing quite as cheap as the

lime and sulphur, but if you prefer a commercial spray, the Rex will

be all right, as will also the Niagara, and be cheaper than the oils.

A MEMBER.—Must it be heated?

PROF. SURFACE.—No, sir
;
you don't have to heat the lime and

sulphur, to use it. We have kept it for three months and then ap-

•plied it.

A MEMBER.—Will it work successfully through the nozzle?

PROF. SURFACE.—Yes, sir.

MR. ROBERTS.—The Target Brand is not so very high if you

buy it in carload lots.

PROF. SURFACE.—Have you used it?

MR. ROBERTS.—Yes, sir.

PROF. SURFACE.—What results have you had?

MR. ROBERTS.—Excellent ; we were given a barrel to try by the

State Board of New Jersey, and we liked it so well, that we bought it

in the fall.

PROF. SURFACE.—If I had a carload of Target Brand to sell I

would give you first chance at it, but I, myself, would not use it unless

I were ready to kill my trees. (It must be remembered Mr. R. is

an agent for it.)

Now, Mr. President, may I take a few minutes to read a prepared

paper on the subject of our Demonstration Orchards? My paper is

very short and I shall soon be through.

THE PRESIDENT.—Certainly ; we shall be glad to give you all

tiie time you need.

DEMONSTRATION ORCHARDS.

The chief new feature of the work of the Economic Zoologist for

the year 1908 is to be the establishment of a number of demonstration

orchards in the State of Pennsylvania. The purpose of undertaking

this work is to show in a practical way just how to control orchard

pests, both insects and diseases, and to produce perfect fruit at the

ill

IL
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It is our present intention to accept in each nf th^ f^,.*.
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of very tall, badly infested trees. In such cases it would be cheaper

and much more advisable to remove the old trees and plant new ones.

We shall also demonstrate the planting and care of some young
orchards from the preparation of the soil, the selection of varieties,

setting and pruning the trees, and care in their later development as

long as the demonstrations are continued.

It is our purpose to have charge of these demonstration orchards
throughout the entire year and continue the demonstrations during
next year and doubtless as long as legislative provision be made for

this kind of work. The longer the demonstration orchard is continued
as such the more profitable to the community it should become. In
consideration of the fact that in many parts of the State this will be
"off year" in apple production, it is not to be expected that a demon-
stration orchard can by any manipulation given it at present, be made
to bear as much fruit at it did last year, which was the season for

a full crop.However, we hope in these orchards to demonstrate means
of aiding to reduce excessive production every other year and increase

the fruit crop in alternate years, when locally it would be more valu-

able.

The details of the requirements of the orchardist or owner are not

yet settled, but the probable offer from this office will be to furnish

all spraying materials needed, and also apparatus if the owner does
not have an outfit, and send an expert to assume intelligent control of

the orchard methods and direct the work and assist with it. Our rep-

resentative will render service in the orchard without charge to the

owner further than his own board and lodging where he is not near
a hotel, and the owner will be permitted to make such use of the fruit

as he may desire after our superintendent has had opportunity to make
notes and measurements of yield.

This is an opportunity to obtain intelligent guidance in modern
methods of orchard culture without expense to the owner or com-
munity, and should result very beneficially in those regions where
there is no expert orchardist immediately available for observation

and consultation. Where there is an expert in orcharding, there is no
need of establishing a demonstration orchard, for the reason that ours

would probably not differ greatly from his, and he would no doubt
l)e willing to permit persons to see his methods if they should so desire.

In other words, we propose a campaign of education, and upon the

l)rinci])le that it is not necessary to teach rudiments to persons who are

already educated, it may not be found most ])rofitable to establish

<lemonstration orchards at the premises of expert and successful fruit

growers.

Inspectors will be sent to investigate conditions in orchards offered

for this work, and will make a report to us concerning the avail-

ability of the orchard, number and kinds of trees, etc., there grown,
their age and condition, and other data, that will help in arriving at

a decision in making a selection of the orchard for demonstration

])urposes. After such selection is made notification will be given

through these bulletins, the newspapers and by other means, and an
^-special effort will be made to invite the public to visit the orchards.

The public should see the method of jilanting, i)runing, spraying for

scale, spraying for the codling moth, spraying for leaf diseases and
diseases of fruits, thinning, picking and other work that will be an-
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nounced later. It is to be hoped that many persons will be ready toavail themselves of this opportunity to receive direct practical instruc-

the'^r^n ^^f
^/^^^'^-I^ ^he Chairman is ready, we will now hearthe report of the Committee on Resolutions.

fifi^H,'^''^^'^'
^^^ "^^t annual meeting of this Association will be the

fiftieth or semi-centennial, since its organization ; therefore,
Resohed That the Chair be authorized to appoint a committee of

five, of which he shall be the chairman, to consider the propriety opreparing a program commemorative of the event, and with specialreference to said occasion and to decide upon the scope and char-acter of said program, and that said committee be authorized to takehnal action in the matter.
On motion, the resolution was adopted.

ofThf Hnr;j71r"fi^'
'^'^'^ ^^ ^'?/- ^^^^^^^ C- ^"tz. the membersof the Horticu tural Association of Pennsylvania have lost a dearfriend and a valued counsellor; and

Whereas, His accustomed presence and sympathetic counsel havebeen sorely imssed from the sessions of our meeting be it
Kesolvcd, That we express our deepest regret for this great lossand sincere sympathy for the bereaved wife and family.

Whereas, We have learned of the death of the wife of Henrv Couavely ', be it -^

his'^bererve^^^^^^^^ "' '"''"^ "" ''''''''''' ^^"^^^^^^^^ '^ -- f---> i"

Whereas On account of the great variety of soil types in Penn-sylvania and the extent to which we find culture has gVown in thisState, It IS of the greatest importance that a study of these soi tvoesbe made, as to their adaptation to fruit culture- be it
'
^

Resohed, That the Chief of the Bureau of Soils, Prof Milton Whitney, be requested, if possible, to assign Mr. H. J. Wilde to Penny-vania and adjoining States for 1908.
i-ennsyi

rr^^fJ
^''''^'''^' 7^^* ^^'^ Association vote its thanks to the countycomrnissioners of Uncaster county for their kindness and coi^r esvin providing this pleasant room for the use of our meetings

'

tenlJf^Tr' ^^^^ *^' ^^'*^>' ^"^^ ^^"^^^^ appreciation be ex-tended to the Committee of Arrangements who have done so muchto make our stay in Lancaster an occasion long to be remembered

Dre^ss oAZ'ri'/'J]\V7
heartily appreciate the co-operation of the

vention. On motion, the resolutions were adopted as read.

THE PRESIDENT.-Now. if you have any special remarks tomake, we will take a few minutes for that purpose.

are^n^ark';dl^d^r;?''^^^^-7''""'
^"^^ ^ suggestion: The exhibitsare marked and judged according to grade, and there is no effort madeto keep the different varieties separate. I think this should be done
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THE SECRETARY.—As I understand it, the speaker means that

instead of the exhibitors having a number of plates here with the

exhibitors' names attached, they should be separated under the dif-

ferent varieties of apples. Personally, I would be satisfied with this,

but I am afraid that most of the exhibitors would be dissatisfied

because they would lose their identity. It is all very well

in an association like that of Adams or Snyder county, but I hardly

think the rest of the exhibitors would be satisfied. That is my per-

sonal view of the matter. As I understand Mr. Fenstermaker, he

wants the varieties graded, regardless of the exhibitor. Am I right?

MR. FENSTERMAKER.—Yes, sir.

DR. MAYER.—I don't think this would benefit us any, because

it is not a competitive exhibition. H any one wants to enter into a

competitive exhibition, there are opportunities elsewhere, and I think

the Secretary is right about the exhibitors not caring to lose their

identity. U the exhibitor desires to exhibit his fruit elsewhere, as is

frequently the case, it is quite a job to separate each man's exhibit

again. I don't think it would be a good thing to make any change.

MR. HARTMAX.—In going over the fruit to classify it according

to the different exhibitors, we found quite a little difficulty in telling

whose exhibit belonged to who, and while I agree with Mr. Engle

and Dr. Mayer that it is more important to foster a good spirit among
the members, rather than a competitive spirit, it would be. in one sense

very desirable to be able to distinguish between the different varieties,

as Mr. Fenstermaker suggests. Still, I think the sentiment of the

Association is in favor of the individual exhibit, and I would suggest

that if it is possible, without much extra expense, to get half a dozer>

different colors of cards, to write on the names, so that no two

varieties of apples bear the same color, it would in some measure over-

come this difficulty. In that way the variety of the apple could be told

by its color, and it would help the judges very much. This way we

often find individual exhibits scattered in different parts of the room,

and it is a little difficult to keep track of them.

THE PRESIDENT.—It seems to me that one way to carry out

Mr. Fenstermaker's idea would be to have an extra judge to judge

our fruit according to grade.

MR. JAAHSON.-W1ien fruit is brought here it should be entered,

and this entry copied into a pass book, and the pass book given to the

commimttee. Now. here are two plates of Baldwins, belonging to

this man. and farther down are two more of them. Now, at agricul-

tural fairs, where articles are entered as I have suggested, they would

know by looking at the list how many articles each man has, and con-

sec|uently thev would have no trouble in going over them and sorting

them out. Here is where the trouble comes in. This is a very fine

exhibit—I think the finest I have ever seen, but it should be entered

as brought in. so as to give the committee as little trouble as possible.

THE PRESIDENT.—Any further remarks? Is this a motion, Mr.

Fenstermaker, or only a suggestion.
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MR. FENSTERMAKER.-Only a suggestion; that is all

J.ff.^lTi'^Ju-'"^^-^ y^" -^ 't. -'- then we can see

The Secretary then read the following communication :

Office of the Mississippi Vai,i.ey Appi.e Growers^ Association,

QuiNCY, III., Jan. ii, 1908.

^'
'^''A^sfo7atio^^

^^''"^''''' '^ '^'' ^^"''sylvania State Horticultural

^^ntlemcn-^K sincere interest in yonr annual gathering and agenuine mterest m everything that promotes horticulture in aH itsdepartnients, mfluences me to extend heartiest greeth gs ^wishes for a most harmonious and eminently suci^sfXeetine
• I also beg to submit a matter which I hope will"frespectful

*

attention and the most favorable consideraticJn. Follovving aTedn^
^ist 1.^7'"?" ^^^^' ^"^^^^^^' ^^"^^^^^' '^-^d >" St LfufsJnAu^gust 1907, a suggestion was made elect the apple blossom as our nLlonal flower. As you well know, we have no^LtiralTraT ^."^blem"

e^matU"'"''"^ "' ^'^ ^^^^^ "^^"^^^^ - America c^mot b^ over-'

arousecras'^tn 'tbf 'Y '^f T^^ ^'''^''' "^^^ ^^ ^e more thoroughlyaroused as to the value of their opportunities, and many are seekine^

the Hne'T Ldr'ch'
"'^ ^'"^ -^^ ""';^ '"^^"^^^^ applicaLn alS

be readied bvhold^^^^^^ ]' '' ^^"^^^^ '^^' "^"^^ ends can

be ore different National and State and distinct hortkXaTTocS
a'admirTl lVe"n;h,/''""'.'' T ""^^ ""^'^ P^^^^^^^ unLilour^^^^^^^

^

:ha^'T::;ftmtx mov^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^"^^^^' ^^'-^ ^^^ --^ ^--^^^

^

St^rofVll"
^''-

^K*l'
:^'^"^ ^" ^^^^^ °f th^ proposition are the

other Sta^ inT: t''^ ^"^"
^^l'*

^^^^^^^ of orchards than any
?,]:. A f •! **^^ ^"^°"' ^"^ the State of Maine which has been

st'a^s arrov:7o7tl"
^""'^^ fi-ly-flavored fruit. Ntmero.^ ot^ersiaies approved of the measure at their last meetings and there is anunbounded assurance that Oregon will give a great ^force to the nlove
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ment at the annual meeting of the Horticultural Society in Portland

this week.

The apple blossom stands for something. There is nothing like a

sickly sentiment associated with the favorite flower. When the bloom

silently opens in the spring, millions of eyes are turned towards it,

and millions of minds commence calculations on far-reaching results in

the widest commercial circles.

Forests are inspected for supplies of timber for barrels and boxes,

thousands of stave and box factories get ready for work ; life and vigor

are given to various manufactures which supply all kinds of orchard

cultivators, implements, sprayers and spraying mixtures; railroads,

warehouses, cold storage plants and a countless army of toilers get

busy for their parts in the service, and ocean-going steamers commence
anticipating cargoes for foreign shores.

In a brief paper, it is not possible to even hint at a thousand direc-

tions that are affected by the apple industry. It is the only fruit that

we export, and the only fruit that we can keep in good condition from

one year to another.

It is, therefore, to be hoped that you will join with numerous other

kindred organizations in going on record that you favor the choice of

the apple blossom for our national flower by adopting a fitting resolu-

tion.

I wish to again express my best wishes for your Society collectively,

and members individually. Yours respectfully,

JAMES HANDLY,
Secretary.

THE PRESIDENT.—What is the pleasure of the Society in regard

to this matter?

MR. HARTMAN.—I merely wish to express an opinion, not to

make a motion in regard to that letter. We all have our sentiments in

one shape or another, and while I think the apple blossom would be

as proper a national flower as anything we have, it is very incongruous

for the ajiple interests to set it up as the national flower, and then back

it up by such a set of final reasons as given in that letter. I would not

be in favor of it.

A MEMBER.—I move that the paper be laid on the table.

This motion was duly seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT.—Any further business?

MR. JAMISON.—It has been customary heretofore for an obituary

cf)mmittee to be appointed. I don't know that there has been any

ctual member deceased during this past year, but 1 know of one who
vas formerly a member, and who has done a great deal in the interest

uf horticultural work. In connection with his brother, he has done

a great deal for the furtherance of the peach interest in Juniata county.

1 refer to Mr. J. H. Smith, of Swales, Pa.

THE PRESIDENT.—Do you wish to offer a resolution?

MR. JAMISON.—I have no resolution prepared, but I think it
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would be proper His brother, Mr. J. T. Smith, is still alive You
from'^^ tr^°'"'f>

S-ith Brothers, ami if you were eve up therefrom 88 to 96, m he iieach season, you would see at the stationsmany crates of peaches bearing their name. They sent out a^3many carloads each season.
^ ^ ^°°"

THE PRESIDENT.-I think that the onlv really active memberwho has passed away during this past year Was Prof Butl anT wetook action on that through the report of the Committee on Resok,t.ons. I hardly thmk it would be in order for the As ocTatbn to takeformal act.on on the death of one who was not a member

A MEMBEK.-I move that the Secretary take note of the remarksof Mr. JaniKson. and have a copy forwar.led to this brother
1 his motion was duly seconded an<l carried.

adj"^ ^^r^l^"^ ^-"'- •'-'-^ 'f -. a motion to

Adjourned.
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